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This thesis topic w2s chosen for a two-fold purpose. First, 
of course, is the fulfillment of the requirementR of Boston University 
for the de~ree of ~aster of Business Administration. Second, but per-
haps not secondary in importance, was the realization that the field 
of sugar refining might be a fertile field for the use of cost account-
ing, at least this industry, in which the writer has worked for many 
years, should be studied with a view toward determining the adaPtabil-
ity of this useful accounting tool to the various processes emPloyed. 
Cost accounting was selected, rather than some other branch of account-
ing, because the writer's experience has been chiefly gained or obtain-
ed in the actual refining operations, therefore it was likely that he 
could analyze these operations more intelligently, and apply the know-
ledge inculcated at the University to better effect than in some less 
familiar field. 
The author desires to take this opportunity to extend his 
thanks to the following officials of the Revere Su~ar Refinery: to Mr. 
John ~ . Lowe, Mana~er, for permission to make use of whatever inform~ 
tion was available~ to r. J. M. Brown, Chief Chemist, for the use of 
the books and magazines in the Laboratorv Library; and esPecially to 
Mr. C. L. Ta~gart, Assistant to the Mana~er, for his reading of the 
manuscript and his invaluable advice and criticism, without whose help 
errors of fact as well as of method would undoubtedly have been incor-
porated in the text. His co-operation and friendly counsel have been of 
great assistance in the preparation of this thesis. 
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A PROPOSED COST ACCOUNTING METHOD FOR A SUGAR REFINERY 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Cost Accounting hall develo~ed fa!' beyond its modest beginning as e..n 
ad.iunct of business. Today, in many industries, it is e.n essential tool of 
management, without which many of thA spectacular economies effected might 
never haw~ been reeli&ed, or, at le.,.st, have been discovered an? i1_1stigated 
so promptly. Its use is becoming in ere a si.ngly wide .. spread and many businesses, 
hitherto thought too complex for cost an8lysis, are finding it applicable to 
. -
the solving of many of their problems. It is axiomatic that before one can 
improve he must first become eWRre of his shortcomings, Similarly, before a 
business can become efficient, thA management must first realize, by study 
and detailed knowledge, that inefficiency, waste, and ooportunities to lower 
costs exists. Adequate records of the cost of each process or department will 
quickly furnish such information. 
Such records reveal the inefficient machine, the wasteful orocess, the 
prodigal expenditure of labor. By focusing attention upon denartmental costs 
they induce management to effect economies that might otherwise have escaned 
ado~tion or trial. Through tba recording of such items as idle time, main-
tenance and replacAment of worn or damaged parts, denreciation, production 
rates, etc., the inefficient machine~ many be supplanted by more modern e~uip­
ment. Actual knowledge of the amount of material spoiled or damaged leads to 
concerted efforts to reduce such waste to a minimum. The use of excessive 
labor brings about an intensive survey of equipment lay-out, perhaps 1eads 
in time and motion studies, with a view tow~rds the loweRt practicable labor 
cost, consistent with maximum efficiency and production. 
In many plants the processes and onerations are installed or or~anized 
with but little thought and effort directed towards making them as conven-
ient and as easy to perform ibl 
as 90ss e, rather is emphasis Dlaced unon 
the ease of installation or early production. That this is a short-sighted pol-
icv is not difficult to maintain when it is realized that in many cases a diff• 
erent and more convenient arrangement might just as easily have been made at 
little or no increase in installation or organization cost, or that where such 
cost is thereby made greater the increase, during the relatively short install-
ation period, may be, and frequently is, offset by the savings realized during 
the comparatively long life or the equipment, process, or operation. 
The refining of raw sugar is one of the industries in which adeauate 
cost accounting has made but little progress. The chief reason for such delay 
has undoubtedly been the complexity of the business, with its many interlock-
ing processes. To understand the minor role played by cost acco~nting in the 
industry it is necessary brieflv to consider some of the underlying reasons. 
First, sugar refining evolved slowly from small plants long before cost ac-
counting was introduced. Second, its evolution proceeded by trial and error 
methods, directed by practical sugar men who have been assisted, from about 
the beginning of the present century, by trained chemists and engineers. The 
processes have, therefore, been more or less subjected to the acid tests or 
time, the continuous sales efforts of engineers and inventors seeking to mar• 
ket different techniques, materials, or equipment, and the constant research 
of the refineries' technical staffs. Third, management in general consists of 
men trained in science or whose knowledge has been acquired by experience in 
practical sugar refining, rather than of men trained in accountancy or in oth-
er phases of business administration. Fourth, the installation of adequate 
cost accounting methods requires a knowledge, not alone or cost accounting, 
but of chemical engineering and of practical sugar refining as well. Needless 
to say, few persons have been trained in all three subjects. 
There is reason to believe, however, that more attention must be 
given to reducing costs in the future than has been granted in the past, par-
ticularly by the Atlantic Coast refiners or raw cane sugar. This belief seems 
well substantiated by a consideration of the economic factors involved. D~ring 
the war and post-war periods the destruction and non-cultivation of the beet 
sugar fields in Europe had so stimulated the demand for sugar from other count• 
ries that new areas were ~iven over to the growing of sugarcane and sugar beets. 
As Europe returned to, even increased, the production of sugar the world was 
faced with a constantly increasing surplus of raw sugar. A new sugar industry 
sprang up in India. The production facilities of practically all of the areas 
engaged in growing sugar had been greatlv expanded by the unprecedented demand. 
Constant research in agriculture added to the yield or sugar per acre of land. 
Improved technology was increasing the extraction and recovery of the sugar 
and lowering the losses in its manufacture. Various plans to limit the amount 
- ~ . - .. .. 
of sugar produced were tried with but indifferent and temporary success. Most 
or the nations endeavored, in one way or another, to make themselves self-
sufficient, to produce surplus ~oods for export, if possible, in order that 
they might have a favorable balance of trade. The result of these factors is 
that the world can and does produce more sugar than is consumed. The pressure 
exerted upon the markets or the world by the surplus stocks in storage, to-
~ether with actual and potential production, practically guarantees low, al-
most profitless prices. 
In the United States, prior to 1934, the frequently-revised tariff 
schedules held the principal key to the relative division or the market be-
tween the various producers. Chief among these producers were the refiners or 
raw cane sugar imported from various countries. In second place were the man-
ufacturers of domestic beet sugar. In third place were the manufacturers and 
refiners of domestic raw cane sugar. Finally, though relatively unimportant 
before 1926, were the importers of sugar refined elsewhere than in the con-
tinental United States. Tropical-refined sugar began to enter in 1926 in 
constantly increasing quantities. which grew to large amounts after 1930. as 
the result of a two cent subsidy per hundred pounds in their favor, which 
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appeared in the Tariff Act of 1930. Domestic beet sugar was slowly increasing 
in volume each vear, marketing its highest crop in 1934, when quotas were in-
traduced under the Agricultural Adjustment Administration limiting its con-
tinued expansion. Each took its toll from the refiners of imported raws. Con-
ditions in their industry grew steadily worse. Their protests, supplemented 
by those of the domestic cane and beet sugar manufacturers, against the im-
portation of this tropically-refined sugar, together with the steadily de-
clining volume or our exports to Cuba, forced th~ Congress to remedy the sit-
uation. 
A quota svstem, a reduction of the duty on Cuban sugar, a processing 
tax of like amount upon the refined sugar produced from raw cane sugar import-
ed into the United States, together with a distribution of benefit payments to 
domestic producers for limiting their crops to the ri~ures set by the quotas, 
these were the chief features or the Sugar Act or 1934. the Jones-Costigan Act. 
This act was followed a few months later bv the Reciprocal Trade A~reement with 
Cuba, the principal feature of which was another reduction in the rate of duty 
imposed upon Cuban sugar. The domestic producers, to whom the benefit payments 
. . 
were made, were the ~rowers or sugarcane and sugar beets in the mainland United 
States, and in its territories and insular possessions. These producers, and 
indirectly the manufacturers who processed the sugar, were thus being subsidized 
by the purchasers of refined dutiable raws, principally those from Cuba. Without 
discussing the provisions of the various regulations and the effects produced, 
it is sufficient for our purposes to sav that the two chief results of such con-
trol were: (a) atabiliaation of the existing markets by the establishment of 
quotas which were designed to balance consumption by limiting the production or 
importations of each group; and (b) the subsidizing of the beet and cane producers 
or the United States and its insular territories and possessions. 
In September. 1939 a new European war broke out. Raw sugar producing 
countries visualiaed an increased demand for sugar from a world diverted from 
production to war. War risk increased the insurance rates. Shipping operators 
foresaw a possible demand for ocean-going steamers. As a result raw sugar ad-
vanced sharply in price. Refined sugar quotations were withdrawn from the mar• 
ket on SePtember 1 and when the refiners re-entered the market a few days later 
the price had advanced some thirty per cent. American consumers, with vivid 
memories of the sugar shortage and high prices of the post-war era, hastened 
to purchase sugar in amounts greatly in excess of their normal requirements. 
Naturallv, another temporarv shortage set in. On September 11, 1939, President 
Roosevelt suspended the quota provisions, which automatically returned the 
rate or duty on Cuban sugar from $0.90 to $1.50 a hundred pounds. The excise 
tax, approximatelv similar to and the successor of the unconstitutional proc· 
easing tax, was continued in force, with the benefit payments to the mainland 
and insular producers continuing to be made. ifuat conditions now (November, 
1939) confront the Atlantic seaboard refiners or imported rawst 
The suspension of the quota system removes all restrictions upon the 
importation of sugar or upon the growth and manufacture of domestic supplies. 
The refiners can import as much raw sugar as thev please, but they must also 
endure the competition of imported refined sugars and the presence in their 
markets of the subsidized products from the beet sugar areas, and from the Pa-
cific coast refining of insular raw sugars, which also enjoy the subsidy. The 
increase in the dutv on Cuban sugars raises the cost of the raws imported from 
that country, the largest foreign source of supply, and increases the subsidy 
indirectly accruing to raw sugar manufacturers in insular territories and pos-
sessions. All raw sugars, regardless of origin, command about the same price 
in the United States. An association of Hawaiian su~ar interests own a large 
refinery on the west coast. For some time thev have been trying to enter the 
eastern market. The increased dutv on Cubas, in addition to the subsidies men-
tioned, automatically puts them in a position whereby they can invade the east-
ern seaboard and compete with refiners in that area, recouping their larger 
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freight costs caused by the long wate.r shipment from the subsidy and from the 
higher price of refined sugar. Indeed, the competition is not confined to these 
two groups, but is a struggle between five groups of varving importance and vol• 
ume: the east coast refiners, the west coast refiners, the beet sugar manufact-
urers, the refiners of domestic cane sugar, and the importers of tro ically-re-
fined sugar. Beet sugar has usually commanded a lower price than cane sugar, in 
previous vears because of its inferior qualitv, but this factor of inferior 
qualitv now having been largely removed, the lower price now furnishes them a 
definite advantage. They can undersell the market and reap a profit from the 
increased cost of imported raw sugars and from the subsidv paid to the growers 
of the sugar beets, which indirectly permits them to purchase their raw mater-
ial at a lower price than would otherwise be possible, In fact, probably to a 
large extent, the beet sugar companies grow a large proportion of their supply, 
thereby receiving the benefit payments directly. 
It may thus be seen, excluding further governmental action in some 
form, th.a:t the sugar supply of the eastern market should come largely from the 
group that can produce at the lowest cost, enabling them to market their pro-
ducts without incurring a loss. It mav well be that for this reason alone clo-
ser control of costs by eastern refiners will be imperative if they are to sur-
vive. To secure future favorable action by the government it may be necessary 
for them to present detailed cost figures to support their claims. Since closer 
cost control is indicated, it suggests that lower costs might be achieved through 
the use of more detailed records. To obtain such records it will be necessary to 
install a svstem that will furnish figures for each process, operation, or de-
partment as may be required. It is the purpose of the following chapters to out-
line such a system, but before beginning the actual study and discussion of the 
various Processes enployed i.t should be enphasiz"td that. 1Ht1 e or nothing has 
p-eviously een written on this subject. 
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It h s, therefore, been necessary to draw almost exclusively upon the 
writer's own ideas and knowledge of the subject. Naturally, one's individual 
knowledge is limited to his personal experience, as increased and directed by 
his reading and by his contacts and discussions with his associates in the in-
dustry. Since the subject of this study has received little previous attention, 
the writer is unable to quote supporting opinion from a variety of sources, but 
such information as was directly applicable has been referred to in footnotes. 
In the appendix a bibliography has been included, which, though referred to di-
rectly in but few places, has through frequent reference added to the information 
or shaped the thought that made possible much of this paper. It is for this rea-
son that this list of references consulted has been included, for their influence 
upon the thinking about the subject rether than for their use as primary source 
material. 
There has also been included in the appendix a number of mimeographed 
forms currently in use at the Revere Sugar Refinery . These have been included, 
though not directly referred to in the text, as evidence that considerable in-
formation which can be adapted to the purposes of obtaining detailed cost figures 
is now being recorded and used in the operation of the plant. The list or forms 
is by no means complete, no attempt at complete coverage being planned, nor was 
it the vrriter's intention at this time to go into the designing and preparation 
of actual forms for use with a detailed cost system. They are introduced to sup-
port the conclusions that the obtaining of detailed costs was not so much a new 
undertaking as it was an extension of the accounting work now being carried on. 
These forms, then, are merely examples of what is now being used, they should 
not be examined with the idea that they are in any way prepared for use with a 
cost system as visualized and outlined in the following chapters. 
CHAPTER 2 
SELECTION OF A SUITABlE SYSTEM 
Since the need for more adequate cost accounting in the sugar refining 
industry is indicated, perhaps the first step to be considered should be to sur-
vey the methods used in other industries, to see if any of them could be adapted 
to refinery use. Undoubtedly there are operations in the refining of sugar that 
are similar to those used in industries that employ detailed cost accounting meth-
ods. Such operations as warehousing, packing, shipping, trucking, maintenance, 
and the ~eneration of steam and electricity, are common to many, if not m~st man-
ufacturing businesses, therefore it should not be difficult to adapt to our use 
methods in use for their cost analysis. As regards the actual refining processes 
the possibility or rearranging existing systems becomes much less certain, perhaps 
improbable. It should be remembered, however, that although the methods of employ-
ing the various processes may be peculiar to the sugar industry, the operations as 
such are not unique. They may be utilized in different ways by other manufacturers. 
Before an attempt to adapt existing systems can be made, the processes employed in 
refining sugar should be set forth, in order that the search may be clearly direct-
ed. Basically, the processes may be divided into five major and three minor opera-
tions, as follows: 
MAJOR OPERATIONS 
1. Removal of suspended impurities and of non-sugars in solution by 
filtration through materials prepared for such use. 
2. Revivification of such materials for subsequent use. 
3. Evaporation of water and crystallization of the sugar from solu-
tion under reduced pressure. 
4. Separation of the crvstals from the mother liquor. Associated with 
this operation, through the similarity of the process and of the 
equipment used, is the initial removal of the molasses film from 
the raw sugar crystals. 
5. Drying the sugar crystals. 
MINOR OPERATIONS 
l. Dissolving the purged raw su~ar crystals in water, this step 
preceding the first major operation. 
2. Separating the dried crystals {from the fifth major operation) 
into products of desired grain si&es by screening. 
3. Conveying the various screened crystals to the proper stations 
for packaging. 
Examining these operations in detail it may be seen that each is used 
in other industries. Our problem, therefore, is whether to study the cost account-
ing systems employed by them for these individual operations, modifying a~ com-
bining them into a system for our purposes, or to prepare a system based on ex• 
isting knowled~e and experience of the underlying principles, especially designed 
for our needs. Since it is likely that obtaining sufficiently detailed information 
about the methods employed by others would be difficult, and that such methods as 
could be obtained would require extensive alterations, perhaps complete revision, 
before use, it would seem that the better method would be to design a system app-
licable to the peculiar problems of a sugar refinery. E¥en then it is unlikely 
that a complete system, useable without alteration by any company refining raw 
cane sugar, could be prepared. That is generally true for most units within any 
industry, few indeed would be the companies that could embrace without adaptation 
to their indiv;dval peculiarities, a ready-made pro~ram or system designed for an 
entire industry. That difficulty is but one of many that would be encountered in 
establishing detailed cost accounting. 
There are many difficulties to be overcome before a system could be 
installed. One of these would be the securing or whole-hearted co-operation in 
operating under the new methods. Many individuals. accustomed to doing things 
in certain ways for a number of years, would resent and resist any attempt to 
change tne familiar routine. Another might arise in convincing supervisors that 
certain changes in methods were necessary. It has previously been pointed out 
that refinery executives in ~eneral have been scientifically or practically trained 
rather than in accountancy or in business management. ethods of operating depart-
ments might seem perfectly satisfactory to them, even though such methods did not 
permit of cost analysis. 
Then, too, there are the physical problems with which we must contend. A 
process industry is usually less adaptable to cost accounting than is a batch or a 
job order type of business. Some process industries, of course, are oore complex 
than others. Sugar refining is by no means one of the simpler types or process in-
dustry. Probably the greatest single problem to be encountered is the obtaining of 
the quantity of the product to which the costs are to be allocated. Closely allied 
in difficulty is the 4iTision of the costs between products of the same process. 
To illustrate this latter difficulty consider, for example, the separation of the 
su~ar crystals from the mother liauor by centrifugal force. •nat proportion of the 
cost should be char~ed to the su~ar and what amount should be borne by the sirup 
from which they were separated% A third difficulty, though of lesser importance, 
is the measuring, weighing, or estimated cethod by which spilled or damaged material 
returned for reprocessing can be obtained. 
Each of these difficulties as well as others may be advanced as ar2uments 
against the employment of cost accounting in a su~ar refinery. Perhaps the principal 
points to be advanced in such an objection are: 
1. Prices of the products are set by competition, not by cost plus 
a profit margin. Knowing the cost in great detail will not enable 
a re-f"inery to increase i.ts selling price. Nor does the fact that 
some items mav be considered unprofitable permit their withdrawal 
from the market. In order to hold its customers each refinery is 
forced to offer a complete line of products. 
2. Large volume is usually necessary to the securing or low costs. 
To obtain lar~e volume certain seemingly uneconomic practices, 
such as freight absorPtion. price ~uaranties. partial-payment 
plans, etc., may be deemed necessary as sales inducements. Such 
costs are a part of the effort exerted to retain custome~s or 
to attract new business. 
3. It may be desirable to sell intermediate products at low prices 
in order to avoid the refining neces.sary to prepare them for the 
production of granulated sugar. 
4. Sugar refining has been under the supervision of experienced men 
for many years. It is unlikely that appreciable reductions in 
costs can be effected by the introduction of detailed cost account• 
ing. in fact the operation of the system will but add its cost to 
those already in existence. 
5. The operation of such a department would require the services of 
a personnel trained in engineering and in practical sugar refini~~' 
as well as · in accounting. It would probably be difficult to secure 
persons with such training. 
Though the foregoing objections undoubtedly are formidable, detailed cost 
accounting has much to recommend its use. The arguoents for its adoption may well 
be in rebuttal to those advanced against its installation. 
1. Though selling prices may not be increased where such increase is 
indicated as necessary it may well be possible to low~r produ?tion 
costs, thus insuring a profit or a reduced loss. Accurate knowledge 
of the cost of all items should result in greater selling effort 
on the profitable items in the line, and a reduction of the effort 
to sell the unprofitable products. 
2. Knowledge of existing conditions is usually a prerequisite to their 
improvement. It is likely that a knowledge of detailed costs should 
greatly assist in their improvement, through the elimination of con-
tamination, spoilage, deterioration, losses, etc., or at least in 
their curtailment. Excessive labor costs might be lowered. Changes 
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in refining methods may be effected, or policies altered 
to meet changed conditions. 
3. Accurate cost information might permit a refinery to take 
the initiative in price policy, rather than merely follow 
larger or more agressive companies. 
4. Finally, there is a T' ssibili ty that the knowledge accum-
ulated in the operation of such a system would furnish in-
formation that would be invaluable in the purchasing or 
the raw sugar. The ultimate goal, of course, would be pre-
determined costs of each process for raw sugar of any giv-
en chemical analysis. Such information would ehable a re-
finery to exercise some degree of discrimination in se-
lecting the raw material. 
In the foregoing paragraphs it has been indicated that no business unit, 
of any degree of complexity, should expect to find already in existence a detailed 
cost accounting system suitable for their needs, one that could be adopted in its 
entirety without alteration. It was suggested that inasmuch as most of these ex-
isting methods would necessitate at least partial revision, adaptation should be 
confined to the selection of those sections concerned with departmental operations 
such as warehousing, packing, shipping, etc., that most businesses have in common. 
Local needs could thus be satisfied with a minimum of revision. For detailed anal-
ysis of individual processes it is likely that the system should be designed for 
the particular business in which it is to be used, especially if such processes 
are not commonly and similarly used by others, and for which adequate methods for 
determining costs have been established. 
The major and minor operations in the refining of sugar were mentioned. 
Some of the obstacles to be surmounted were indicated. A few of the arguments for 
and against the installation of modern cost accounting methods were presented. 
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The difficulties to be encountered will necessitate planning the system to be used 
in such a manner that most, if not all. of these b~rriers can be overcome, or at 
least reduced to minor obstructions. 
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CHAPI'ER 3 
PLANNING THE SYSTEM TO BE USED 
In the previous chapter it was decided that the system should be design~~ 
rather than adapted. This raises the question whether it should be an integral oart 
or the regular accounting records alr~Rdy in use, or be se~arately organized in a 
set of factory accounts. orimarily for the use of the management. The forner olan 
is less expensive and is better from an accounting standpoint, since much of the 
information already recorded must be posted again in the factory accounts, thereby 
introducing a duplication of e~fort. Then, too. the regular books could be afforded 
an opportunity for additionRl check, which would be advantageous. On the other hand, 
the installation of a new system causes more or less confusion, some of which could 
be avoided by postponing its absorption into the regular books until it has been 
perfected in its final form. Once developed. its insertion into the regular records 
could be accomplished with but few changes. It would seem, therefore, that it would 
be better to design the system as a unit separate from the regular books. 
That ooint being settled, we must next decide on the amount of detail that 
the new system is to encompass. Vfuile it may be enlightening to know every small 
item, it seems unwise to attempt too much in the beginning. One of the chief criti-
cisms of many accounting reports and statements is that they are so delayed that 
they tend to become of historical interest rather than or irn~diate use. A new sys-
tem, furnishing yesterday's total figures without detailed listing, though giving 
no clue as to causes, might make a better impression on the management and be of 
more use to them than a highly-developed report that presented every conceivable 
detail about the costs of a month or two ago. If cost accounting is to be a mana-
gerial tool it must be current, furnishing information that can be used at once. 
Daily statements are perhaps out of the question. yet it should be possible to 
assemble a few highlights each day, even though the computations may not be strictly 
accurate. Weekly statements should certainly be feasible, even to the presentation 
of considerable detailed information. 
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Naturally. the size of the cost department and the complexity of the 
problems would govern, to a considerable extent, the scope and amount of de-
tailed information presented. At first it might be desirable to limit the de-
partmental information to the three major topics: materials, labor, and ~act~ry 
expense; every cost item being arbitrarily assigned to one of the three major 
headings. Later, as experience developed, the detaile could be shown under 
whatever headings might be found useful. Similarly, processes could at first 
be combined under a few departments, graduallv expanding the number until ev-
· ery process would have its own set of accounts. In such initial centralization 
care must be used to provide a sufficient number of departments and detailed 
records to insure the presentation of useful information, otherwise the pur-
pose of the installation is not fulfilled. As indicated, a nice balance must 
be maintained between the amount of detail presented and the time required to 
prepare the reports and statements for executive use. 
The methods to be used in allocating costs must be determined before 
proceeding with the actual designing of the records, since they will affect the 
handling of the various accounts. The basic unit to which the costs are to be 
ellocated is one example. su~ar is a product that is produced in lar~e volume, 
usually in excess of a million pounds a day. The mar~in between the cost of 
the raw suQ;ar and the selling price of the finished sugar is low, so low that 
if a profit is to be realized refining costs must be less than one cent a pound. 
With one pound as the unit the cost of individual charges would be but small 
fractions of a cent, decimals too small for practical work. It is obvious that 
a unit lar~er than a pound should be selected. It has been customary to take 
one hundred pounds as a unit in many of the present operating rePorts and there 
seems no reason whv it could not also serve as the basic unit for cost account-
ing purposes. Though the ton is also freauently used as a ba~e it is onen to 
the objection that. its use complicates the calculating of intermediate values, 
usually expressed in pounds. 
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In the various processes in which the su~ar is in liquid form it cah 
be measured in gallons or in cubic feet. both units being in regular use. Since 
for most purposes of cost analysis we are not particularly interested in either 
unit, exceot as a means of calculating their su~ar content, the unit that would 
best serve our purposes would probablv still be one hundred pounds of sugar. 
This can be calculated from the volume by making use of the temperature of the 
solution, its density, and the percentage of su~ar contained in the dissolved 
solid matter. These values would be obtainable from reports prepared by the op-
erating departments and by the laboratory. 
Power is principally supplied by electric motors. The current ooneum-
ption of each motor or of each department could be measured by individual watt-
hour meters. but it is unlikely that such Precision is necessary, or that the 
extra accuracy obtainable by their use would justify equipping an entire re-
finerv with a number of these rather costlv meters. We should nrobably be sur-
ficientlv precise if we measure the total output of the generators and prorate 
it between power and li~hting, ca1eulating the current consumption for each 
9urpose by computing total motor horse-~ower or current demand and the total 
. -
watta~e used for lighting. The require~nts of individual motors and lights_ 
could then be determined by char~ing them with that proportion of the electri-
cal load that their wattage rating bears to the total current prorated to each 
purpose, multiplied by an activity or use factor. Similarly, the electrical con-
sumption of each department could be estimated from its total calculated wattage 
ratings. Since the use of neither motors nor lights is constant the method will 
not be extremely accurate, but if greater precision is found necessary a watt-
hour meter for each department should furnish sufficiently reliable data. 
The estimation of steam consumption constitutes a somewhat similar 
problem, though with one important additional complication. How shall exhaust 
steam be allocated. char~ed in its entirety to the electrical ~enerators and 
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then given without cost to the operating departments after original use. or ap-
portioned between power and process requirements! The latter seems more equitable. 
Steam consumption is much less amenable to estimation than is electricity. The 
si&e of the equipment tells us practically nothing about ita steam requirements. 
The most practical method consists of measuring the condensate from the process 
during a selected period of normal operation, considering that to be the average 
rate of consumption while the process is being operated. Flow meters could be 
used for each process or for each department, but their cost offers a valid ob-
jection to such application. Probably the best practical plan would be to meas-
ure the total ste~m produced and the amounts used for the generation of electric-
itv and for process work. That used for processing could be assigned on a "use" 
basis, calculated from the amount of work that it had performed, from the square 
feet of heating surface, or from engineering estimate. 
Overhead allocation is usually troublesome. The principal methods in 
common use are based upon: (1) some percentage of direct labor; (2) the amount 
or ihe value of the material; or (3) a physical factor such as floor area or the 
value of the equipment. Each method has its adherents,but it is likely, even prob-
able, that no one method would be entirely satisfactory. Such overhead items as 
supervision, compensation insurance, or Social Security or Un~mployment Bene!its 
are undoubtedly more equitably distributed upon a direct labor basis. They are 
concerned with the employees, not with the product. Other elements, such as fire 
insurance, taxes, depreciation, interest, etc., would probably apply more correct-
ly to the value of the material or or the equipment. For the sake of simplicity 
and ease or calculation it is customary to use one base rather than several, though 
the accuracy is thereby frequently lessened. This subject will be considered in 
greater detail in chapter 6, which is concerned with overijead. 
The reprocessing of intermediate products, or l~ps and crystals of un-
marketable sizes, and of damaged or spilled materials will introduce special prob-
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lems. Many in-between products must undergo extensive reprocessing. A great deal of 
the unmarketable crvstal sizes become the raw material for specialities. Spillage 
may consist either of solid sugar or of process sirups. The fo:mer, which is much 
the lar~er in quantity and in importance, is mainly confined to the Packing D~part­
ment and to the Raw Su~ar Warehouse. The latter. for~unately, is the exception 
rather than the rule and is therefore of little relative importance, but it con-
stitutes a potential source of considerable trouble, particularly in t he event of 
a serious leak or flood. Dry sugar can be shoveled up and weighed or estimated, 
before .returning the sugar for reprocessing, but sirup solutions are difficult to 
measure and would probably have to be eetinated from the floor area covered or 
from inspection of the tank from which they came. Repeated refinin~ of intermed-
iate products offers some little difficulty from the standpoint of identification 
and the accumulation of costs. It is in this field that what may perhaps be the 
. . -
greatest opportunities to reduce coats will be found. This is the complex part 
of sugar refinin~. It is in the accounting for these products that the most diff-
ivulty arises and in which the chances to be of service are the greatest. If 
these in-between products did not exist the task would be easier, but probably 
alreadv accomplished. 
Finally, anong the general items to be considered is the collection of 
the information that the cost department is to use. A refinery usually runs day 
and night while in operation. Our problem will be to collect the information for 
each of the three shifts. The logical men to supply some of the records are the 
departmental foremen, but whether the management would be willing to have them 
saddled with the extra duty would perhaps depend largely upon the amount and kind 
of information required, and upon the skill with which the necessary forms were 
prepared. It might be necessary in some departments to have special clerks to 
handle this work. but such details are beyond the scope or the present project. 
We shall asaume that the necessary data can be supplied, by whom is of no immed-
iate importance. 
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In summing up the various general items that to a large extent determine 
the preparation of the cost system we have concluded that it would be better to be-
gin with a simple system, separate from the general books, which is to present a 
modest amount of information. These reports, however. are to be promptly made and 
are to be as accurate as possible, consistent with a minimum expenditure for equip-
ment and for detailed analysis. The work can be expanded, if it is considered ad-
visable, to any desired degree and if suceessful it should become an integral oart 
of the accounting svstem. 
Methods for the measurement of steam and electricity have been suggested. 
. . . 
These methods should be checked wherever feasible bv individual measurements or en-
gineering estimates. 
Other pertinent data, such as: the basic unit to which the costs are to 
be allocated; the calculation of this unit when the materials are in solut~on; and 
a brief discussion of the problem introduced by the repeated refining of intermed-
iate products and damaged materials were considered, as well as the problem of 
collecting the necessary information. They have been but but introduced as yet, 
to await more complete discussion in subsequent chapters, under the departments 
which are affected by them. 
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CHAPI.'ER 4 
ACCOUNTING FOR RAW MATERIALS 
.. 
. - ' ~ 
The various accounting texts, in their sections on accounting for mate_rials, 
go into the subject in much greater detail than is necessary for our purposes. ~e may 
assume that the general books of a refinery adequately account for material purchases, 
receipt, and payment. We are concerned solely with their use and their withdrawal 
from the various stores, and with methods for controlling and recording such with-
drawal and subsequent use. 
We may begin with the statement that materials are to be withdrawn trom 
their respective storerooms only upon written requisitions, complete in all nee-
essary details, such as: the date; the amount and kind or materials; their sys-
tem designation; the stores location from which thev were taken; and the depart-
ment to which they are to be charged. This rule is necessary, of course, in order 
to provide all interested departments with the requisite information. Since it is 
our intention to desi~n merely such forms as are required by the act~al ~efinin~ 
processes, which are not obtainable elsewhere, for a detailed description or the 
methods and forms necessary or desirable in the control of materials in storage 
and their withdrawal the reader is referred to standard texts on the subject, such 
as "Cost Accounting", by W. B. Lawrence, published by Prentice-Hall, Inc. In this 
text he will find a complete discussion or the subject, together with suggested 
forms and procedure. Much of the procedure outlined by him is unnecessary for our 
initial purpose of establishing a simple system, but might be found suitable if 
expansion or greater detail is considered desirable. 
Before we instigate methods for controlling and recording the use of 
materials we ~hould know the nature of the materials, the form in which they are 
to be handled, and their relative amounts and values. This information should 
enable us to determine the procedure and the necessary degree of precision. Ba-
sically, we have but one major ingredient, which is sugar. In certain products 
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we introduce minor constituents, such as water, corn starch, and tri•calcium 
phosphate. In ita raw state the sugar is crystalline, of a brownish color, 
and the grains are coated with a thin film of partially-dried sirup. It is 
packed in jute bags, in 100, 140, and 320 pound sizes, or it may be imported 
in bulk. The water, of course, is delivered by metered pipe line. The corn 
starch and tri-calcium phosphate are finely divided white powders, which are 
packed in 100 pound ba~s. In addition to these particular ingredients certain 
chemicals , notably lime, enter into the processing as reagents. During the 
processing their form is changed. In this changed form they enter into some 
of the products as ingredients, though in infinitesimal amounts. The princi-
pal material in all or the products is sugar. White sugars, which constitute 
about 85fo of the output, are practically pure sucrose, with but traces ot 
other ingredients. It may readily be seen, therefore, that the inclusion of 
small amounts or minor constituents would not introduce an appreciable error, 
though in most cases, for purposes or greater control, these incidPntal ma-
terials will be separately considered with the products in which they are 
chiefly used. 
The principal material, raw sugar, is imported from various tropical 
regions and discharged from the ships into a large shed for storage, all of 
the sugar being weighed and sampled by customs officials, by public weighers, 
or by both. The amount and quality of the raw sugar received is therefore 
readily ascertained. Raw sugar is withdrawn from this storage shed as needed. 
The amount removed is determined by weighing, by multiplying the number of 
bags by the average net weight per bag applicable to the particular lot, or 
by multiplying the number or crane buckets delivered by an average weight 
per bucket. Actual weighing is the most accurate method. The problem here is 
not particularly difficult, because the amount of sugar to which the costs 
are to be distributed is determinable by ordinary methods. We merely have to 
see that the first process is charged with the proper amount of sugar, which 
may be calculated from the weight of the sugar and its analysis, obtained 
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either from actual test or from the averages of the particular lot from whieh ii 
was taken. The inventory account should be charge d with all importations of raw 
sugar and credited with all withdrawals from stock. 
The next material, chronologically, is water. Our problem here is some-
what similar to that encountered in the measurement of steam and electricity, yet 
with certain differences. The fresh water all passes through the city meter, there• 
fore its volume is readily determinable. It is its widespread distribution that 
offers difficulty in accounting. Sugar refineries use enormous quantities of water, 
about four pounds for every pound of raw sugar refined. Its use is not confined 
to one or two locations, but it is distributed generally throughout the plant in 
hundreds of places. To cap the climax it is used more than once, for example, 
the condensate from the steam is returned to the boilers as feed water for the 
production of more steam, thus saving water and the heat that would be required 
to bring regular city water to the corresponding temperature. In these respects, 
however, it does not differ materially from the problems associated with the 
steam and the electricity. The differences lie chiefly in the facts that water 
is a constitueat of some of the products, P,erhaps more of it is used for indi-
rect purposes, and because there seems to be no reasonable me~hod .for calcul.at~~g 
or estimating the amounts so used, other than the installation of m~ters in each 
department. We could count the nunber of outlets in each department, but we would 
have no clue as to the extent of their use. The water used directly in the pro-
cesses can be calculated. but the remainder will probably have to be arbitrarily 
distributed by estimation methods. The error involved, however, should not be 
appreciable , since by far the greater proport.ion is used for process work or 
for steam production. 
The next material to be used is milk of lime, a suspension of slaked 
lime in water. This material is packed in 50 pound paper bags and in water-sus-
pension it is employed to neutralize the acid substances found in the raw sugar, 
or those occuring during the refining processes. In general its accounting will 
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offer but little difficulty, since its use is confined to a relatively small 
number or processes and in comparatively small quantities, which can be de-
termined by deducting unused balances from the number of bags issued. 
Diatomaceous earth, paper pulp, vegetable carbons, and bone-char 
are the next materials to be considered. These have been grouped together for 
the reasons that each is a filtration material, each may be revi~ified for sub-
se~uent use, and each may therefore consist of two ~rades of material, new and 
revivified, at different costs. Another similarity is that none of these roa• 
terials become constituents of the final products. They come in burlap, jute, 
and paper bags of definite weight, Paper pulp usually comes in bales, but its 
weight is also given. In any event each would be weighed upon arrival to in-
sure getting correct quantities. 
The cost problem associated with their use differs with the material 
and with the quantity and operating methods employed. ~nere one of these agents 
. . 
is used in but one class of product and discarded after use without revi~ification, 
the problem is not particularly difficult. It is simply the ~scertain~ng or th~ 
number of units filtered with the amount of agent applied. Where revivification 
is employed the problem becomes more complex. We then have two ~rades of agent, 
new and revivified, at different costs. The problem is still merely that of de-
termining how much or each grade was used for a given number of unite. Even 
where the filtration agent is used in more than one product the difficulty is 
not appreciably increased, so long as the products use separate equipment and 
their treatment is known. We shall usually be concerned, however, with the ~ost 
difficult eases: two or more products using the same equipment in rotation; 
filtration agents used in more than one product before revivification or dis-
carding; losses in quantity and in efficiency with usage, eo that the products 
receive disproportionate benefit; and errors or difficulties in measurement in 
the application or used filtration agents. 
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Our problem will be to find methods by which we can evaluate: (1) the 
amount of each product; (2) the treatment given it; (3) the amount of benefit 
conferred upon it by the filtration; and (4) the cost or such benefit. The task 
is formidable, but not impossible; it can be accomplished if the results obtained 
warrant the expenditure of the effort necessary to measure, sample, test, record, 
etc., the various factors that make up the problem. 
Next on the list are the special supplies, such as filter cloth, the 
acids used for the occasional preparation of special sirups and in the treat~ent 
or soft or brown sugar, disinfectants used for sanitary purposes, and other ~a­
terials having a more or less general use. Cloth may be weighed or measured 
upon arrival. Acids usually come in glass carboys and may either be weighed or 
measured. Disinfectants and the other materials mentioned are also weighed, 
measured, or in packaged units of standard weights or quantities. None of these 
products are of particular importance as regards their effect upon the cost ot 
the final product, but they may have an appreciable influence upon t~~ costs 
or individual processes. In any event their effect can be evaluated, and the 
accounting for these supplies offers little or no difficulty. 
Then there are the special replacement supplies that are peculiar to 
each process or department. Such items as the metal linings for centrifugal ma• 
chines, fiber tips for the plows employed to discharge the sugar from the cen-
trifugal "baskets", screens for the screening equipment, etc. Some of these are 
expensive parts and their cost entitles them to be separately accounted for in 
their respective departments. Others, of small cost, may well be included in the 
general expense of the departments in which they are used. It may be that even the 
most expensive or these replacement parts will not warrant the keeping or records 
in such detail that the exact weight of sugar processed with each part during 
its productive life need be calculated. The system should, however, provide suf-
ficient detail concerning these parts to enable the management to make intelli-
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gent decisions regarding their use. The accounting for their issuance is s~plet 
but the calculation of their individual contribution to the processing is auch 
more involved. 
The fuel requirements or the boilers and of the revivification pro• 
ceases must be recorded. \Vhere oil is used throughout the plant the problem ia 
merely one of charging deliveries from the oil trucks to an inventory account 
and crediting the account for all withdrawUs, which are in turn chs.rged to the 
proper departments. The chief accounting difficulty would be in the division of 
the oil between departments, where a common supply tank was used. If separate 
tanks were available but little trouble would be encountered. If solid fuels, 
such as coal were used the estimation or measuring of unused quantities becomes 
more difficult and ineaact. 
In considering materials and supplies the subject or packages and 
their costs must be introduced. Much has been written about package costs in 
all industries. The importance of the subject to sugar refineries may be il· 
lustrated by the statement (1) that "one refiner offers sixty-two different 
types of sugar in two hundred and seventy-seven packagings". Naturally, not 
all of these packages are of the same cost, nor or the same cost per pound 
of sugar enclosed. Some are more profitable than others. A not inconsiderable 
number may cause losses. The problem is to determine which are the profitable 
items, and we must recognize that other factors in addition to the initial 
cost of the container enter into the computations. Some packages are fragile, 
resulting in large breakage losses; some require disproportiobate amounts of 
labor or supervision, or both; others require a comparatively large invest-
ment in machinery. A cheap package may furnish insufficient protection to 
(1) Sugar Economics, Statistics, and Documents, The United States Cane Sugar 
Refiner's Association, page 80. 
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its contents, resulting in an abnormal number of complaints and return of the 
product. The packaged sugar might even be non-salable, changed into a solid 
lump by moisture absorption and subsequent redrJing, thus making recondition-
ing necessary. It should be obvious, then, that original container cost is 
but one of the factors that make up the cost of the packaged sugar. There is 
much more to the problem than merely totalling requisitions and extended 
prices. The details, however, will be taken up in Chapter 17, Packing the 
Finished Products. 
No chapter on accounting for materials and supplies should be con• 
eluded without considering the pricing methods to be used on material requi-
sitions. There are four methods in more or less general use: 
1. Actual Cost 
2. Replacement Cost 
3. Average Cost 
4. Cost of oldest lot in stock 
It is probable that no reason, likely to be advanced, can offset the advantages 
of using actual cost, wherever this value is obtainable. Since a cost system is 
intended to calculate cost, we should if possiole at least start with actual 
cost. Replacement cost finds wider application in batch or job order operations, 
than in process plants, especially in connection with pre-determined cost work, 
where the intent is to calculate what a product will cost in t'uture operations 
rather than what it has cost in the past. Average cost, or the cost of the old-
est lot in stock, are useful methods when actual cost is not readily ootainable. 
Each will give satisfactory results if the prices of individual lots have not 
varied greatly, but will yield mere approximations where inventory prices have 
been subject to considerable fluctuation. 
For manybmaterials used in sugar refining actual cost can be used, but 
this value is not obtainable for every material and supply. Some must be priced 
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by another plan, preferably by the averaging method. The raw sugar used is sonle ... 
times a good illustration of the difficulty. At certain seasons raw sugar ~· 
ports greatly exceed normal requirements. The different lots must be stored to-
gether, frequently in the same pile. With bagged sugar its identity may still 
be retained, but with bulk sugar there is no clear line of demarcation, the 
lots have to some extent been merged. The oldest lot is on the bottom, there• 
fore "first in - first out" costing methods are the reverse of what actually 
takes place. Actual cost is uncertain because identity has been lost. Ave~age 
cost, however, is practical and usually sufficiently accurate. Raw sugar prices, 
during the existence of particular tariff legislation and regulation, seldom va• 
ry greatly. When the price changes considerably it is usually possible to segre• 
gate the sugars of different prices or, if that should not be feasible, to aver-
age the means for each price group. 
Revivified materials used in filtration would be added originally at 
cost, for such cost is known, but the new lot is quickly merged with the older 
material and its identity is lost. Average costs are here the only feasible 
plan. Similarly, the repeated refining of the intermediate products tends to-
ward their absorption into larger amounts, toward the loss of individual iden-
tity in its merger with the common product. Average costs alone can satisfact-
orily be used for these products. 
In general it seems that actual cost can be used for most original 
contributions of materials and supplies, but that in use the ability to apply 
actual costs becomes almost impossible. In such cases average costs will be 
used. 
Summarizing this chapter we may briefly state that the principal ma-
terial is the raw sugar. Other materials and supplies are needed, some being of 
vital interest, others of but minor importance. In some processes, perhaps ~ost, 
the accounting for materials is rather complex; the issuing offers no problem, 
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but the method of use and the results from their use are somewhat difficult to 
analyze. Under the separate chapters these methods and results will be studied 
in detail and a procedure suggested for the obtaining and recording of the in-
formation needed for cost analysis. 
It is not to be expected that these procedures will be free from 
criticism by competent authorities, ot that they will result in precise meas~ 
urements of costs. In any complex process it is unlikely that exact cost is 
determinable. These suggested methods are but an attempt to furnish a founda~ 
tion upon which a more imposing structure may be erected, an approach to the 
problem of obtaining approximate costs with sufficient accuracy to render them 
of use to refinery management. 
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CHAPTER 5 
ACCOUNTING FOR LABOR 
The accounting for labor, though simoler than the accounting for materials; 
ie not entirAly free from difficulty. Again, as was suggested for matertals, 
WA may assumA that the general accounting staff adequately handles its time~ 
keeping and payroll functions. It map be necessary ~or cost purnoses, however, 
to go into greater detail as regards the distribution of lator cost to the var• 
ious nrocesses, and the temporary tranabrs of emnloyees to other nroductive 
work, or to non-nroductive labor, such as cleaning, within their own or other 
de~artments. It is obviously incorrect to charge such cleaning onerations to 
direct or productive labor merely because the work is ~erformed by men who are 
normally emnloyed in that category. Similarly, when indirect or non-nroductive 
employees are temporarily assigned to productive work, their labor cost should 
become a charge to direct labor. The cost system, tb3n, must reflect trese 
varied conditions, so th·at labor cost and factory expense or overhead may be 
correctly stated. 
Most sugar refineries use approximately the same general plan in paying 
employees: ordinary labor at a basi& hourly rate of pay; slightly higher hourly 
rate~ for semi-skilled labor, or for those working under particularly uncom-
fortable conditions, or operating equipment that necessitates some degree of 
training or knowledge; still higher hourly rates for skilled labor and sub-
foremen; and salaries for foremen, supervisors, clerical, ~nd teohn~cal 
departments. Littla or no use is made of the various incentive plans, other 
than in the packing denartment, where bonuses are sometimes paid, in addition 
to the basic hourly rate, on producti·on in excess of established standards. 
These standards are based upon a fair daily productivity, taking both the 
machinery and the operator's ability into considAration. 
Little difficulty should be experienced in obtaining the information 
concerning labor costs necessary for cost accounting. The basic reporting 
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system is probably already in operAtion in most refineries. 
The only changes that 
need be made would be in the interest r · 
o secur~ng gre~ter distinction between pro-
ductive and non-productive work. H h 1 
ow s arn y this distinction is to be made will 
dePend upon circumstances and the degree of refinement desired. Obviously, if an 
employe~s duties should unmistakably be classed as directly productive during 
the major portion of his workiug day, any minor portion spent in indirect work 
could safely be ignored. For example, if a man's work Primarily consisted of 
OPerating production machinery, yet during slack periods he was called upon to 
sweep the floor, such indirect work would be relatively of little importance and 
could be overlooked. Or, if such cleaning was done while the machinery did not 
require his constant attention, the indirect work would be incidental only and. 
should be neglected. On the other han~ if he were to be required to engage in 
indirect work, relinquishing to another workman or to a foreman his duties for 
anpreciable periods, such chan~s of status should not be ignored, but should 
be accounted for. 
Similarly, if a foreman customarily and consistently performed Productive 
work during the absence or other assignment of the regular employees, that. 
portion of his time should be charged as direct l :abor. Since we are seeking 
accurate labor cost it is anparent that we must dra~ the line between direct 
and indirect labor as accurately as possible, consistent with the amount of 
clerical or other effort necessary to its accurate determination. The deter-
mining factor, it would seem, should be the relative importance involved; 
if the change in status is for but brief Periods, or made but seldom, the 
error in ignoring such change could hardly be appreciable, but if longer 
periods or frequent changes are customary the error might well be of soma 
magnitude. 
Actual hours worked by each employee are obtainable from the timekeeping 
department. Such records, however, frequently furnish but genenal information 
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as to the narticular OPeration performed by the emPloyee, and usually no informa-
tion as to direct and indirect labor performed, or work performed in or for ah• 
other dePartment. The foremen, or employees' individual tioe tickets could, and 
sOmetimes do, furnish such information. The accuracy of su_ch reporting depends, 
of course, upon two factors: the intelligence and education of the individual_, . 
his ability to make out such reports; or his willingness to make correct ch~rges 
on the ticket, whether or not thev equal in total his working day. One method 
of insuring approximate accuracy is to require the foreman's approval of all 
labor charges to the de partment. This method, has two weaknesses: an easy-
going or indifferent foreman might approve charges without investigation; or 
be unable to determine, without unreasonable difficulty or suPervision, the 
time spent in going from one department to another. This, though, is better 
than unsupervised charges. The greater oart of these labor charges will be 
for indirect work of a mechanical nature. Maintenance foreman could fill out 
individual tickets for their own time, or it could be apportioned on a Percent-
age basis over the time tickets of the men in that denartment. Probably the 
individual record, if correctly keot, would be the more accurate method. 
The importance of obtaining correct distribution of the indirect labor 
furnished by '8uch service departmert s becomes apparent wh~n it is realized 
that such ind ~ect labor probably furnishes the most accurate method of 
aPportioning the overhead or general exPense of these departments. Ama:hine 
shop, for example, furnishes material, fabricates it ima the necessary form, 
and installs it in the oroPer location. The dePartment for which such work 
is done should bear the full expense. This can only be done by charging the 
deoartment with the cost or the material, with its fabrication and installa-
tion cost, and with all incidental overhead. The usual method of applying 
overhead in such departments is as a Percentage of the labor cost, therefore 
incorrect charges for labor would result in a similar error in the apportion-
ment of overhead. 
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In sugar refineries the direct labor cost is easier to obtain in sane 
deoartments than in others: for examole, in the Raw Sugar, Shipping, and 
Packing Deoartrnents, the number of men employed varies considerably with 
conditions at the moment. There are frequent transfers of men between these 
departments, perhaPs from indirect labor in one dePartment to direct labor 
in another. Then, too, there is usually a "Cleaning " Deoartment, whose 
members may be loaned temporarily to other departments, perhaps changing 
their status from indirect to direct labor. All of these changes must be 
recogniaed and recorded with accuracy, if we are to determine our labor costs 
in detail and with precision. 
The method for reporting these temporary tranSbrs of labor from one 
status to another, or from one department to another, would Probably include 
the listing of all of the ooerations in each dePartment, and furnishing the 
foremen with a copy of the list for their particular operations. For every 
man transferred to another oPeration, or to another dePartment, the foreman 
of the transferring department would fill out a oreoared form, Which could 
contain some such information as the following: 
TEMPORARY TRANSFER OF EMPLOYEE 
Date Transferred: 
Card Number: Date Returned: 
Departmmt: 
At: A.M. P.M. 
At: A.M. P.M. 
At: A.M. P.M. 
Usual Occupation: 
Transferred in Dept. to: 
•• to other Dept.-
" from other Degt .-
Completed Transfer Occupation: At: A.M. p. ~ . 
Hours worked fransfer Date at usual occupation:-
•• " " 
It " Transfer occupation:-
II 
" 
present week at Usual occupation:-




Similarly, the foreman of the transferee denartment would make out a form 
,for the transferred employee, showing the occupation to which he was transfer~ed; 
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the time of starting and ending work, and the hours of employment in the depart-
ment. Each OPeration would previously have been rated as Direct or Indirect 
Labor in the Cost DePartment. In summarizing his daily or weekly labor report 
each foreman would show the total hours actually worked by the regular men under 
each classification, he would add the time of transferees to the deoartment under 
the particular occupation to which they had been transferred, and exclude from 
each occuPation the time of absent transferees. In this way the total labor 
cost, direct and indirect, could be obtained for each denartment, and the totals 
of all departments verified with the Timekeeping Department. 
\Vhat to do about the problem of allocating the time of Pm loyees, normally 
of one classification , yet who work at odd and irregular periods under another 
classification, within the same department, is rather troublesome. Obviously, 
it would require too much effort to record many chane:esof status daily, yet if 
the ti~e spent in the secondary occupation is appreciable some recognition and 
distribution should be made. The most sansible solution would probably be by 
estimation of the time spent on each of the several jobs. Such a r:1ethod is not 
precise, but if the estimate be fairly made, articularly if a record is kept 
over a eriod or time sufficiently long to yield a fair average , it would at 
least be approximately correct. It is likely thet there would be a few men 
in any plant Qth such diversified jobs, but fortunately , it is unlikely that 
their number would be ls.rge enough to introduce a serious error·. 
Most of the foregoing accounting for labor, such as the summation by 
departmmts, is prob ably now being done in most ref i neries , but perhaps , a 
temporary ch8nge of status of transferees, or of men detailed to other jobs 
within the same department, or of those men who do both direct and indirect 
ork at different times, is not kept with suf ficient e..c cuncy for detailed 
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cost analysis. The suggested rocedure should enable us to determine labor 
costs \nth the degree of precision necess ry for such work. The difficulty 
does not arise from the usual organization of the employees in the various 
departmen"ts; it is the unusual, the spasmodic operation, the sudden emergency, 





ACCOUNTING FOR OVERHZAD 
Before this subject can be discussed intelligently we should have a 
working definition of overhead. A satisfactory non-technical definition 
that would serve our purpose would be to consider overhead to be the aggregate 
of those charges which individually are not of sufficient importance or 
magnitude to warrant separate analysis or treatment. Among the more important 
itens in this classification are depreciation, insurance, taxes and indirect 
labor. It is perhaps the most difficult of all cost accounting factors to 
evaluate and to distribute over the products in a scientific manner. It is 
doubtful if any method of allocation could be agreed upon, in its entirety, 
by informed persons in an organization. 
In its collection we are concerned with many unrelated items. Some of 
these, such as insurance and taxes, are determinable with precise accuracy; 
others, motebly depreciation, are at best an opinion on the mean of several 
.. 
opinions. It is seldom possible to foretell the useful life of fixed assets 
with any certainty, especially since obsolescence complicates any estimation 
of useful life. A machine may be so well constructed that it ought to give 
excellent service for twenty-five years; conservative accounting and income 
tax practice may reduce the estimate to ten years; yet the invention of a 
better machine may render it obsolete and unprofitable to operate in less 
than one year. If the useful life is overestimated, depreciation charges 
will be too low, inadequate amounts will thus be charged to its operating 
cost, resulting in inflated profits during the early years, but reducing the 
profits in the year in which it is finally scrapped. If the useful life 
is underestimated, through being ultra- conservative, the abnormal charges 
for depreciation may reduce the profits to the vanishing point, or even 
result in losse~ thus discouraging the owners and the management. To 
reflect profits accurately, depreciation must be carefully estimated, but, as 
indicated above, such estination is difficult to make with assurance. For 
departmental cost work the "flat r ate " method of charging for depreciation at 
a uniform rate throughout the plant is less accurate than individual evalua• 
tion of equipment. 
After the useful life of equipment has been estimated, and a probable 
second-hand or scrap value esta~ "shed, we must decide upon a method for 
writing off the difference between the price as installed and the probr .. ble 
disposal value. It is customary in many industries to use the "straight 
line" oethod, whereby a proportionate amount is written off each year. 
This method has two advantages, ea se of calculation, and un~i"orm charges to 
each period. Other methods provide for heavy depreciation charges during 
the early periods and reduced amounts in each subsequent period, on the 
theory that such reductions help to offset increasing repair charges. 
These methoas find a limited application in certain specialized instances, 
but have not been widely adopted. 
The "straight line" method is used even though it may not be, and 
usue.lly is nuL., a "true picture of the depreciation 01 I ... xed assets. It 
recognizes the steady march of the assets to the 5Crap heap with the 
passage of time, but it is not concerned with the varied production ob-
tained from their use. We should know what depreciation costs on a unit 
of production, not by the day or year. But is seldom possible to forecast 
the useful life of equipment in terms of units produced. Any method based 
on time alone, however, results in penalizing low production with high 
depreciation charges in a period when other overhead items, correctly 
based on the passage of time, are also increased per unit of product. 
Since it is usually impossible to maintain uniform production at all 
times, the refinery may choose: (a) to absorb all the overhead charges 
for the period, regardless of the production level, in which case cats 
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are likely to vary more or less widely; or (b) apply the overhead charges accor•-
ing to the volume of product, which wruld remove inequalities from this source. 
The difficulty associated with this latter distribution is, of course, to de• 
cide upon an average production. Conditions chan~ so rapidly that one is not 
justified in assuming that the mean of the past five years, for example, will 
also be the mean of the next five. Should the refinery experience several 
years of subnormal business there could be a large backlog of unapplied over-
head, unless steps were taken. to prevent such an accumulation. Perhaps 
the simplest and most impressive step would be to add or subtract, as the 
case might require, the differences in amount caused solely by a varied pro• 
duction level, as a separate re~ard or penalty for production effort. If 
production levels were adjudged permanently altered it would of course be 
desirable to revise the production base to minimized these differences. 
There is justification for either of these methods of applying over-
head~arges. It is a matter of opinion as to which is the better method. 
It seems reasonable to maintain that the system should furnish actual, 
not theoretical, nor average, costs, therefore the overhead should be ab-
sorbed in the period to which it applies. The management is thus made 
fully aware of all the cost items that enter into the making of the product. 
Vfuether or not such costs create favorable impressions is beside the point, 
the important thing is that the prevailing actual costs are presented to 
the management for such actiooas may be necessary. In so doing the volume 
of production is given the importance properly att ~ ched to it, management 
is supplied with accurate information and could then spur the sales de-
partment to greater efforts or urge the department heads to practice more 
rigid economies. 
Having decided th,at actual overhead is to be completely absorbed in 
each period, we are faced with its computation. We have previously stated 
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that the application should be made by considering the departments, rather than 
by blanket proportions, but we must now decide upon the bases for such alloca• 
tion. Let us take up depreciation first. Each department is concerned with 
two varieties, if we class obsolescence as but a hastening of depreciation, or 
as a special problem requiring the services of a prophet rather than a cost 
accountant, depreciation of the general property as a whole or of the build-
ing in which it is housed, and the depreciation of its own particular equip~ 
ment. For the former, two methods are feasible. 
If we estimate that tne total preperty will have outlived its useful-
ness after the passage of a certain number of years and will then have some 
probable scrap value, the difference between cost and the probable scrap 
value may be allocated, by "straigp t line" or other method, in proportion 
to the capital invested in each department, or upon the space occupied by 
the ~apartment, taking into consideration such factors as the weight of its 
equipment and the floor upon which it is located. Weight or equipment and 
additional stories necessitates costly foundations for buildings. If 
Department A's equipment is twice the weight of B's it is logical to assess 
A twice as much as B for the depreciation chargeable to foundations. Simi-
larly, if A's equipment required the erection of an additional story, the 
extra foundation cost should be absorbed in A's building depreciation cal-
culation. Thi• would mean that the depreciation amounts charged for space 
should ~ncrease with the height of the building, and with the addi~ional 
strengthening cost made necessary by abnormal weight. 
It is rather difficult to determine with accuracy what these amounts 
ought to be in existing buildings, but probably they could be fairly appor-
tioned at the time a refinery is being erected. It may be than an approx-
imatelY equitable apportionnent could be made as follows: Divide the building 
depreciation into three parts. Apportion the first part between the 
departments according to the space occupied by each, the second part on the 
basis of equipment weight, and the third in proportion to the vertical height 
added to the building by the particular department. Whether or not such a 
plan could actually be adopted is problematical, but there is little or no 
justification for a uniform charge for each square foot of floor area, or 
for each cubic foot of space occupied, regardless of equipment weight or its 
location. Some method of recognizing and charging for these factors should 
be adopted. 
For the depreciation of equipment we are concerned with an estimation 
of useful life, a probable scrap value, and repairs made to insure its 
estimated life and to maintain its efficiency. An accurate estimate of 
these factors will permit the calculation or a fair depreciation rate. 
Obviously, such needed repairs would be part or the operating expense, in 
addition to the regular depreciation charge. Whether repair charges are 
to be estimated in advance and apportioned uniformly by means of a reserve 
account, as suggested by Kester (1), or directly charged as incurred is 
a matter for the management to decide. The former method is in the nature 
of a fixed charge, therefore uniform in each period, but with the disadvan-
tage that in order to determine the actual cost of such repairs one must 
also study the reserve accoun'ti.. The latter method produces varying charges, 
but has the advantage of showing actual repair cost without the necessity 
for studying another account. This method calls attention to equipment 
that requires excessive repairs, thus enabling management to take steps to 
replace worn-out machinery. 
Insurance and taxes are probably best apportioned on the basis of 
capital invested in equipment, plus the value of product normally in inven-
tory. Because these amounts are known the problem is merely one of proper 
distribution of the total charges. 
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Indirect labor, sinilarly, can be accurately computed, but its distribution 
offers some difficulty. If detailed costs are to be obtained with any degree 
of accuracy every effort must be made to allocate indirect labor to the varibus 
departments, rather than to apportion it over the finished product. It is rel• 
atively easy to charge departments with the cost of foremen supervision, but 
more difficulto to apportion general supervision and the service departments. 
Even if nothing more tangible than estimates are available, such opinions 
should result in more accurate departmental costs than a final lump-sum dis-
tribution to the finished products, which permits the productive departments 
to escape their proper burdens. 
Though many small items must for simplicity of presentation be included 
in overhead, they should be separately recorded in their respective accounts 
for use when required. lf the cost system is to be of value it must be in a 
position to furnish complete information about every ~portant item of ex• 
pense as needed. Many of these items may warrant individual listing in the 
summation of overhead, others may be grouped under one heading in the list, 
but each should be available in necessary or desirable detail whenever re-
quired. The furnishing of desired information, even about relajively minor 
details, may be of importance in reaching decisions on certain products, 
particular departments, or on operating methods. 
Ray B. Kester, 
(1) "Accounting Theory and Practice", Volume 2, 2nd edition, revised, 
page 252. The Ronald Press. 
CHAPTER 7 
THE POWER DEPARTMENT 
Probably without exception all sugar refineries operate their own power 
departments and produce all or the steam and electricity that they require. 
In plants of SlCh size the power requirements are such as to preclude pur-
chasing their supplies from public utility or other sources. Indeed, it is 
not at all unusual for a sugar refinery to supply electricity or steam to 
associated or adjacent concerns, and in at least one case to supply the re-
quirements of the town in which it is situated. The refining of sugar re-
quires large quantities of steam for the evaporation and heat ing of the 
sirups in process of manufacture, and of electricity for the operation of 
the various machines, pumps, and conveying equipments. 
There is nothing particularly unique about the power department, simi-
lar plants are operated by many industries. The process is briefly described 
by stating that fUel, either coal, oi~, or natural gas, is burned in suitable 
boilers for the conversion of water into steam. Some of this steam is util-
ized for the production of electricity in turbines, reciprocating generators, 
or both. The remainder is used in the various processes. 
Obtaining the unit cost of steam and of electricity is a problem of 
determining the cost of the fuel and water supplied, the direct lahor e~ 
ployed, the overhead applying to the department, and the amount of steam 
and electricity produced. The fuel purchased and its cost are readily de-
termined from the invoices submitted by the vendor. The amount used, how-
ever, is not so easily computed, since it involves the determination of 
stocks on hand at the beginning and end of each period 
With solid fuels, 
is somet i r:1es difficult to estimate 
such as coal, the inventory on hand 
with precision. 
With liquid fuels the problem is ~ss difficult, since 
the oil tanks are bet~er adapted to measurement. t\r•th t ir~ na ural gas, of course, 
there is no inventory problem, the gas used may be determined by meter re adings. 
The water used is much more difficult to compute unless it is metered. Us-
ually, the fresh water is supplied by the city water mains and is metered into 
the refinery. The , entire refinery has access to the main and draws whatever 
quantities are needed in its va rious processes. The problem is further com-
plicated by the f act that it is a universal practice to return the condensat e 
from st eao- heated equipment to the boilers as material for more steam. Since 
water meters are rel atively inexpensive, the amounts supplied to the boilers 
could be metered, or t anks of calibra ted capacity could be used and t he water 
measured in then. The cost of the water from the city main is easily calculated, 
once the volume is known, from the r ates given on the city ' s invoice. The 
cost of condensate is debat able. It ha s already been charged in originally and 
is merely being reused. Its reuse, certainly reduces the total cost of the 
steam produced, thereby making it possible to supply the processes with lowest-
cost steam. If t his condensate is to be supplied at regular r at es t he addi tion-
al cost of making steam wruld necessitate a higher steam cost for the processes. 
On the other hand, the y should be credited for the value of the condensate re-
turned, thus offsetting the hi gher cost. The processes, then, get lowest-cost 
steam by either method. 
In actual value condensate is worth a great deal more than city water as 
a water supply for steam ooilers. It is practically pure water, freed by dis-
tillation from dissolved impurities, and is but a few degrees below the boil-
ing point. It wruld t ake much less fuel to convert it into steam than for a 
similar amount of cOld water, and its purity would necessit ate less water-
softening compounds, less boiler deterioration and periodic cleaning. There-
fore, if it is to be charged to the boilers one could a rgue that such charge 
should be higher than for the original water, though in a cost system the 
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the cost of an article, tather than its value, is the unit of measurement. rre-
gardless of the amount charged to the boilers, this amount would be a s sed on 
in higher steam costs, but rebated to the processes for condensate returned. 
There appears to be no valid re ason, then, why condensate should be charged 
t o the boilers at all. Such a solution simplifies the accounting throughout 
the plant, wherever condensate is returned. The cost of getting condensate 
back to the boilers, however, in piping, pumps, maintenance of lines, etc., 
should be included in steam cost, s mce the <\Ondensate might otherwise be 
diverted to the sewer. The measurement of water to the boilers would then 
be reduced t~ measuring the input from the city main, W. ich could be accom-
plished by a meter. 
One other material, the water-softening, or boiler "compound", should 
be separately analyzed among materials. In hard-water areas t his compound 
might be a not inconsiderable expense, whim would justify a careful scrutiny 
of the amounts used. Its accounting offers little difficulty, especially if 
the amounts in the boilers at inventory periods be considered uniform. Actual 
usage could be determined from material requisitions and an inventory of un-
used material on hand. 
Direct Labor is easily determined from the payroll records and from the 
departmental time-keeping reports. Indirect Labor would consist of mechanics, 
foremen and engineers within the department, all of whom are re adily accounted 
for, and of men from the various service departments, such as electricians, 
mechanics, chemists, office clerks, etc., each of whom, by job tickets or by 
estimation could account for work performed in the department. 
Depreciation, in both the Boiler House and Engine Room, would consist of 
building depreciation and of equipment depreciation. Each department is gen-
erally housed in separate buildings devoted exclusively to their use, there-
fore each would be charged with the entire depreciation for their respective 
buildings. The r ate should be rather low, since long life without substantia£
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alterations is customary, perhaps the fifty year life and t~ per cent annual 
depreciation ch·arge usually permitted in income taxes for brick buildings 
would be a fair figure. Ordinary repairs would be cha rged to current operat• 
ing expense, but major improvements or additions likely to prolong the life 
of the buildings should be capitalized, with their cost charged to the asset 
account. In so doing, it would probali y be necessary to revise the deprecia-
tion schedule to allow for the prolonged life, and to avoid increasing the 
depreciation charge by the increased valuation, while retaining the original 
rate. 
Similarly, the machinery and equipment of a power department is usually 
fairly long-lived and a twenty year life could usually be justified by exper-
iences. Some of the smaller equipment, and such items as portable tools, 
indicating and recording instruments, etc., might perhaps be assigned a 
shorter life, but they form such a small proportion of the total that it is 
unlikely that any material advantage will accrue from such separation. or 
course it must be admitted that where extreme accuracy is desired each asset 
should be separately appraisedaand its life expectancy estimated, but where 
perhaps 95t of the assets are long-lived the added simplicity of a uniform 
rate would in such case offset the slightly greater accuracy obtainable by 
a separate analysis of the remaining 51o. 
Taxes and insurance would be applied to the power department by an 
analysis of the method of rate-making employed by the tax assessors and 
by the insurance company, if such schedules were obtainable, otherwise 
by their proportionate book value. Workmen's Compensation Insurance 
could be applied in the same way if the ratings were made available. 
No fairer metbod of apportionment would be devised than to distribute 
the charges exactly as these rate-makers had determined they should be 
fixed. If these data were not available the taxes and insurance premiums could 
be allocated on the basis of proportionate book values, as suggested, with 
Workmen's Compensation, Social Security, Unemployment Insurance, etc., distri-
buted on a payroll basis. 
All other items of expense of a minor nature could be accumulated in one 
expense account or, if justified by circumstances, in a number of small ccountst 
which could be closed into an expense controlling account. e would thus have 
the rollovring accounts for the accumulation of Power Department expense: 
l. Materials 
A. Boiler House 
(1) Fuel 
(2) Water 
(3) Boi~er-water treatment 
(4) Lubricating Oils and Greases 
( 5) Miscellaneous Materials and Supplies 
B. Engine Room 
(1) Steam Used in Generators 
(2) 1ater used for Condensors 
(3) Lubricating Oils and Greases 
(4) Miscellaneous Materials and Supplies 
2. Direct Labor 
A. Boiler House 
B. Engine Room 
3. Power Department Expense 













(a) Workmen's Compensation 
(b) Social Security 
(c) Unemployment 
(d) Public Liability 
(e) Miscellaneous 
Indirect Labor 
Steam Used Within Boiler House 
Electricity Used for Power 
Maintenance, Repairs, and Miscellaneous 
Lighting 









B. En~ine Room 
(1) Depreciation 
(2) Taxes 
( 3) Fire In sur an ee 
(4) Other Insurance 
(a) Workmen's Compensation 
(b) Social Security 
(c) Unemployment 
(d) Public Liabilit¥ 
(e) Miscellaneous 
(5) Indirect Labor 
(6) Maintenance, Repairs, and Miscellaneous Services 
(7) Miscellaneous Steam Use 
(8) Power 
(9) Lighting 







The expenses, after accumul~tions, must be applied to the product ~ each 
department. The Boiler House unit would naturally be pounds of steam, or mul-
tiples of the pound, and the Engine Room unit the kilowatt-hour. There are 
two main methods or measuring quantities of steam, the recording flow-meter, 
and metering or measuring the condensate. Because of losses and other engin-
eering or refining reasons the latter method is not practicable, therefore 
the recording flow-meter would be the obvious method for measuring Boiler House 
output. There is but one method for measuring electric current, the watt-hour 
meter, therefore this method perforce must be adopted. The steam from the 
Boiler House ha.s two main outlets, the Engine Room and the Main Building, 
therefore few meters would be required unless it was considered advisable to 
measure the output of individual boilers. Similarly, the Engine Room electric 
current is delivered on a. few main lines, therefore but few meters would be 
needed unless each unit ware to be metered. 
The big problem associated with the Engine Room, however, is not the 
electric current but the exhaust steam that has passed through tne generating 
machinery but is still capable of doing useful work. Is this steam to be 
charged to theEnginer Room at full rates andthen presented without cost to 
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the refining processes! Such a solution is hardly equitable nor reasonable, it 
would have the effact of encouraging the use or processes employidg exhaust steam 
and discouraging the use of electric power. Yet the two are inseparable, we can• 
not with present-day equipment produce electric current economically without also 
obtaining exhaust steam, nor do we obtain exhaust steam save e.s a by-product from 
the generation of electricity. The best solution to this problem is probably to 
charge the Engine Room with the full cost of the steam that it receives and credit 
it with the proportion of such cost that the heat content of the exhaust steam 
bears to the heat content of the original live steam, the exhaust steam to be 
metered as delivered. In this manner each of the three products, live sterum, 
electric current, and exhaust steam could be fairly priced for refinery use. 
This subject should not be terminated without observing th_at each of 
these products has its place, even though live steam is of greater value than ex~ 
hauat steam and could replace it, The latter must, however, be entirely utilized 
if possible , for the reason that the output of live steam can be reduced if nec-
essary, but the production of exhaust steem is more or less fixed by the demand 
for electricity. It must, therefore, be used or wasted. This means that in 
selecting equipment to be operated with steam, one should remember that the pro@ 
ductibn of exhaust steam is more or less fixed, and select equipment designed for 
low-pressure operation wherever such units compare favorably with those of high-
pressure design, if objections such as necessary room and provisions for extra. 
weight are satisfactorily overcome. 
Both the Boiler House and the Engine Room use steam and electricity for 
various miscellaneous equipment and services. Such use .should be charged to them 
at regular rates. To do this it would first be necessary to insure that every 
pound of steam and kilowatt of electiic current had passed through their respec-
tive meters for computation, then distributed either by separat e metering, by con~ 
denaate measurement, or by estimation, such as by horse-power or rated consumption. 
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One seldom thinks of an inventory problem in connection with a power depart-
ment, except perhaps as regards the fuel supply. Nevertheless, in strict accurtiey 
both the boilers and the generators have inventories at any stock-taking tiMe, 
unless they have been entirely shut down. It is customary to produce steam ahd 
electricity continuously, though in greatly reduced quantities, during every 
week-end or other period when the refinery is not beingoperated. Since they 
are producing it follows that there are inventories. Fortunately, however, 
such production is usually about the same eeeh week-end, therefore these inven-
tories could be safely ignored without loss of ac curacy. 
It would seem, then, that the greatest problem in the cost analysis of the 
powere department would be in determining the credit to the Engine Room f<lr the 
exhaust steam given out as a by-product. It is believed that the method suggestw 
ed for computing this credit is feasible and sufficiently accurate for the pur-
pose, even though it entails additional work in the me asurement of temperatures 
and pressures of both live and exhaust steam, with sufficient frequency to yield 
accurate average results. 
It was s~gested that no useful purpose would be solved, indeed the problem 
would be enormously ccmplicatBd, by attempting to evaluate the dondensate return-
ed to the boilers as feed water, since any credit to a refining process would 
automatically be offset by the higher steam cost resulting. The only apparent 
difficulty confromting the suggested metbod is the seemingly awkward one that 
some of the condensate from exhaust steam amy also be returned to the boiler 
house, and the enginerroom was to receive credit for the exhaust steam that 
it furnished to the processes. A little reflection would show that the situa-
tion, though apparently similar, is not in any way analag a.ts. The engine 
room received credit because it passed on a by-product t'ha.t otherwise would 
have no cost 'Whatever and such cost, applied to the exhaust steam, did not 
affect the cost or the live steam produced by the boiler house. To permit 
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credit for condensate, however, would raise the cost of live steam, thus penaliz. 
ing the engine room which, in turn, would charge more for exhaust steam. In that 
manner all costs would be inflated in a vicious spiral. By allowing no credit 
for condensate the engine room would get lowest-cost steac, processes using e~w 
haust steam would get their requirements also at lowest cost, and processes using 
live steam would share the lowest-cost steam produced. Each would then be fairw 
ly charged for their requirements and no upward spiral wcul d inflate these costs. 
The measuremmt of th!t output of steam and e leetrici ty is thus centralized 
at its source, r ather than to summarize the individual uses throughout the plrurtt. 
Though the measurement involves but little diffieul ty and few instruments in 
these generating departmen~s, both steam and electricity are so widely used 
throughout the plant tmt practically every department will be concerned 'With 
the measurement or est:irlat:i.on of each product. 
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CHAPTER 8 
THE RAW SUGAR DEPARTMENT 
The Raw Sugar Department embraces several operations, chiefly Stevedor-
ing, Warehousing, and "Dumping", or the transfer of the sugar to the convey• 
ing equipment that discharges it into the storage bins in the Melt House, 
above the first refining process. There are inciuental operations of a min-
or nature, such as weighing, sampling, e.nd the picking up, brushing, and wash-
ing of the empty bags. The line of demarcation between the various operations 
is not so clear a s it is between departments, and t he segregation of the vari-
ous cost f actors to individual operations might give rise to controversy. 
For exam le, some authorities might hold that warehousing and dumping are 
essentially t he same and could be combined, but that picking up, brush ~ng' 
and washing the oags should constitute a separ ate operation within the depart-
ment. Probably by consul~ ation with operating officials the field of each 
operation could be defined and overlapping functions fairly distributed. 
The operations of the Raw Sugar Department may be described as follows: 
Raw Sugar is purchased, usually either by the acceptance of an offer of a 
designated amount of sugar of a particular grade or origin at a quoted price, 
or by the seller's acceptance of the refinery's offer to purcha se at a stated 
price a definite amount of sugar of designated grade or origin. The arrange-
ment normally provides that tl,., sellers or their agents will load the sugar 
into the ship, title to pass at a time mutually agreed upon, and prepay the 
insurance and freight to the purcha ser's wharf. All of these charges are in-
cluded in the price, t her efore the price is ordinarily quoted as C. I. F. 
(Cost, Insurance, and Freight) and the purchasers incur no additional cost 
until the sugar reaches their wharf. Tnis price, however, is for sugar of 
a standard test, usually 96 degrees on the Ventzke scale when polari•ed 
under prescribed conditions in a saccharimeter, with sugar above or below the 
96 degree quality subject to premium or discount, respectively, according to 
the following schedule: (1) 
96 to 97 
••••• Add 1. 50<) or the basis price 
97 to 98 ••••• " an additional 1. 25;t 0 r basis price 
96 to 95 ..... Deduct 1. 607! 0 r the basis price 
95 to 94 ..... It an additional 2.00fo or basis price 
94 to 93 
" " " 2. 50;o " " fl ..... 
Fractions of a degree in proportion. No additional allow-
ence above 98. No sugar to be delivered below 93 unless 
on terms mutually satisfactory to Consignee and Seller. 
Another raw sugar cost that varies with the polarization is the rate or 
duty. This variation is at present according to the following schedule: 
FULL-DUTY RAWS 
Basic r ate for 75 test sugars ••••• 1.28437~/ lb. 
Standard rate for 96 test sugars •• 1.875 ¢/lb . 
Differential per degree ••••• 0.028125 ¢/lb. 
CUBAN RAWS 
0.6165¢ lb. 
0.90 ¢ lb. 
0.0135 ¢llb . 
If the ship arrives at the refinery wharf at a reasonable hour during 
the day, unloading begins immediately, otherwise the start is postponed until 
the following working day. A definite unloading time had been agreed upon in 
advance, with a demurrage penalty for exceeding the limit. A premium, termed 
''despatch", may be paid for unloading the ship in a shorter period, though 
such premiums are not customary in the case of Philippine sugars. Ships are 
not standardized, the method of stowing cargo or the provisions and equipment 
for its removal are rarely uniform, and the condition of the bags and their 
contents is subject to considerable variation, therefore there can be no pre-
determined standard rate of unloading a ship. It is seldom possible, because 
of varying conditions of the cargo, to unload even a familiar and regularly 
scheduled ship in a definite time interval, and probably out of the question 
to do so in the case of a tramp steamer making its first and perhaps sole 
appearance. For these reasons stevedoring costs are certain to vary, though 
(1) A Handbook for Cane-Sugar anufacturers and Their Chemists: 
Guilford Y. Spencer, 7th edition, revised by George P. Meade, 
John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1929 Page 4 
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unloading operations are usually completed approximately at the expiration of an 
estinated time. 
The sugar may be in bags or in bulk, depending upon the agreement. !f in 
bags it will usually be packed in the particular size and style of bag utili%ed ih 
the country of origin. These bags ere invariably of ~ute and are of about the 
same quality of material, but Cuba's are generally in bags of about 320 pounds, 
Philippines in bags of 140 pounds, Hawaii's in bags of 100 pounds, etc. Steve-
doring operations differ slightly with the size of the bag, but are almost 
completely revised for the unloading of bulk sugar. Unloading the latter comes 
close to being an entirely mechanical operation, with power being perhaps 
the greatest single cost, whereas the former requires considerable labor, 
which for that reason constitutes its chief cost element. 
For raw sugar in bags the stevedores are divided into gangs and unloading 
from two and sometimes three hatches at once is customary procedure. Men are 
assigned to the holds to make up rope sling-loads of approximately six to 
fifteen bags each, de~ending upon the size of the bags. These sling-loads 
are hoisted out by the ship's gear and deposited upon flat trucks on the 
refinery wharf. The weight or tare of each of these trucks has been previous-
ly adjusted to a uniform value, and a definite tare weight for the bags and 
for the sling has been included in a total tare weight. Other men push these 
trucks to the platform scales for weighing. The procedure at this weighing 
station depends upon the country of origin of the sugar and even upon the 
status of the particular lot .(of Philippines) vdthin its country's quota. 
This variation in procedure arises from the dutiable status of the sugar. 
If the sugar is dutiable, or likely to be so by reason of exceeding the 
850,000 tons of duty-free sugar annually permitted free entry from the 
Philippines, the weighing will be performed by United States Customs 
Officials, with public weighers representing the sellers' interests, and 
refinery employees representing the buyer's interests, also observing and re• 
cording the weigh~s for settlement of the sales contract. If the sugar is 
duty-free the weighing is done by the public weighers, protecting the sellers' 
int erests, with the refinery's representatives also observing and recording 
the weigh~s for set~lement or their accounts. 
Similarly, the procedure in sampling varies with the dutiable status of 
the sugar. At the Revere Sugar Refinery, a s regards weigh~ng and sampling, 
there are three cla sses or r aw sugar: Cuban sugar from intercompany r aw sug-
ar centrals, other dutiable sugars and duty-free sugars. The customs offi-
cials t ake samples from all dutiable shipments, but are not concerned with 
duty-free sugars. The sellers' representatives, the public weighers, and 
the refinery's samplers take samples from the second and t hird cla sses only. 
The intercompany sugars being transferred within the company organization 
from one subsidiary to another, are neither weighed nor sampled by repre-
sentatives of the transferor, but are checked by them at the port of ship• 
ment. The refinery contents itself with ob-serving the weighing of the cu s• 
toms officials and with a portion of each sample taken by these government-
al agents. 
The private samples are tested by independent laboratories acting in 
the sellers' interest, by another independent laboratory acting in the buy-
er's interests, by a neutral referee laboratory, by the refinery laboratory, 
and, presumably, by the manufactor's laboratory. The first three tasts are 
used in calculating the settlement test, the two nearest together being av-
eraged and the mean termed the "settlement" polarization. The minority 
third test is rejected entirely. The customs' samples are the basis test 
for the computation of the duty owed to the Federal Treasury. 
After the sugar is sampled and weighed the trucks are pushed to central 
locations, where they are unloaded and the sugar piled or transferred to the 
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"dumping" platform. The empty trucks are returned ro r more sugar. 'l'he preeise 
point at which stevedoring ends and warehousing begins is thus open to argument. 
Stevedoring can be considered to end with the placing of the sugar from the ship 
upon the truck, with the delivery of the truckload inside the shed upon the 
scales, or with its unloading in the warehouse. There can be no doubt, however• 
that the handling of the sugar from the unloaded truck inside the shed is a 
warehousing function. To reduce handli~g to a minimum it is customary to send 
as much of this sugar as can conveniently be used direct to the dumping plat-
form, the surplus being stored in huge piles. Cranes of some type, frequent-
ly of the overhead traveling variety, are used for hoisting and moving the 
sugar in the shed. Warehousing will thus consist of piling up excess sugar 
not immediately required for refining, with breaking-down these piles and 
conveying the sugar to the dumping station at some 1 ter date, and \nth 
such incidental operations as shoveling up spilled sugar and transporting 
it to the dumping station, keeping scales, trucks, cranes, and other equip~ 
ment in repair, etc. 
With bulk sugar the unloading is done more or less completely by mechan• 
ics and electricians. fuile so working, however, their time should be charged 
to stevedoring operations. Unloading of bulk sugar is carried out as follows: 
Endless-belt bucket elevators are suspended vertically into the holds. The 
loose sugar is dragged toward the elevators by scoops, mechanically· operated 
by cable 6 • The sugar from the elevators is deposited upon endless belts and 
conveyed to a second set of elevators in the warehouse, which dump the sugar 
into feeding hoppers situated above the weighing hoppers of specially-designed 
scales. Unloading and weighing proceed without interruption, the upper 
hoppers being filled while the lower, or scale hoppers, are being weighed. 
After weighing, the sugar is delivered to wide belts and carried to prepared 
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locations, where it is stored to await future use. 
The sugar to be "dumped" is conveyed by overhead cranes, or other devices, 
to the dumping platform. If the sugar is in bags, the bags are slit open, or 
the stitches cut, with sbarp knives. If in bulk, it is dumped from overhead 
clam-shell buckets operated by traveling cranes. The sugar falls through 
gratings or slowly revolving crushers, depending upon its condition, to broad 
belts for delivery to bucket elevators which, in turn, lift it to the tope 
of the next building, where other belts distribute it into huge bins. At 
this point the Raw Sugar Department, by delivering the product to the succeed-
ing process, has completed its functions as regards the sugar, but has an add· 
itional operation to perform in the recovery of adhering sugar from the emp• 
tied bags. 
These emptied bags are tossed froo the dumping platform to the shed 
floor. They are then picked up and sorted into piles for disposal. Those 
adjudged suitable for reuse as sugar,bags, when there is a market for bags 
for this purpose, are turned inside out, s 'haken and brushed to remove adher-
ing sugar, and all holes mended. They are then disposed of at the prevailw 
ing price for bags of this description. The remaining bags, or all of the 
bags when there is no demand for their reuse as sugar bags, are turned in• 
side out, shaken, and iivided into three piles, termed "Good", "Cut", ru:td 
"Junk", respectively. These bags are then washed to re11ove adhering sugar, 
taken from the tanks and piledup to drain, then sold without being dried, 
at the prevailing prices for bags corresponding to the foregoing grading. 
The light density "sweet" water from washing the bags may be used for dissolv-
ing the raw sugar or diluting wash sirup; it may be filtered and used to 
dissolve sugars being remelted for reprocessing; or it may be evaporated with 
other ''sweet" waters. 
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It is evident that considerable work has been performed in getting the raw 
sugar to the first refining process. The cost of doing this work mus~ of course, 
be absorbed by the raw material delivered. In order to determine what these 
costs are, it will be necessary to set up a system of expense accounts, a s was 
done for the Power Departrnent. The accounts could be kept on !individual ledger 
cards and periodically closed out into controlling accounts. Analysis of the 
expenses would reveal the following items: 
Stevedoring Operat ions 
Stevedoring operations, though carried on at the refinery's wharf by 
stevedores, or mecnanics employed by the refinery, are by custom included 
in the freignt charges. These charges thus include unloading as well as 
loading and transportation. The refinery pays all costs and charges the 
ship a rate per ton for the unloading. Thus, it is possible for stevedor-
ing operations to result in a profit or in a loss to tbe refinery. The 
rope slings used in the unloading are supplied by the refinery and are 
also charged to the ship at a rate for each ton. After unloading is co~ 
plated the slings are used in the raw sugar warehouse. Slings used in the 
warehouse may, therefore, cost the Raw Sugar Department t reir total cost, 
nothing, or somewhere between these values. It is even possible to realize 
a profit fran these slings. How should these accounts for unloading and 
for slings be handled, 
Naturally, the refinery wants to know the financial results from 
stevedoring operations, including slings. Therefore, these eo sts must 
be assembled so that management may know whether the rates charged the 
ship are high, low, or approximately correct. SuCh information should 
be t abulated in separate reports. The actual stevedoring and sling costs 
would, of course, be cmrged to and increase the cost of the raw sugar 
therefore, the amounts charged to the ship should offset these cost by 
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being posted as credits to the raw sugar accounts, thus landing the sugar on 
on the wharf at a cost approximately equal to the C.I.F. price, any variation 
being caused by the difference between actual cost and the amount charged to 
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the ship. Similarly, the cost of slings to the warehouse, should be a depre-
ciated cost, based on the percentage of sling-life used during unloading ships. 
It is obviously absurd to charge warehousing operations will full cost and it 
is likewise incorrect to give them good slings free of charge. Even though a 
ship should more the.n pay for the slings in tonnage charges, to be accurate 
we should transfer all profit or loss from this source to stevedoring opera• 
tions, and charge the Raw Sugar Departmmt the fair value of second-hand slings. 
Giving them the slings without charge would be likely to inculcate carelessness 
in their use, to the detriment of low-cost operation from this source. Items 
of little value as a rule get lit~le care. 
It may be seen that Stevedoring Operations, because of these offsetting 
credits to cost, of necessity, must be divorced from warehousing expense. It 
may be that a separate department should be createdJ it will certainly be 
necessary to introduce additional accounts, because of this feature, into these 
set up for the Raw Sugar Department. 
More than ever it becomes important to know precisely, what expenses are 
properly assignable to Stevedoring, and to know the exact point in the process 
where stevedoring ends and warehous :ing begins. No point perhaps is more clear-
ly indicated than the depositing of the bags, swung out in their slings from 
the shiifs .. old by the ship's tackle, upon the flat trucks on the wharf. The 
handling of the loaded truck may or may not be warehousing, but loading it is 
unquestionably a stevedoring function. For bulk sugar tbe cleavage line is 
less sharp, stevedoring may end with the deposit of the sugar upon the convey-
or belt carrying it ashore, but it shoul~ by analogy, end with the discharge 
or the sugar from this belt to the bucket elevators inside the warehouse. 
The principal expense in connectio~ vl4th stevedoring arises from labor, 
followed by power. BuLK sugar unloading equipment, rope slings and canvas 
"drop-cloth" would be the chief items of an equipment nature. Because of the 
charge made for slings, and the desirability or obtaining a depreciated cost 
at which they aay be transferred to the warehouse, depreciation of these 
slings should be calculated. The depreciation or the bulk sugar unloading 
equipment should also be determined and charged to Stevedoring Operations. 
The canvas could probably be charged as a direct expense, though if the 
cost of unloading each ship should be desired, the canvas should also be 
subject to a depreciation schedule. 
Overhead items, besides depreciation, would include such charges as 
indirect labor, power, such taxes as could reasonably be apportioned to the 
bulk sugar equipment, a fair proportion of the timekeeping, payroll, medical, 
and general expense, the cost of injuries or of Workmen 's Compensation insur-
ance, Social Security, and Unemployment Insurance. The various costs and 
expenses could thus be set up as follows: 
1. :Materials: 
A. Raw Sugar 
B. Direct Consumption Sugar 
C. Slings 
D. Canvas and Miscellaneous 
The two sugar accounts would be charged with the C.I.F. 
price and all duty charges. 
2. Direct Labor: 
3. Overhead: 
A. Indirect Labor 
B. Power 
C. Depreciation: 
( ~ulk Sugar Equipment 
(2) Slings 
(3) Canvas and Miscellaneous 
D. Taxes - Bulk Sugar Equipment 
E. Insurance: 
(1) Workmen ' s Compens tion 
(2) Social Security 
( 3) Unemployment 
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F. Other Injury Expense 
G. Demurrage and Despatch 
H. Derartmental Expense Applied: (l Tilflekeeping 
(2 Payroll 
(3) Medical 




A set of records embracing the foregoing chart or accounts would be set 
up for each cargo, for each lot within a cargo, for sugars fro~ each country, 
or as· indicated by experience. 
Two control accounts "Stevedoring Operations - ContrDl", and "Slings -
Control", would be established. These accounts would be charged with the 
respective expenses, including the cost of the sugar and eilY duty, which 
would therapy be closed out, and credited with the amounts charged to the 
ship for these services. The balance in the former would be cbarged to Raw 
Sugar Inventory Accounts or to Direct Consumption Sugars Inventory Account, 
to them in proportion to the amount of each, or upon some other fair basis. 
The balance in the latter, norma ly a debit balance, would be charged to 
Raw Sugar Warehouse Slings. 
RAW SUGAR WAREHOUSING 
We have assumed that this operation begins with the loaded hand truck 
on the wharf and ends with the delivery of the sugar to the raw sugar bins 
in the Melt House. Though segregation of the damping and empty-bag handling 
stations co~ld be employed, it is felt that no useful purpose would thereby 
be accomplished, and the difficulties would be greatly enhanced. Ir, for 
example, warehousing were to end with piling-up the sugar, all breaking-
down to be for the account of the "dump ", s eeping and shoveling up spill-
age could not be precisely allocated to either, for who could determine 
whether the spillage took place while piling-up or while breaking-down, 
when bother operations were being carried on in the same area and at the 
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same time. It may be that empty-bag handling might be separated, but again it 
is felt that no useful purpose would be accomplished. The disposal of empty 
bags is merely inceidental to the ope rat ion of a refinery, a "by-product" of no 
great importance. Either operation could be roughly analyzed at will, merely 
by computing its labor and power costs, with sufficient accuracy for control 
purposes or for revision of methods. 
Having thus decided to include these related operations in raw sugar 
warehousing, we must next analyze its cost facotrs and set up the necessary 
accounts. The operations have been described, hence we need not further con-
cern ourselves with them, but deterioration of the sugar should also be di~ 
cussed. The raw sugar has a film of sirup around each crystal and has a 
moisture content or about 0.5fo. After long storage certain chan~s some-
times take place within this film, the rate of c ha.nge being somewhat propor-
tional to the initial moisture content. The color darkens and takes on a 
definite brownish appearance, and the sucrose content tends to diminish. 
Inventories, therefore, are subject to deterioration and this factor might 
well be included in the cost of warehousing, as well as in the inventory 
valuation on the balance sheet. 
It would probably be advisable, though not necessarily mandatory, to 
keep deterioration of the raw sugar separate from normal warehousing ex-
pense. It would be included in the total costs, but reports of warehous-
ing expense should show details of such charges, or at least be divided into 
direct and indirect expense. The former would include labor, both direct 
and indirect, maintenance, supplies, all special charges associated ldth 
labor, such as V/orkmen's Compensation Insurance, Social Security, and Unem-
ployment Insurance, and all fees, ete., connected with the operation of a 
bonded warehouse. The latter classification would embrace such charges 
as depreciation, deterioration, taxes, fire insurance, etc. 
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Such deterioration is normally reflected in increased operating cost, but 
not, un£ortunately, in the department where such cost originated. Without a 
deterioration account, the raw sugar itself is apparently, at least in the 
records, absolved of all blame in causing the incre ased costs. "ith such an 
account, though it is admittedly difficult to evaluate deterioration scienti-
fically, an attempt is being made to explain in the warehouse records the 
reason for increased cost in the refining departments. 
Had the sugar been left in a tropical warehouse deterioration might 
well have been accelerated, but if so the northern refinery would not suffer 
the loss, at least not the entire loss, since the lowered test would result 
in a lower premium and less duty than would have originally been icposed. 
Color compounds are extremely important in refining, since their elim-
ination is one of the chief problems in processing. It may be that this 
darkening in sugars stored for long periods of time will result in increas-
ing the difficulty in refining, or ause additional reprocessing. Inventor-
ies of raw sugar, then, should be kept as low as possible, consistent ~dth 
the time interval between ordering sugar and its receipt, and with such 
special incidents as changes in the rate of duty or in the quota provisions. 
Every reasonable effort should be made to melt the oldest sugars first, to 
minimize deterioration. To follow this chedule it would be necessary to 
plan the storing or sugar, so that the oldest sugars would be available 
when needed without using unnecessary labor or power. If the inventory was 
purposely restricted to a safe minimum, little difficulty should be ex-
perienced in planning the withdrawal of the sugar by age or by degree of 
deterioration. Lest a false impression be created, it must be observed that 
in the vast majority of cases the deterioration is ~ight, perh~ps lundiscern­
able, in but a few lots is there indisputable evidence or lowered test, 
darkened color, or both. 
Since the remaining cost items are self-explanatory, we m.af proceed to set 
up a schedule of accounts for accumulating the necessary data , with a brief ex-
planation following certain sections, outlining the methods to be employed in 
calculating the values to be used in the accounts, or comments on certain 
accounts. A set of accounts could be kept for each cargo, for the sugar 
from each country, or for whatever subdivision of the raw sugars that may be 
considered essential or desirable. 
RAW SUGAR DEPARTMENT 
Chart of Cost Accounts 
1. Inventory: 
A. Raw Sugar 
B. Direct Consumption Sugar 
C. Reclaimed Bags 
These accounts should be debited with the total weiga 
and cost of the raw sugar as delivered from the steve-
doring operations, and with the proportionate cost of 
operating the department. They should be credited with 
the amounts of sugar withdravm, at a cost which includes 
the added warehousing expense, and with direct sales at 
sales prices. 
2. :pirect Labor 
A. fa rehousing 
B. Crane Operations 
C. Dumping Station 
D. Reclaiming Bags 
E. 'Weighing and Sampling 
F. Miscellaneous 
3. Warehouse Expense: 
A. Maintenance: 
(1) Sugar Trucks 
(2) Scal es 
(3) Cranes, Track, and Equipment 
( 4) Wharf 
( 5) Raw Sugar Warehouse 
(6) Conveying Equipment 
(7) Miscellaneous Equipment 
Job orders of Maintenance Department to be charged to 
these accounts a s incurred. 
B. Depreciation: 
(1) Sugar Trucks 
( 2) Seales 
(3) Cranes, Track, and Equipment 
( 4) Wharf 
(5) Raw Sugar Warehouse 
( 6) Conveyi ng Equipment 
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(7) ltiscellaneous Equipment 
(8) Inventory Deterioration 
Rates to be calculated on a fair estimate of useful 
life and applied by straight line method to cOat Je sa 
scrap value. 
c. Taxes: 
(1) Sugar Trueke 
( 2) Scales 
(3) Cranes, Track, and Equipment 
( 4)Wharr 
(5) Raw Sugar Warehouse 
(6) Conveying Equipment 
(7) Miscellaneous Equipment 
Allocation based on assessment schedule where obtain-
able, otherwise on that proportion of book value that 
total assessed value bears to total book value. Per-
haps unnecessary for small items of lit~le value, but 
the total book value of the department should bear its 
full tax load, regardless of the interdepartmental 
allocation. 
D.Indirect Labor: 
(1) Supervisors and Foremen 
(2) Clerical 




( 4) Executive 
( 5) Engineering 
(6) Laboratory 
(7) General 
Perhaps some of the above could be charged to General 
Expense, but the fewer the charges to General Expense, 
the more accur ate the departmental costs tend to become. 
F. Insurance, Fees, and Governmental Charges: 
(1) Fire Insurance 
( 2) \i orkmen• s Compensation Insurance 
(3) Social Security 
( 4) Unemployment Ins uren oe 
(5) Bonded varehouse Fees and Expense 
G. Miscellaneous Supplies: 
H. Light, Power, and Vater: 
I. Samples and Sugar Losses: 
J. M.iscellaneous Expense:. 
The foregoing accounts comprise a r ather formidable 
list, but all are necessary if true cost is to be 
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obtained. It may be that some items could be elimin-
ated from the departmental chart of accounts and ab- · 
sorbed in a General Expense Account without appreciable 
loss of accuracy, but that could not be determined with 
precision until experience had been accumulated. 
The departmental expense woula be reduced by the follovtng credits aris~ 
ing from profits on the direct sale or s~ar and or the empty bags. 
1. Direct Sales: 
A. Raw Sugar 
B. Direct Consumption 
C. Reclaimed Bags 
These sales would be credited to their respective 
inventory accounts at sale price, or at sale price 
less handling charges. In this manner the profits 
realized would reduce the cost of the raw sugar. 
The sugar transferred to the succeeding department would be charged to 
their inventory account at cost and credited to the respective inventory 
accounts in the Raw Sugar Department. 
The use of individual inventories suggests the application of labor and 
overhead on some basis other than weekly or monthly, though this base could 
be made to serve by apportioning charges in accordance with the work perform-
ed for each inventory account. It would perhaps be better to apportion them 
by man-hours applied to each account. It might be feasible, by proper plann• 
ing, 5 o to arrange the warehousing operations that application of man-hours 
would furnish a satisfactory solution. 
It is realized that the creation of se~arate inventory accounts for raw 
sugars from each shipment or from each country adds considerable detail. A 
critical commentator, though, might hold that separate inventory accounts 
should be set up for each shipment, even for particular lots within each 
cargo, on the ground that raw sugar varies from lot to lot, regardless of 
country of origin or even of particular mills within the country. That fact 
is admittea and perhaps furtber r6finement of inventory accounts could be 
o3 
institued at some l ater date. The suggested accounts have been decided upon, 
not because they are in any sense final, but because theynrepresent a co~prom­
ise between a single inventory account and an exhaustive analysis. There is 
a variation in refining costs when operating with raws from different sources, 
and the proposed accounts will at least prepare the way for an analysis of 
cost by specified lots. It is doubtful, however, if even the degree of de-
tail provided can be satisfactorily utilized continuously, for the reason 
that many refineries seldom operate for more than a few days at a time, and 
frequently not even one day, with raws from a particular source. The subdi· 
visions have been suggested, however, iwth the idea that they might be use• 
ful for determining comparisons between sources by means of test runs of a 
week's duration. If a refinery can make a choice between r aws of the same 
price, it is obvious that preference should be given to those that require 
the lowest cost to refine. From the law of supply and demand, however, it 
follows t hat repe ated purchases of certain r aws, and rejections of others, 
particularly of universally followed, would result in price differenti al, 
between r aws that would tend to equalize refining costs. 
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CHAPTER 9 
THE MELT HOUSE 
The raw sugar from the Warehouse "Dumping" station has been delivered 
into the large raw sugar bins, and will in this department be charged to 
the Inventory account, at the weight and cost established when delivered. 
The preliminary refining steps ere performed in this department and 
are as follows: The raw sugar is first mixed vnth about ten percent of 
its weight of hot water, added for the purpose of softening and dissolving 
the sirup film on the crystals. After the process is in operation for an 
hour or two, the hot water is replaced by the sirup separated from the cry• 
stals during this starting-up period. This separation takes plvce by cen-
trifuge.l action. The "mash", as the semi-fluid mixture of sugar and sirup 
is termed, flows into mixing tanks situated directly above the centrifugal 
machines, to complete the softening action and to await the ensuing centri-
fuging, or purging. Batches of about 600 pounds each are withdrawn by 
gravity flow into each centrifugal about every four or five minutes, de-
pending upon the washing cycle employed. 
These centrifugal machines are 40" in internal diameter, and about 
the same in depth, of bronze or steel, and their inner rim is made of per-
forated bronze metal, to permit the sirup to leave the basket under the 
influence of centrifugal force. The bottom is a truncated cone and the 
entire basket is suspended and rotated from above by means of a steel 
shaft driven by a 40 Horse Power, 440 volt electric motor. The basket 
is charged with sugar, which is deflected to the sidewalls by centrifugal 
force, being thrown orr a splatterplate attached to the central shaft, the 
force arising from the rotation of the basket at speed just sufficient 
to transfer the sugar to the sidewall without its falling through the 
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open bottom. After the basket is filled the centrifugal speed is increased to about 
1200 R.P.M. After an initial separation, the sugar crystals are sprayed with a 
jet or hot water. The timing or this spraying operation and of the total spinrting 
time is controlled by an electrical device. 
There is thus an immediate division or the raw sugar into two ~onstituents, 
a sugar improved in purity, and a sirup containing a large proportion of the 
impurities that have been extracted from the raw sugar. The sugar will be re• 
fined to marketable sugars, perhaps in its entirety, but approximately one quar-
ter of the sirup is destined to become the by-product known as "Black strap", an 
inedible molasses used as an industrial raw material, chiefly oy the manutac• 
turers or denatured alcohol. 
As previously mertt.ioned, a portion or this sirup, known variously as 
"affination" sirup, "wash" sirup, or "Z" liquor, is recirculated for use in 
making the mash to supply the centrifugals. The remainder is sent to the main 
refinery, where it may be filtered or boiled, depending upon the policy at the 
time or upon conditions at each station at the moment. These processes will 
be discussed in a later chapter. At the end of each operating week, all re-
maining sirup is pumped to succeeding processes. There is, then, no invent• 
ory problem in connection with this sirup in the melt house. For accounting 
purposes it would be necessary to report t11e volume pumped and its tempera-
ture, and submit to the laboratory at regular intervals, composite samples 
of the sirup pumped, for density and purity determinations. 
The sugar leaving the centrifugals is discharged into round tanks 
equipped with steam coils and power agitators, usually of the propeller 
type. It is dissolved in hot water, ''sweet" water from a succeeding pro-
cess, or bag-wash water from the raw sugar department. The amount of sol-
vent used can be obtained: (a) by actual measurement in tanks, with necess-
ary determinations of density and purity; (b) by meter, the readings to be 
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corrected for temperature and for sugar content of the eolvent used; or (e) by 
calculation, taking into account the analysis of composite samples. These meth-
ods may be illustrated as follows: Total Cubic feet of solvent measured x TemperM 
ature Correction factor x Pounds solvent per Cubic Foot yields the weight of 
solvent used. This weight, multiplied by tm percentage of dissolved sugar 
present, will yield the amount of sugar in the solvent. Though not strictly 
accurate, it will be close enough for practical purpose to consider the per-
centage of sugar present to be the density reading in degrees Brix multiplied 
by the purity/100. For example, a sweet water of 2 degrees Brix and 95 purity 
would contain approximately 2x 95/100, or 1.9~ sugar. 
To what use can this information be applied! One needs to know what is 
the cost of the solvent, and the amount of BiAgar returned or supplied by other 
processes, J.n order to determine wrether or not such sweet waters e.re worth 
their cost, and the weight and cost to be charged to the Melt House and credit• 
ed to the other processes. The weight of sugar may be determined as shown. 
The cost of the solvent is found by multiplying the number of cubic feet of 
water by its unit cost, adding to tmt the cost of heating it, plus its share 
of the p.ro cess aost from which it is received. 
We may illustrate that by stating t hit, for example, ren raw sugar 
bags are washed for the extraction of their sugar content, one may apportion 
tne cost of the process entirely to the washed bags, entirely to the sweet 
.• 
water resulting from the pro cess, or divide it between the products on some 
basis. The bags are not washed solely because clean bags are wonted, nor 
are the bags washed because sweet ~ater is wanted. They are washed to ex-
tract from them the sugar they contain. Should all the cost, then, be applied 
to the svreet water! By no means, unless the disposal value of the washed 
bags has not been enhanced by the washing. If trey c anmand as high a pri oe 
per bag unwashed, a.s when washed, all of the washing cost should be borne by 
the sweet water. If the price per bag is lower after washing, the resulting loss 
should also be charged to the sweet water, but if the price is higher after wash-
ing, some portion of the washing cost, not to exceed this added value, should be 
allocated to the washed bags. 
Similarly, for the sweet water returned from the next process, the question 
or its proper cost arises. This sweet water is pl'llduced by washing out or the 
press cake, which is left on tbe leaves of the press after the s~ar or sirup 
has been drained from this filtre.t ion unit, the sugar which this press cake has 
mechanically retained. Again we must inquire: is this done solely to recover 
the s~aG or partially to rid the press cake or impurities so that it may be 
reused or revivified! If the former reason is the true one, the sweet water 
must be charged with the cost of such extraction, but since the press cake is 
I 
both reused and revivified, and could not feasibly be so used without having 
been washed, the cost of such washing should be apportioned between the sweet 
water and the recovered press cake. 
Three other r.1aterials are edded to the sugar in th a melt house, litne, 
chlorine, and diatomaceous earth. The amount of lime added is small and can 
be fairly accurately determined and its cost calculated. Though chlorine is 
added in this process in minute quantities, the purpose of such addition is 
to assist in the production of "Canner's" sugar by helping to reduce thermo-
philic (heat-resisting) bacteria, present in the raw sugar. It is so ob-
viously a charge to "Canner's'' sugar that, although added here, the cost c r 
such treatment should be charged to Canner's sugar , not to the Melt House. 
Diatomaceous earth is added here, largely because of convenience, though it 
properlyM bec~mes a charge to the next process. The cost can be abso rbed by 
1 the sugar and passed with it on to the next department, but a clearer and 
more accurate analysis would be obtained if the cost was charged directly to 
the next process. 
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Having described the processes employed and the .!!Ia teri a.ls used, we are 
next concerned with a chart of accounts for the accumulation of the expenses. 
This chart might be arranged as follows: 
1. Materials: 
A. Raw Sugar Inventory 
B. Lime 
C. Water · 
D. Washed Sugar in Process 
E. Wash Sirup in Process 
F. Sweet Water 
G. Bag Wash Water 
Though individual inventories by origin were set up in the Raw Sugar De-
partment, such sub-division is not required here. The bins do not hold suffi-
, 
cient sugar to operate the department one full twenty-four hour operating day. 
Inventories of the washed sugar and wash sirup in process are needed only as 
control accounts for the transfer of costs to the next departments, each of 
these products is invariably disposed of to succeeding processes before the 
plant is slut down each week. The lime account could be debited with all re-
quisi tiona for lime in this department and credited, either vr.i. th remaining 
stocks, to obtain by difference, the lime used and its cost, or with the lime 
used to obtain its inventory. It amounts to so little that it cculd be in-
eluded as one of the expenses. Theme!?.surema1t orwater and sweet water has 
been previously been explained. 
2. Direct Labor 
3. Melt House Expense: 
A. Depreciation - Building 
B. " Equipment 
c. Taxes - Builddng 
D. " Equipment 
E. Indirect Labor 
F. Fire In sur an oe 
G. Social Security 
H. Workmen's Compensation Insurance 
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I. Unemployment Insurance 
J. Timekeeping Expense Applied 
K. Payroll 
" " L. Medical Dept. 
" 
II 
M. General It II 
N. Executive, Laboratory, 8: Engineering Expense Applied 
o. Light, Heat and Power 
P. Centrifugal Linings 
Q. Miscellaneou~ Supplies 
R. Maintenance - Centrifugals and Controls 
s. 
" i Pumps 
T. " .. Other 
u. Miscellaneous Expense 
The total costs accumulated would be distributed to the two produ eta, 
Washed Sugar, and Wash Sirup, through the Process Accounts. 'l'he Raw Sugar 
Inventory account would be charged with all receipts at cost and credited 
with all withdrawals at cost plus depreciation of bins and a fair portion 
of the building depreciation, taxes, and maintenance. The process accounts 
would be charged with the proportionate amount of the raw sugar that each 
had received, as established by measurements of delivery. The production 
or washed sugar, being practically continuous, is not so readily determined 
as is the wash sirup. The latter can be measured as tank feet delivered for 
filtration or for direct boiling. The washed sugar can be obtained by diff• 
erence, by measuremEl'lt with meters, or by tank measurements at the next pro• 
cess. Accurate composite samples wruld be required to be taken and tested 
in order to compute sugar content. Temperature measurements for the correc-
tion or volume would also be necessary. These temperatures could be obtain-
ed by means of recording thermometers vdth average values computed from the 
daily charts. 
The electricity and steam requirements could be obtained by meters in 
the department. The totals could be allocated by estimation or calculation 
to the various machines in the department. Or the amounts could be calcul 
ated, rpobably with sufficient accuracy for the purpose, by multiplying the 
wattage rating of the motors by the time they were in use. Similarly, the 
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steam used could be obta ined by multiplying the nunber or pounds of material 
heated by its specific heat and dividing the product by the he at units per 
pound of steac supplied. Metering is the more accurate method, but calcula• 
tion could be used if the purchlse or these meters was not justified by the 
benefits obtained. 
Since we hvve decided to include in the costs of each depa rtment the 
expense of getting the product to the next process, we are here f aced with 
what is prob ably one of the l a rgest purely mechanical delivery costs in the 
refinery. Since most refineries a re designed to make use of gravity flow, 
wherever possible, the starting processes in ea ch building are located on 
the top floor. This pla n necessitates the pumping of both s~ar and sirup 
from the lower floors of the Melt House to the Top floors of the Filter 
House or Pan House. Such pumping requires long pipes and high pressure 
pumps. Depreciation and maintenance of the delivery system make this a 
relatively high cost operation which must be c barged to the Melt House. 
The Melt House is perhaps the le st complex productive department. All 
of the costs inOA rred will be absorbed by the two products, ashed Sugar, and 
Wa sh Sirup, in proportion to the quantities of e a.ch gr ade produced. The op-
erations are not involved, merely the four steps of softening the molasses 
film, removing it in centrifugal machines, dissolving the wa shed sugar, and 
pumping aw~y the two products in solution. Ea ch of these steps, except the 
r 
last, may te .chnically be termed a process, but there is no reason f<r the 
separation of the processes. If individual costs should be desired for a 




This process, though cornnencing with the delivery or the dissolved washed 
sugar, is also concerned with the mechanical filtration or chemical defecation 
of other products as well. The process of dlarification is essentially that 
of straining material through cloth or closely-woven wire screen, aided by 
pressure supplied by pumps or by the force of gr avity, and assisted by some 
inert materials, such as diatomaceous earth or paper pulp. Actual filtration 
is accomplished by the inert filtr tion medium, the cloth or wire screen 
nerely serving a s a support for the medium and a s a device to secure maximum 
filtering area within the ~quipment. 
Chemical defecation consists of the formation of a flocculent precipi-
t ate within the solution ,by certa in chemicals, in sugar solutions the mo~ 
widely used treatoent being the addition of phos phoric acid and lime. Two 
methods of handling the defecated material are in use, in the older process 
the precipitate is strained out by p ssing the solution through long, aarro ~ 
tubes of heavy cotton, sealed r t the bot~om end. In the newer process, the 
Wi lliamson cle.rifier, the precipitate is aerated and flo a.ted to the surface 
of the solution, from which it is removed by scrapers or rollers. 
In all of these methods, there is the problem of recovering the sugar 
that remains in the filt.er medium or precipitate after the filtered sugar 
has de arted and the unfiltered meteri al ren ining in the equipment has 
been dr~ined out. All of t he · roc esses developed for the recovery of this 
sugar i nvolve its solut ion from the . "muds" or "scums", a s they are terned, 
with hot water, and t he subsequent evaporation of the "sweet" water or its 
reuse a s a solvent for dis solving washed su ga r or reoelt sugar. 
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The purpose of such filtration or defecation is to rerno~ from the material 
all sus ended impurities, to insure that the follo~~ng char filtration process 
will not be subjected to the blocking action of en accumulation of these sus end-
ed impurities upon the top surface of' the char in the filters. It is essential 
to successful char filtration that only cler'r materials be fi tared, if through 
oversight or leakage turbid solutions are run into a char filter, the ores of 
the char may become partially or completely blocked, rendering the char useless. 
Resistance to flow, caused by the accumulation of these sus ended impurities 
over the char surf8Ce in the top of the filter, may become so great that the 
filter's output is greatly restricted and its operations seriously impaired. 
The equipment used in the Clarification Department varies with the par-
ticular refinery, but in general it consists of the initial receiving tanks, 
called "Blo·w-upsn, the filtration equipment. the number and type of which 
depend upon the process or filtering agent employed, necessary pumps and 
pipf lines, the tanks and filters employed for the recovery of sugar from 
the muds or scums, and such equipment as is used for the regeneration of the 
filtering agent for subsequent use, chiefly drying a paratus, kilns, and 
conveyors. 
Cost Analysis at this station is particularly important because of the 
variety of equipment avaihble for these operations. Unless a detailed cost 
analysis can be obtained, the management is hampered in reaching decisions 
regarding the type of equipment to be employed or the particular process to 
be used. In our opinion this station is one where obsdescence is likely to 
be an important factor, therefore depreciation rates might be increased above 
those normally expected by reason of equipme~ longevity, to allow for such 
obsolescence. Caution must be used, however, for the reason that extreme 
conservatism is likely to result in such high charges for depreciation and 
obsolescence that the costs are unduly inflated, thus misleading the man-
agement into replacing the equipment. A sinple solution toihe problem of 
obsolescence in this case might be to compute depreciation as usual upon 
the estioated useful life, as deternined by conpromising the opinions of 
competent, impartial authorities. Depreciation of the filtering equip-
ment should be separately calcul ted, for the reason that it is this 
equipment that is p~rticularly susceptible to obsolescence. Punps, tanks, 
pipe-lines, etc., will continue to be used regardless of changes in the 
filtering equipment. The total coat would then be calculated, with this 
rate as one of the f actors, and stated in the reports as total and unit 
cost. Below these amounts, an a.llowance for obsolescence, perhaps equal 
to the filtering equipment depreciation charge, could be posted and a 
second total and unit cost shown, giving effect to the factor of obso-
lescence. The management would thus have the cost based upon nornal ex-
pected life and what these costs would be if the equipment became obso-
lete in half the expected time. The regularly computed value would be 
the one carried for·ward to the succeeding process. 
In the first paragraph of this chapter, we mentioned the fact that 
this station handled other products in addition to the washed sugar, 
though the 1 atter is the principal product in value, in volume, and in 
ioportance. The other products vary according to ·conditions, but may 
consist of the wash sirup from the Melt House, remelted sugars, evap-
orated sweet water, intermediate sirups, char filtered liquor for use 
in making Canner's sugar, etc. All of these will not be in process 
it any one time, perhaps some will be filtered at rare intervals, de-
pending upon the policy at t re noment, but provision ought to be made 
in the accounts for deternining the filtration cost of each product. 
Several methods of handling the problem of cost analysis of these 
occasional products may be considered. One would be the computation 
of the costs in total and a distribution of the toal upon t h3 basi 5 of 
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press operating hours, thus determining the c~t of clarification of a particU• 
lar material by the operating hours required to filter each hundred pounds of 
sugar solids in the total amount of that material filtered during the period. 
A second method, less accurate than the first one suggested, would be to appor-
tion the costs upon the proportionate amounts of sugar solids filtered. This 
method is less accurate because it fails to recognize variations in treatment 
and in rates of filtration. Thus, for example, sirup A, having a filtration 
rate of 5000 gallons and hour with a treatment of one pound of diatomaceous 
earth for every one hundred pounds of sugar solids, has a higher filtration 
cost than sirup B, which may filter at the rate of 10,000 gallons an hours 
with a treatment of one-half pound of diatomaceous earth for every one hun-
dred pounds of sugar solids. It is higher, not only because the treatment 
is higher, but because it takes a longer time to filter. 
Thus, hourly rates and apportionment by the percentage or the particu-
lar grade filtered will not give true results. A more accurate method would 
be to consider all of the factors, such as time, treatment, amount handled, 
etc., with each factor being distributed as incurred. This method would 
undoubtedly result in more detail, but it would furnish a clearer analysis 
of the cost of filtering each product. Costs associated with time, such as 
Direct Labor, depreciation, and taxes, would be allocated by the operating 
hour. Those costs, such as treatment, having little or nothing to do with 
time, would be allocated on the basis of sugar solids treated. 
Treatment cost will not be a simple matter to determine. Three grades 
of diatomaceous earth are used in the sirup presses: new, second-hand from 
the sugar presses, and revivified. Somer revivified earth is also used in 
the washed sugar presses. The particular problem is the value to be placed 
upon the second-hand and revivified earth, particularly the former. One 
could arbitrarily value it at half, one third, or sooe other fraction of the 
cost or new earth; it could be taken at the proportion r t 
o he cost of new 
earth that its filterability bears to the filterability of the new earth trom 
which it was derived; or it could oe valued at the cost of the new earth that 
it replaced in ordinnry precedure. Probebly the second metrod is the mo3t 
accurate, since it values this earth by its productivity. Objection to the 
method may be raised on the ground that such measurement, to be accurate, 
must be made at rather frequent intervals, and that obtaining them increases 
tbe cost of the laboratory. Vfuatever value is assigned to this second-hand 
earth will, of eourse, be c"'nrged to sirup operatdons and credited to sugar 
operations. 
The revivified earth occupies a slightly different osition. It has 
no initial cost because it wruld otherwise be vrashed down the sewer. In 
fact it revivification saves the cost of the small amount of salt water 
that would be required to wash it into the sewer system. Its cost when 
revivified, then, consists entirely of the revivification costs. 
Another item of expense that merits discussion is the cloth used in 
the filtration units. Its life is comparatively short, about thirty days 
on the average. Naturally, at the end of any given period, the various 
units will be equipped with cloth leaves in all stages of deterioration. 
One coula evaluate the cloth in each press upon the basis of time elapsed 
since it was installed, charging one-thirtieth of the cost per day to oper-
ations. Vfuen we realize that replacement of cloth is carried on continu-
ously and more or less automatically, however, it would seem better to in-
clude cloth cost as but one of the expenses of the operation, without 
attempting to capitalize the cost of installing the cloth. 
Having discussed the probable ~ources of difficulty with the proposed 
method of obtaining operating costs, and indicating how we intend to handle 
the contentious points, we may now proceed to set up a chart of accounts for 
the accumulation of the various expenses. 
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furk In Process Accounts 
Was had Sugar 
Wash Sirup 
Remelt Sugars 
lA Char Liquor 
2A Char Liquor 
Evaporated Sweet ·{ater 
Barrel Sirup 
These accounts will be charged with the pounds of sugar sOlJ.os and with 
"he cost of the material as delivered to the Blow-Ups. All expenses incurred 
during the period will be closed into these accounts. Inventory on hand at t~ 
end of the period will be credited at delivered cost, since the inventory on 
hand is alv;uys in a totally uncon leted stBte. The balance of each c.ccount 
will be transferred to the next pro ce sa. ·feasurernent of amount e of materials 
and their temperature as delivered would be required. Composite samples would 
be taken for analysis. Measurement and analysis would be needed to determine 
thA quantities delivered from the preceding process, in order to determine its 
losses and the unit cost of its OPerations. Similarly, the losses in this de-
partment and its unit costs would be determined by measurements taken at the 
receiving tanks of the succeeding process. 















Vacuum Filter operators 
Press operators 
Williamson Clarifi~r operators 
Revivified Earth operators 
CLarification Exoense 
Indirect Labor (Foremen, Tailors, Mechanics) 





Mud System Equipment 
Sweetland Presses 
Williamson Clarifiers 
" PiPe lines, valves, pumps, etc. 
Taxes - Share of Filter House 
" Blow-Ups 
" 






Pipe lines, Valves, Pumps, 
Insurance - Share of Building 
II Departmental Equipment 
Social Security 
Workmen 's Compensation Insurance 
Unemployment Ins uran oe 











General Exoens~ Applied 
As in Previous departments, much of the Expense distribution will of 
necessity be aPplied upon an estimated basis. ho can calculate, for ex-
P..IIlPle, the exact depreciation or the building that is attributable to it 8 
two upper floors! Or the insurance or taxes allocable to this location! 
A small oortion of each floor is occupied by char revivification equipment, 
but would one be justified in apportioning these costs on a square foot 
basis? The earth-regeneration equipment is set up on two floors otherwi sa 
exclusively devoted to char revivification. PerhaPs the sensible Ple~ would 
be to consider the two outfits as offsetting each other, ignoring the fact 
that they WAr~ located in each other ' s departmental area. 
The oroblem in this departrrent, as well as in most of tre others, is 
not in the dete~ination of the cost factors, but in their application to 
the nroduct. Even in the application the Drobla.n wruld not be rlifficult 
if it were feasible to Durchase sufficient meters, etc., and emoloy extra 
men to make me asurements, read temperatures, and composite and test samoles 
as needed. The real problem is to obtain this data without the exPenditure 
of considerable amounts of money, without employing extra help, and without 
delaying ooerat ions. It is easily possible to add more to the cost of the 
department by excessive detail than can be saved by an accurate knowledge 
or its costs. 
In the proposed met hoil measurements could be obtained by filling each 
tank to a ore-determined level and comoletely emptying it before it is again 
refilled. Temperatures could be obtained by recording thermometers, mapy of 
which are already in use. Composite samoles could be continuously taken by 
'" 
means of small drip lines from the mains in many cases, but would require little 
extra work in any case. The actu ·al testing of the c Cll'lpos :It.e samples bv the labor-
atory would admittedly add ex~ra work, but many of these composite samples could 
replace samples already being tested. The work of fillin~ out data sheets con-
earning the number of tanks filled, materials and supplies used, labor employed, 
maintenanie, etc., would fall upon the dePartmental foremen, but much of this 
data must now be reported. The report forms to be emPloyed would reolace those 
now bein~ used. 
' It is undoubt~dly true thAt an attempt to operate any system, other than 
the one with which everyone is familiar, would cause confusion at the start and 
perhaps for some little time thereAfter, but the difficulties could be smoothed 
out eventually. As knowledge grew with exPerience unessential information could 
be combined, and Pertinent facts broken down to include greater detail. 
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CHAPTER 11 
pECOLORIZATION OF THE SUGAR ViiTH BONE-BLACK 
Like the Clarification DePartment, the Bone-Black Filtration process is 
concerned with material in addition to that delivered by the Preceding depart-
ment. The costs of these other sirups will be obtained as before from their 
respective departments. The sugar and other products from the Clarification 
Department will carry forward their costs into the bone-black filtration pro-
cess. In order to obtain a clear understanding of the work Performed in this 
bone-black filtration Process, it will be necessarv to describe the OPerations 
and the equipment used. 
This process has been termed the "heart" of a refinery for the re ason 
that its work is so important that it is indispensable. The methods used vary 
slightly in details from one refinery to another, but in everv case they con-
sist essentially of filtering the sugar through deep, cylindrical filters 
filled with bone-black, which adsorb a considerable quantity of the coloring 
matter present in the s11gars as they pe.ss through the filter. Bone-black is 
produced by the destructive distillation of animal bone in the absence of oxy-
gen. 
Bone-black is also known as char, the terms being descriotive of its 
appearance. The Particle vary in between that of fine sand and fine gravel, 
are dull black in color, and possessed of many sharp edges, corners, and innum-
erable Pores. The color and ash adsorption proPerties are attributed to these 
microscopic pores in each particle, which retain or "adsorb" the color bodies 
and mineral salts that enter these capillaries. It is rather expensive mater-
ial and each refinery must have a large investment, seldom less than $loo,oon, 
in its bone-black. It may be reactivated after exhaustion by washing and re-
heating it out of contact with air, until the adsorbed it!!Purities are either 
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dissolved or distilled out. In the filtration denart~nt we are concerned mere-
ly with its use, therefore reactivation will be the sub,iect of the following chap-
ter. 
The filters are cast-iron, ten feet in diameter and twenty fe~t deep, 
with the bottom and top having the shape of a truncated cone. About two feet 
above the bottom a Perforated metal plate forms a support· for the cloth filter 
blankets which retain the char, while Permitting the sugar liquor to Pass out 
through the lines connected into ti'B base of the filter. The filter-tope is 
saaled by a cast-iron dome which is firmly bolted aown while filtration is in 
progress, under Pressures varying between ten and thirty pounds gauge oer square 
inch, but this ton is removed while the bone-black is being emptied out and re-
Placed. A vent-pipe is provided in this dome for the release of trapped air. 
The material to be filtered enters the top near the center, but just to one 
side of the flanged collar. The number of filters vary with the size of the 
refinery, perhaPs thirty in a small plant and over a hundred in the largest 
refineries. 
Bone-black is arbitrarily divided by particle size into two or three 
grades, the division being obtained by adding rePlacement, or new bone-black 
to the "coarse" grade, at the same time transferring a similar volume of 
particles that have been reduced in size by wear to the "medium" grade, and 
again transferring a similar volume of the "medium" grade that have been re-
duced in size bv wear to the "fine" grade. As the particles become too snall 
ror satisfactory service they are removed by screening or by dust collection 
systems and sold as discarded bone-black. There is, then, a steady loss of 
bone-black from friction, which loss must be renla ced by additions of new 
char. 
Though revivification is treated in a senarate chapter, it cannot be so 
readily divorced from the filtration process that the two may be regarded as 
separate entities. They are more in the nature of complementary processes, 
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neither or which has reason for separate existence. All revivification costs 
must, for this reason, be clo.sed into the bone-black filtration dePartment, since 
- . 
it is here that the bone-black contributes its value to refining. We must th~nk, 
not in terms of bone-black in the filter, but of "revivified" bone-black, . the.:r'e-
fore; .· ~J:e cost of the bone-black in each filter will be its original cost, plus 
revivification cost. Its valuation.does not end there, however, because of the 
previously mentioned losses; because of depreciation, depletion, or deteriora-
tion, whichever term most nearly describes its gradual transition from new bone-
black to discarded dust; because of the credits arising from the sale of these 
discarded materials; and because of the Periodic additions of new bone-black 
and transfers between the various grades. All of these affect the cost of the 
revivified bone-black in the filters. For practical purposes all of these 
latter modifications of cost may be rather neatly combined by 8dO ting the prew 
mise that these chenges counteract each other to the extent of maintaining the 
bone-black in its normal condition of usefulness, a premise fairly well sub ... 
stantiated by analyti cal data. The cost of reactivated bone-black, then, is 
the summation of original cost, revivification cost, and replacement cost, 
less whatever credit arises from the sale of discarded dust. 
We begin this process, then, with a quantity of revivified bone-bl ack 
in the filters, nd with material to be filtered located in storage tanks 
on the floor above·. Methods of filtration vary widely between refineries, 
but in each case the sugar material passes through the char and gives up 
steadily decreasing ~ounts of its impurities until the point is reached 
where further filtration would confer but little benefit. At this point the 
bone-black is said to be "exhausted 11 • The inlet liquor valves are closed 
and hot water is added to replace the sugar liquor in the filter. Recovery 
of the SU?ar in the filter Proceeds, wHh the sugar forming an ever-smaller 
proportion of the increasingly-diluted sweet water emerging, G~til the point 
is reached where it is considered uneconomical to evaporate a larger percentage 
of water to recover smaller amounts of sugar mJ."xed "th · WJ. aooroxJ.mately equal 
amounts of Previously adsorbed soluble im urities, now being washed out of 
the bona-black. Without an adequate deteroination of costs the ooint at 
which recovery or sugar become uneconomic can never be accurately calcul-
ated. It is obvious that the point should vary somewhat with the orice of 
sugar, not remain Permanently fixed at any one value. 
W'hen this "waste" point is reached, the effluent is diverted to the 
sewer and washing continued until practically all of the soluble impurities 
have been washed out. This washing PrO cess is undoubtedly a reactivation 
orocess and begins when the water is put on the filter. Since some of the 
products of such washing, however, are being recovered and their cost trans-
ferred to subsequent departments, it follows that the logical point for re-
activation to begin, from a cost analysis standpoint at least, is when the 
washings are no longer deemed of value and are diverted to the sewer. It is 
at that point tbat we intend to begin the collection of revivification costs. 
With this department w~ ancounter our first problems in regard to invent-
ory in process that is not either fully completed or untouched. Almost never 
will we find all fil tars rea.dy to begin operations or with filtration complete-
ly finished. We shall find that the normal condition of the inventory in Pro-
cess will consist of a few filters of revivified bone-black ready to receive 
sugar liquor, from one-third to one-half of the filters will contain both bone-
black and liquor in all stages of the filtration process, a few morA will con-
tain sPent bone-black in variow:; stages of the washing cycle of the reactiva-
tion process, several others will contain washed bone-black ready to be dis-
charged to the revivifying storage hoppers, and the remaining filters wlll be 
emPty. A formidable situation, but one tijat can satisfactorily be appraised 
by a consideration of a few essential facts. 
It is customary, in fact almost necessary, to operate the filters with 
some kind or schedule, usually one that is based upon time. For uninterrupted 
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operation of the revivifying processes it is necessary to Provide a filter in 
which the reactivated char may be Placed, and to suPply the revivifying kilns 
with a reasonably dry exhausted char for reactivation. Thus, we must contin-
ually supply a filter of each grade of spent char, which means that it must 
be ready for dischargin when needed, and empty filters for the reactivated 
char as their Predecessors are filled. It should be evident that each event, 
on the average, can consume only the time ~ich has been allotted, after which 
the next event must start. 
In actual oractice, however, maximum and minimum limits should be recog-
nized for each event, shince they will vary to acme extent. It is Possible 
to average the events during the preceding oeriod and to consider the degree 
of completion of an event, at the close of the ueriod, to be that proportion 
of completion that the elapsed hours bears to the average for the event. For 
examPle, if a filter has been delivering liquor for twelve hours, and the aver-
age for the event we.s twenty-four, the bone-black could be considered to be at 
least one-half exhausted and to have transferred half of its cost as revivified 
bone-black to the liquor which had been filtered. The li~uor in the filter 
would always be considered as half filtered, on the ground that the liquor at 
the base of the filter was ready for delivery, whereas that at the top had not 
started its Passage through the char. Similarly, a filter being washed would 
be that proportion completed that ita elaPsed washing time bore to the average 
washing time. This method is not exact, since any given filter might require 
a longer or shorter period than the average, but it is probably as good as any 
other method that could be instigated, and has the advantage of ease of aopli-
cation. It is seldom indeed that any method of evaluating inventory in process 
is better than an approximation, but every method should attempt to recognize 
and allow for work ·Partially performed. For that matter, in filter operations 
we could possibly ignore the work in process inventory, since at the end of one 
Period it would be approximately the same as it was at the Preceding period. 
It would be better, though, to give effect to such variations as might exist, 
by calculating the degree of completion. 
One more thing, the method of calculating quantities of bone-black and 
of liquor, remains to be discussed before Proceeding to set up a chart of ex-
pense accounts for the process. Several methods exist for computing the amount 
of bone-black used during a neriod. It could be weighed, either continuously 
or intermittently, by means of weighing conveyor svstems or by weighing hoppers 
similar to those in use in the raw sugar warehouse. Or, the volume of bone-
black customarily put into a filter could be multiplied by a weight oer unit 
volume, frequently or Periodically determined. The latter method is simpler 
and does not require the purchase of rather expensive equipment, but probably 
could never be as accurate as a weighing method. Similarly, several meth:>ds 
may be used to determine the quantities of sugar liquor filtered. None of 
these methods would perhaPs be precise, at least none that could be utilized 
without the expenditure of considerable money for equipment, and the employ-
ment of extra men to make the necessary tests and measurements, but they would 
yield approximately correct results. 
We could (a) multiply the number of filters delivering a Particular grade 
of liquor by the total hours in use and by an average calibrated flow during 
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an hour ; (b) meter the flow for each grade of liquor: or (c) fill delivery 
tanks to pre-determined volumes and completely empty them before each refill-
ing. Regardless of the method of measurement it will be necessarv to obtain 
avera~e temperatures and take composite samPles for analysis of the sugar con-
tent. The value we are interested in is not volume, but pounds of sugar solids. 
The amount c oold also be calculated for an entire neriod, but that method could 
not be recommended because there would be no assurance that the calculated quan-
tities reached their intended destination. It is likely that the simpler meth-
ods of volume measurement would be preferable to start with, until the determin-
ation of the cost figures had proved its usefulness, since they would require 
no expensive installations. In the same manner, the liquor to be filtered would 
be measured by filling tanks to pre-determined marks, observing temperatures, 
taking composite samples for analysis, and completely emptying each tank before 
filling. The total amount measured, less the acount in the filters and the mat-
erial filterd, would be a measure of the losses incurred in washing the filters 
to the swwer, after most of the sugar had been recovered. It must be observed 
that these losses, so determined, would aPply to a number of filters during the 
period, and that some loss is inevitable. Recovery of all ofthe sugar could 
never be economical, gallons of water would have to be evaPorated to recover 
grains of sugar, but if it were to be done bone-black filtration WOLJJ d h~c ome 
a method for the transfer or impurities from one product to another, rather 
than a method for the elimination or impurities by adsorption. Transferrin~ 
impurities from one yroduet to another is probably better done, and perhaPs 
at less cost, by crystallization methods. 
We have considered the Process itself and some of the chief elements of 
cost. The remaining steps are to prepare a chart of accounts for th~ accumu-
l ation of these costs, to discuss the obscure or doubtful elements, ann to 
show how these accounts should be handled. Since each grade of bone-black 
would have the same cost elements, though by no means the same costs, but 
one chart of accounts is included. The methods applied to the accounting 
for one grade would also apply to the other grades. These accounts would 
be as follows: 









These process ac counts would be debited with the cost of the meterial as 
delivered and the filtration expense, and credited with the total cost of the 
sugars turned over to the following depa.rtmen t. The revivified bone-black 
account uould be credited ith the proportion of cost properly absorbed by 
the sugars, by transferring to the sugar accounts the cost of the bone-black 
used by each grade of liquor. The balance of these accounts would represent 





Liquor Tanks (one half of total) 
Item 4, Liquor Tanks, amy be debatabli. These tanks pro~ae storage for _ 
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the liquor several floors below the following operation. They oct as n inter-
rnediAry between the processes and could be classed with either department. The 
arrangement is made necessary by refinery layout, to give flexibility, and to 
secure uninterrupted operation for each process. It seems ndvisable, then, to 
allocate half of the expense of this storage station to each process, perticu-
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Depreciation rates should not be set too high, s :ince most of the equipment 
is of a durable nature and likely to last indefinitely, except that the eactor 
of obsolescence should not be overlooked. Vfuile it is true that the process 
has existed for many years with few changes, that fact is no guarantee that it 
will continue to be used, especially if detailed costs were known. Decoloria-
ing carbons are becoming increasingly important, end most of the new refineries, 
though of small capacity, are using these carbons or otherprocesses not re-
quiring bone-black. If one were to venture a prediction it might be that bone-
char would not enjoy its uncnallenged position as far into the future as it has 
in the past. Lacking any definite information thoug~, it seems best to apply 
depreciation on the expected life of the equipment. 
Taxes are known in total and would be most equitably applied by using the 
schedule by which they were assessed. If that were unobtainable the next best 
method would be on proportionate book value ofthe equi ment. It is not so ime 
portant that each iten be calculated as it is to insure that the department bear 
its full share of the tax load. 
Maintenance costs could best be determined by a Job Order system, with . 
the charges allocated to the degree found desirable. The few accounts listed 
in the Maintenance schedule could be set up as controlling accounts for a de• 
tailed schedule embracing each unit in the particular station. Mechanical and 
Electrical Department charges woula invlude all of the cost elements of their 
respective departments, with Overhead allotted upon a Direct Labor Hour. 
This process is a large consuner of water, practically all or which is 
heated. Several methods are available for the calculation of the amount of 
water used. It could (a) be metered, with the volume corrected for its temper-
ature; (b) be estimated from the average rate of flow for each filter, the 
number of filters treated, and the number of hours of treatment, for example: 
if the average rate or flow were 500 gallons an hour, fifty filters were in-
volved, and the average number of hours between "V1ater On" and diversion of 
the filtrate to the sewer was twenty, the water consumption f~ sugar recovery 
would be 500,000 gallons (uncorrected for temperature) during the period, 
which amount, multiplied by the W8ter rate and the heating cost, would give 
the water cost for this event; or (c) from composite samples of the filtrate 
before water was added, and of the diluted sweet water, the amount of water 
necessary to cause this dilution could then be calculated. It is likely that 
method (b) would be the one adopted in startin a system of cost accounting, 




steam costs would not be ~articularly large, since most of the materials 
are delivered approximately at filtering temperature. There would be some steam 
used in heating sirups, but most of the steam consumption would be for heating 
water. The steao could be metered, calculated, or estimated, metering being 
the best method. Electricity could likewise be metered, calculated, or estimated, 
with metering again being the most reliable. The calculations would be compli-
cated by the "use" factor, meaning the average operating hours during an; period. 
Of the applied expense items the first three, being related to Direct Labor 
exclusively, would be rather insignificant in this department, because there are 
few men employed in the process. The allocation o.f supervisory departments 
would probably be mo gt fairly accomplimed by estimating the proportion of the 
supervisors' time given to the department. The General Expense could be applied 
on the basis of amounts of product handled, upon the book value of the department, 
or upon an estimate of the proportion attributable to the department. At best 
such distribution is but an estimate. It is likely that the latter method, after 
once having calculated the proportion applicable, would be sufficiently accurate. 
All of these expense accounts would be closed into control accounts for 
distribution to the various products filtered. Probably the best method would 
be to charge particular items, known to be caused directly by a product, into 
the Vlork-In .. Process account for that product. The remaining general items would 
then be charged to an Expense Distribution account, from which they would be 
debited to the various Work-In-Process accounts in proportion to the amount of 
product filtered. An example of a particular item, for illustration, would be 
the revivification cost of the char. That cost should be applied by usage, since 
there is no direct relation, in fact the relationship is usually in inverse pro-
portion, between the amount of bone-black used and the quantity of product fil-
tered. 
As previously mentioned, revivification and filtration are interrelated. 
... ' 
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The establishment of an arbitrary point at which one begins and the other ends 
has no great significance, since revivification cost must be absorbed by the 
sugar that is filtered. We have elected to start the filtration process \nth 
the revivified bone-black in the filter, and end it with the filter baing washed 
to the sewer. The point or ending was chosen so that sweet wate r costs would be 
properly stated. The revivification process must ·now include the operations be-
tween diversion of the waste water to the sewer and delivery of the reactivated 
bone-char to the filters. 
CHAPI'ER 12 
REVIVIFICATION OF THE BONE-BLACK 
In the preceding chapter we have seen that the revivification process, 
for cost accounting purposes at least, should start with the diversion of 
the wash water to the sewer. The adsorbed impurities are then divorced from 
the refining processes, the washing cost is no longer chargeable to the recov-
ered sweet water, and washing proceeds at a greatly accelerated rate. After 
a washing cycle in waste of about ten to twelve hours the greater part of the 
soluble impurities have been removed, as shown by analysis of the water. The 
washing cycle is then stopped and compressed air is admitted to the filter to 
expel as much of the water as possible. When the excess water has been driven 
out the air is hut off, the filter is vented to release the air pressure, the 
cover and the char-release door at the base of the filter are opened, and the 
wet char is removed through floor openings to belts which distribute it to wet 
char hoppers. 
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These hoppers are storage bins for the drying operation, in fact consider-
able moisture is remov-ed from the bone-black in these ho pers by its evapora ... 
tion from the surface of the warm, wet char. The hoppers feed directly into 
the dryers. The char descends by gravity t hrough a narrow passageway down the 
slightly inclined sides of the dryer, is heated by the flue gases from the re-
vivifying kilns immediately below the dryer, and gives up a large part of its 
MOisture content through a series of narrow louvres cut at a downward angle 
into the outer wall of the passageway. ot air, collected from around the 
cooler i es below the kiln, is blo?ro into tho pass~geway to aid in expelling 
the water vapor. T e dryer may roughly be likened to a house with a steeply 
pitched roof, heated on the inside, and with a thin blanket of snow melting 
upon the roof. 
The boneblack flows from the dryer as a thin layer of particles which 
spread out over the inclined entran: es to the kiln retorts. As char is drawn 
from the bottom of these retorts by automatic action, these particles flow in-
to the retorts for the "burning" cycle. In this manner but little air accom-
panies the char into tne retorte. The absence of air is essential, because 
oxygen would promote the combustion of the carbon content of the c mr i tsel r 
at the elevated temperature to which the bone-black is heated. We soeak of 
''burning" the char, but actually the reaction is more in the nature of a de .. 
comPosition or the organio impurities, fGllowed by the distillation of the 
gaseous nroducts created by this decomposing action. The chemical reasons, 
beyond the nurview of this paper, the temperatu~ of revivification needs to 
be rather closely controlled. The bone-black Passes downward through the 
long retorts in a sort of interrupted flow, much like a descent of an eleva-
tor in a high building if stoPs were made at each floor. This action is caused 
by automatic devices at the bottom of the retorts, which open to let out a 
measured quantity of revivified and partially cooled bone-black, then close 
for a brief interval before reopening. The heated air around the bottom of 
the retorts is continuously removed by blowers and diverted to the dryers to 
assist in drying the wet chRr. 
The revivified char falls uPon long belts and is conveyed to bucket ele-
vators which raise it to the top of the filter house, for additional coolin~ 
and partial screening before it is delivered to the filters for usA. At sev-
eral points in its descent to and from the coolers some of the dust, smaller 
partie~ 8 , and foreign material are removed by suction fans, screens and a 
"sPecific-gravity" seParator. These portions are removed because their con-
tribution to decolorization is less important than the harmful effects of 
their Presence in the filtration cycle. 
The foregoing description very briefly describes the revivifying Process-
es. We are now concerned with a consideration of the major cost factors. 
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Without attemptin~ to list them in any order the most imoortant costs would pro-
bably be deterioration of the char, and the necessary fuel, water, power, and 
labor. It is likely that accounting for the costs could be more easily accom-
plished for this proeess than for many of the other dep~rtmenta. 
In the preceding chapter we pointed out that deterioration or the char 
could be measured by assuming that the usefulness of the char was being main-
tAined at an approximately eonstant level by the Periodic addition of new bone-
black and the cintinuous removal of dust, fine particles, and foreign material. 
That is the purpose of these operations and monthly analyses reveal that the 
purpose is fairly well accomplished. Fuel costs can be determined with a reason-
able de~ree of accuracv. The amount of water used in washing, cooling, and spray-
ing, can be determined by meters, or by measurement or flow-rates. By far the 
largest PrOPortion, perhaps 99~, is used in washing the char. Standard nipples 
are used on the filter outlets to the sewer gutters, therefore measurements of 
the rate of flow in cubic feat an hour, the water temPerature, and the number 
of hours washing could be utilized to calculate the amount used. 
The power load is distributed throughout a number of floors and, for this 
reason, offers a somewhat complex problem. Unlike isolated departments or those 
concentrated in a small area this far-flung department does not readily lend 
itself to the delivery or its electrical power suPply through a central meter. 
Individual meters could be used, but their number would entail a Prohibitive 
expense. In calculating the power load there is one factor that will aid in 
a solution, the load is among the steadiest encountered in the refinery. The 
machinery runs practically without interruption from the time the plant is 
started until it is shut down for the week. For approximate electrical load, 
the wattage rating or each motor could be taken from its name-Plate value for 
the mechanical load imPosed upon it, or the electrical load could be determined 
un~e norma] c ondit,.; ons with oortable meters. This value, when rnul tiolied by 
OPerating hours, would furnish the electrical consumption. 
Direct labor offers no problems. A rather curious situation exists in this 
nrocess in that Part of the labor employed is charged to Production and part to 
the Mechanical Department. This division of labor takes place at the revivify-
ing kilns and probably arose by analogy with the boiler furnaces, and because 
the fires were originally manually controlled, necessitating experienced fire-
men. Regardless of the Particular affiliations of the employees the fact that 
they were directly employed in the revivification department should, for cost 
accounting purposes, claesifv them as Direct Labor for this process. 
For atomizing fuel oil the process uses exhaust steam in conoaratively 
small amounts. The steam could be metered, but it is believed that the amount 
could be estimated with sufficient accuracy, or measured by condensing the 
steam ordinarily delivered by one jet in a given time and multiplying the a-
mount so determined by the operating time and by the number of jets. This 
steam would naturally be cha~ed to the process at the current cost for that 
type of steam. 
Maintenance of the kilns is a not inconsiderable item of expense. A 
kiln's inner brickwork and the retorts frequently require major repairs and 
rePlacements. For this reason depreciation rates on these items would necess-
arily be rather hi~h. Maintenance of the remaining equioment consists mainly 
ofthe ordinary mechanical repairs incidental to the operation or conveyors. 
Such repair work would normally be performed by regular shift mechanics and 
their time charged by a Job Order system to the denartment. Repair parts 
would or course be cha~ed to the department as used. 
The chart or expense accounts ~uld include many that were common to 
other dePartments and some that were peculiar to these operation. A duplicate 
set of accounts would be employed for each grade of chaD. Such a chart would 
be about as follows: 













The Revivified Bone-Black account ooerates Primarily as a control account 
for the transfer of the total exPense to the Filtration DePartment. Normally 
it would not be concerned with an inventory problem, because all revivified 
bone-black is transferred without storage to the Filtration process. The in-
ventory problem would center in the Wet Char in Process acount, since there 
is always a backlog of wet char awaiting its turn thr rugh the dryers and the 
kilns. Since the dryers employ the waste heat from the kilns exclusively, it 
seems unnecessary to differentiate between the drvers and the kilns, which is 
the reason that an account for Dry Char in Process was not introduced. All 
char in the inventory the,, is considered to be wet char. An exception to 
this viewpoint could be taken in the ease of the char actually in the retorts 
and cooler pines when drawing stops at the end of the operating week. The res-
idue heat of the kiln has Partially revivified this char, but to what extent 
is difficult to determine. An arbitrary proportion could be estimated, but its 
accuracy is open to question. ~pproximately the same amount of char remains in 
the kilns e ch week at the shut-down period, unless the number of kilns is 
changed by necessarv rePair work. No serious error, then, would be introduced 
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if all of the char remaining in the inventory was classes as West Char in Process. 
The remainin~ char accounts offer no difficulty. They represent the discarded mat• 
erial removed from the system for subsequent sale. These discarded materials are 
packed in bags and stored for future disposal. Their inventory, then, offers but 
routine orobleme. 
The fuel oil used may be drawn from an individual tank or from the boiler 
house fuel tanks. The amount used at this station is but a fraction of that re-
quired for the ~eneration of steam, therefore it may not be feasible to operate 
with separate tanks. If not, the fuel oil for the retivification process should 
be metered, in order to seParate the quantities used in each process and to as-
certain the fuel costs of each departments. In this manner the necessity for period-
ic measurement of the supply tanks is obviated, except for occasional checking or 
the accuracy of the meters. A continuous record of the oil te~perature should be 
obtained, for use in correcting the volume of oil delivered to the volume at the 
standard temperature. If a separate tank is employed the oil used could be deter-
mined from tank measurements, the outa~e being corrected for the differences in 
temperature between the initial and final measurements, and the volume delivered 
corrected for its temperature. Naturally, any additions to the tank would enter 
into the calculation by being added to the amount determined from the tank measure-
ments. Meters could be dispensed with, but physical inventories would be necessary to ai 
arrive at amounts used, as well as for the calculation of quantities on hand for 
balance sheet purposes. If coal is used, regardless of the type burned, the quan-
tities used could be weighed on eonvevors designed for that purpose, in weighing 
hoppers, or in similar devices. If these are unavailable or too expensive, the 
inventory at the start and finish could be estimated or measured, the quantity 
used being the difference between the two inventories after allowance is made 
for amounts added during the period. 
Most of the water used, as previously explained, is for the purpose of 
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washing-out soluble impurities to the sewer. Since no further use is made of the 
water, its cost should be absorbed by the char. In the event that a use is found 
for this water the cost should then be apportioned between the char and the water 
as it passed to its new use. It was pointed out that the quantity used could be 
calculated by multiplying the rate of flow per hour by the number of filters and 
by the total hours of washing, correcting the volume to standard temperature. This 
method is admittedly less accurate than actual measurement, but it would free a 
meter for more important service. Water costs, though large in the aggregate, are 
comparatively insignificant for small volumes. The error introduced by the estim-
ation method would be unlikely to be of sufficient magnitude to affect the costs 
seriously. It would of course be necessary to allocate all of the water passing 
through the city meter to the various processes, therefona if this method failed 
to account for sufficient WRter an adjustment would be made at the end of the per-
iod to absorb the unapplied portion. Similarly, if the computation resulted in 
too large a volume, it • uld be sealed down by subsequent adju~ment. 
The limestone is used for the purpose of supplying a constituent that ia 
constantly being removed from the char, in order to keep the char from deterior-
ating. The quantity used is amall and may readily be determined from the Stores 
requisitions and the difference between the number of bags on hand at the start 
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Depreciation - Char Coolers 
Depreciation - Hot Water Heaters, Tanks and Pipe Lines 
Depreciation - Building 
Maintenances 





Chimneys and Ducts 
Pyrometer a, Recorders and Equipmerrt 
Blowers and Duets 
Automatics 
Dry Char Belts - Basement 
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Dry Char Belts - Filters 
Char Elevatots 























Power anrl Lil!:ht 
Water from other DenartmentA 
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Water from the City Main 
Steam for Heating Water 




ThAse Axnense ~~ccount. s should be offset by crAdi t account. s for handling 
the disposal of compressed air and hot water to other departments, and the 
sale or discarded screenings, duat and partially-burned char. The comnressed 
air would best be transferred on an estimated basis, since its quantity anrl 
cost. would not warrant its measuremAnt. The water aecoun+.a would f'!mbraee some 
r ather complex problems. A large proport.:ion of the water origin1=1tes as con-
densed steAm from sources likely to contain traces of sugar, which makes it 
objectionable of use as feed water for the boilers. Most of the condAnsate 
comes from "low-t:rrade" p~na, the "vapora.tors, and the heatiM coils of tanks. 
The source is exhaust steam which, ~e we pointed out in the chanter on thA 
Power Denartment, was ohar~?:ed to these processes anrl credited to the Engine 
Room. We must now further distr;bute this cost ~o that the hot water will 
bear its share of the exnense. The easiest end fairest method would nrobably 
be by transferrint:r to the hot water syst~m the nronortion of its cost as ex-
hauet steam that the total heat content of the condensate bears to the tntal 
heat content of the steam. Thus the processes using exhaust steam would be 
charged merely for the amount or heat that they removed from it, which ia 
eminently fair because this is nrecisely the use that they make of it in their 
heating work, and c~rging thA rAmaining heat units to the bot water system 
into which thev pass. This Rounds more formidable, perhaps, than it actually 
i~ in practice. The proportion need not be determined each month, it would 
be suffici~nt to ca1culate the heat content at thA average 9ressure or ex-
haust steam, say ten pounds guage, and subtract thA heat content of water at 
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21?, def1:reeR Fahrenaeit. The:· a.ifference betwe-en the two values would be the heat 
content used in the processes and the remainder would be the heat content trans-
ferred to the hot water syste.m. By simple proportion the proper amoun+.s to be 
charged to each could be calcula+.erl .• 
Similarly, ~ny condensate from live steam entering the hot water system would 
carry forward its cost, but with two imnortant differences. First, the nronortion 
. ' 
would be different, since the calculation would be based upon steam at cons~de:ably 
higher gua~e nressurest and second, the credit wnul~ be no~ed to the Power De-
nartment, not to the sunplying proceRe, for the reason that the system contem-
plated the return of this condensate to the BoilerHouse without charge, other 
than for the return lines, as a mutually advantageous oneration. 
The Power Denartment should receive cradit for diverted condensate, ther~!~re, 
on the ground that their original delivery of steam at lowest costs was made noss-
ible by the return or the condensate without charge. If it should be ~i~e:ted, 
they must make un the deficiency wit.h calli water, which adds to their cost. Hence 
the lo~ical nrocedurA would be to give them credit for any diverted condensat~ to 
offset this higher cost. Frnm· another viewnoint the source of the heat, in the 
case of the live steam, is the BoilAr House, not the intermediate nrocess. The 
exhaust steam rests upon a different premise, it is to be transferred from the 
Engine Room on the basiA of its heat content, without expectation of the return 
of condensate. Any condensate returned should be charged to the Power Denart-
ment, Boiler House Division, on the same basis. 
The sale of discarded bone-black would result in a credit to the Revivi-
fied Bone-Black account. A pronort]on or the denartmental expense could be 
charged to these "discard" accounts, particularly the direct cost of trucki ng 
and handling it. No anparently useful ouroose is thereby served unless it was 
thought that the cost of handline: it is greater thAn t.he revenue derived from 
its sale, in which case the detailed costs might prove that it would be more 
economical to wash it down the sewer. These accounts help to offset the coat 
of new char which, in turn, raiseR the cost of revivified bone-black. If all 
are 
the expenseR 9nd revenue closed into Revivified Bone-Char Account, the cost 
to the sugar would be precisely the same. If it were considered adtisable to 
obtain the cost or this disc~rded char, the sole objection would be the labor 
of accumulating the necessarv detailed figureR, it would not affect the cost 
to the sug:ar. 
Transfers of bone-black between the grades could be made through a trans-
fer account, if desired. On the other hand, thev could be effected by debit-
ing Revivified "B" Bone-Black and crediting Revivified "A" Bone-Black. The 
transfer account mi~ht be of some use, but when it is borne in mind that the 
amount transferred is slightly le~s than the quantity of new char added, it 
would seem that a transfer account would furnish information lbich, if needed, 
~ould be obtained from the detail supporting the control account. 
Unlike the st~ar orocesses we have here but the one product to whiCh the 
costs p.re to be aoplied. Since, as was previously mentioned, no inventory 
problem exists, we are concerned solely with the determination of the quan-
tity of char "burned". This is not Particularly difficui.t.. We can utilize 
weighing devices attached to conveyor belts, weig:hing hoopers, or a volume-
weight basis for calculating the amount delivered. The least expensive 
method, which would probably give reasonably satisfactory results, would be 
to multiply the number of filters filled by the ·contents of e filter in cubic 
feet and by the weight oar cubic foot, to obtain the weight of char "burned". 
Should a portion of this char be returned for reburnin~ without having been 
used for filtration ourposes, as occa*ionally haPpens during the week and is 
standard oractice with the first two or three hour's drawing upon startin~-
up the kilns, until the char reaches a proPer ooerating temPerature, the amount 
:; " ..· 
...,. ."" : . ... ,. 
..., ... c.:.~. 
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so returned can be determined by obtaining the elapsed time of such return and~ 
by comparison with the time required to fill one filter, the volume and ~hereby 
the wei~ht returned could be calculated. Such char returned for reburning would 
of course be deducted from the total char delivered from the kilns 
In such a volume-weight method the basic figures are the time required to 
filla filter and the weight oar cubic foot. The speed of drawing and the num• 
ber of kilns in service need not enter into the calculation. They are automat-
. . 
ically given their proper weight by their effect upon the filter-filling time. 
Nor are we concerned, except perhaPs theoretically, with the temperature of the 
char in this volume-weight calculation, because the coefficient of expansion 
of porous particles, such as bone-black, is much less than that of liquids, 
and would have no appreciable effect upon th~calculation. 
The operation to which these costs will be transferred will be the filtra-
tion process of the p~ceding chapter, not, as has heretofore been the PracticeJ 
to the department which is the subject of the following chanter. This departure 
from o~derly routine is made necessarv by the decision to seParate the filtration 
process from the revivification of the filtration medium. Though filtration act-
ually follows revivification as a matter of fact, the oPerations aPpear to be 
in the order in which thev are Presented if reference is made to a flow-sheet or 
to their relative positions in the refinery. In this chaPter on revivification 
one momentarily loses sight or the progress of the sugar through the Plant, but 
in the following chapter it is taken up from th~ end of the filtration process 
and carried forward into the next operation. 
CHAPTER 1~ 
CRYSTALLIZATION OF THE SUGAR 
lOS 
As pointed out in Chanter 11, the sugar liquor flows from the filters to 
tanks located several floors below the crystallization floor. These tanks are 
an intermediate link between the two processes, therefore the costs of their 
operation should be shared by the two pro ceases. The liouor is pumped from 
these tanks to the storage tanks adjacent to the vacuum pans and the associated 
processes of evaporation of the light sweet water to normal liquor density, and 
of the liquor from the filters to a slightly greater densitv, in order to re-
duce the boiling time in the vacuum pans. 
The crystallization process consists of the evaooration under reduced 
pressure of sufficient water from the sugar solution to bring: it to the density 
wherespontaneous crvstallization begins to occur. At this ooint, by the intro-
duction of a large number of exceedingly small dry sugar crystals, by immedi-
ately lowering the temperature a few deg:rees, by permitting the crystals to 
appear naturally as the result of continued evaporation of water, or by com-
binations of these methods, a sufficient number of tiny crystals are caused 
to appear. When the sugar boiler considers the quantity of these crystals to 
be proper for the type or finished grain desired he interrupts the "graining" 
process by increasing the temperature of the boiling: solution. This rising 
temperature is levelled off at a pre-determined ooint and boiling continuen 
at t his elevated temperature. Additional eue:ar liquor is admit.teci to assist 
in the growth or the crystals, in a few large ''drinks", a l arger number of 
smaller ''drinks", or in a continuous feed. The boiling process is so regu-
l ated ihat the crystals will have gro~ to the desired size bv the time the 
"skip" or "strike" readv for discharging, the perticular size wanted will 
constitute a lar~e ma.iorHv of the total number of crvst.a l~ nresent, ann the 
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time of boilin~ will aPproximately equal the avera~e time for boiling the crystals 
of the desi~naten variety. ~en the nan is filled to the unper level the incoming 
liquor is stopped and boiling continues until the mixture of sugar crystals and 
mother liquor is in a semi-solid state, containin~ not more than ten percent water. 
Crystallization iA carried out in a nartial vacuum for two reasons: boil~ng 
at reduced temperatures is much more economical, and the possibilitv of adverse 
chemical action is greatly reduced. Evaporation of water from the lieht-density 
solutions also takes nlace under reduced pressure for the same reasons, thoueh 
in evaporation the former reason is probably the more important. Aside from the 
feet that evaporation is not pushed to the noint of crvAtallization, the chief 
. . 
difference between evaporators end vacuum Pans is that the former onerate in mul-
ti~le "effect" for economy, whereas the latter are single "effect" for control of 
crvstal growt.h. By "e+'feet" is meant the number of units receiving benefit from 
a ~ivan amount of input steam. A vacuum Pan is a sin~le unit, in which the heat-
ing steam is condensed in its internal comPartments, and the weter vanor driven 
off is condensed in an external condensor, the latter being subject to variation 
of the amount condensed for thA nurnose of provirling the sensitive temperatur~ 
control required in this crvstallization process. An evanorator, on the other 
hand, utilizes the water vanor driven off in one effect to supnly the heat for 
the followin~ effect. To Provide sufficient heat to boil the material in each 
effect, as it Passes through the entire evaporator, each unit must be under a 
pressure sufficiently lower than its Predecessor to permit its contents to boil 
at a temperature a few devrees lower than the temperature of the vanor received 
from the preceding unit, or "effect". Thus the first effect is at or slightly 
each 
above atmospheric pressure, and~sueeeeding effect is under a lower pressure 
until the lowest pressure it is possible to obtain is reached in the final 
effect. Three effect and four effect evanorators are commonlv used, though 
five effects have been employed and it is possible to have a higher number of 
J.lJ f 
effects. It is unlikely that more than five effects can be used satisfactorily, 
however, because the pressure differences between them need to be great enough 
to allow for the heat losses sustained by the vaPors in their 9assage from one 
effect to the next. The economy of multiple-effect evaporation amy be seen 
when it is reali~d that if one pound of steam will evaporate a oound of water 
from a single effect, i~o~ng heat losses and the gain derived from operation 
under a Partial vacuum, another nound of the same steam will evaporate about 
three pounds of water from a triPle effect or four pounds from a quadruple 
effect evaPorator. 
Vacuum Pans mav be divided into two broad types, those that use high-
pressure or "live'' steam, and those that use low-Pressure or "exhaust" steam. 
The former, termed "coil" Pans, are usuallv designed to admit steam to 
five or six lavers of helical coils, the condensate being removed from the 
inner end of the coils at the central well. The latter type, known as 
"Calandria" pans, admit the steam to a partitioned sPace near the bottom. 
Small tubes, through which the sugar passes, are set into this area and the 
material is heated as it Passes through these tubes. A refinerv normally 
uses some of each type, the proportion dePending upon the steam balance of 
the plant. One imPortant consideration governs the selection of the type 
to be employed, a number of the low-Pressure type sufficient to utilize 
the available exhaust steam should be employed, since exhaust steam must 
either be used or wasted. After this requirement is met the remaining 
pans will usually be of the high-Pressure "coil" type. To insure proPer 
distribution of the steam load and smooth ooeration of the Power Plant and 
boilers, one or more pans will usually be orovided with an arrangement Where-
by either "live" or "exhaust" steam amy be used, depending unon conditions 
at the moment. 
For nhyaical reasons, unnecessary to discuss in a general consideration 
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of operating methods, the vacuum under which the pans and evaoorators ooerate 
cannot be successfully obtained from a single source. It is necessary to use 
either vacuum pumps or steam jet aspirators, and water-vaopr condensers. The 
former remove non-condensable air and gases, whereas the latter must be deoend-
ed upon for removal or the condensable water vanor. Control of the vacuum is 
obtained by varying the amount of water-vaPor condensed bv the cold water, 
which may be salt water pumped from the harbor. These pumps are located near 
the wharf, but their operating cost must not be overlooked when setting UP a 
schedule for this department. 
Chief among the onerating costs of this process, thou~h not necessarily 
' 
in order of listin~, are: live steam, exhaust steam, condenser water, labor, 
maintenance, and power. The process uses enormous quantities of a steam of 
each grade, since the oans must evaporate about two pounds of water for every 
three pounds of sugar recovered. In evaPorating light sweet water to the 
normal density of about 60 degrees Brix, about one-half of the water content 
is removed, but this removal of onlv half of the water means that about six 
pounds of water must be evaporated for everv pound of su~ar solids entefiing 
the evaPorators. Steam, then, is here an important element of cost, perhaps 
so important that not only should the total steam be metered, but the amounts 
supplied to the individual units as well. It is true that the amount used 
can be obtained in other wavs, such as by measurin~ condensate in total or 
from single batches boiled or evaporated in each unit, calculatin~ the aver-
age consumption per unit of time from the results of these test runs, but 
the values obtained would be likely to varv greatlv with the material boiled, 
the method .mployed, and the condition of the unit. To reduce steam consump-
tion to a minimum it is first necessary to know the quantitv being used. 
Condenser water may be divided into two portions, that used for the 
condensation or part or the vapors and the recoverv or most. of the entrainAd 
sugar, and the quantity needed for condensation of the remainin~ vanors. In 
seaboard refineries the latter is pumped from the harbo~ Performs its work, 
and returns to the harbor, all within a few minutes. Most of this harbor 
water pumped is used here, a relatively insignificant amount being used to 
cook some of the eommercial su~ar sirups and another small portion to flush 
discarded filtration mud down the sewer line, therefore we could arbitrarily 
charge to these two exceptions some smell percentage of the cost of this 
harbor water and include the remainin~ cost as one of the char~es to this 
crystallization process. The error involved would be inconsequential. The 
first portion, however, after being used in the surface condensers and warmed 
by the Passing vapors is sent on to other processes for further use. Several 
nice technicalities might be involved in this operation, if one wished to 
quibble about fine points, for example: should these units get credit for 
partially heating the water; what proportion of the cost of the water should 
be charged to each process, etc.! Wince one is unlikely to g:o to t ~ expense 
and bother of measuring this water with precision, it would seem fair enoue:h 
to ignore the cooling water entirely in this orocess, offsetting the charge 
for using the water by the credit for warmin~ it slightly, charging the en-
tire cost to the process to which it eventually passes, for, after all, the 
water has been enhanced rather thsn decreased in value. This solution pre-
supposes a demand for water in other processes. If there were no need for 
it anywhere its cost would of course be included in the co st.s of this station. 
Maintenance or the pans and evaporators js ; rather exten siva, therefore 
quite an item in their operating cost. All joints need to be Airtight , coils 
frequently need repairi ng: and cleaning, an~ ev oorator tubes must continually 
be cleaned with chemical solutions and manually freed from scale if efficiency 
is to be reained. Though the recording details of this cost factor may be 
voluminous the com~utati on or the Amounts may be obtained with sufficient 
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accuracy. Power costs are caused by the necessary liquor, sirup, and harbor 
water pumps, by vacuum pumps, and by mechanical stirrers in one or more Pans. 
The pump motors offer less difficultv than the stirrer motors in the comouta-
tion of the currect requirements. The consumption of the former may be measured 
with oortp.ble meters du rine: a unit of time, and the total calculaterl by multi-
plying the value so obtained by too use factor. That method is useless for the 
stirrer motors, however, because their loed is anything but constant. If the 
electrical l~ad is to be determined with accuracy, meters must be used, any 
other method would gtve but a questionable eoproximation. 
Of the indirect costs one or two perhaps deserve some discussion. The 
rate of dePreciation, for example, should not be arbitrarily chosen, with the 
same percentage applied to each unit. Some pans are constructed of cast iron, 
others are made of cooper. Obviously, the former should nave a shorter life 
and a lower scrap value. The dePreciation rate for an iron pan should be 
higher than for a copper nan, moreover, the amount to be de~reciated might be 
considerably different. Similarly, if the invested capital differs greatly 
the amounts allocated for taxes should reflect thi~ investment difference. 
Maintenance and cleaning costs will also vary with the type of pan, with the 
material boilerl, and with the construction material emoloyed. In short, every 
operatin~t cost will, in all probability , ve.rv somewhP.t with the different units. 
These variations would be unim~ortant, for the reason that they could be 
averaged out. r~r the entire st.ation, except that the various materials usually 
tilow a definite schedule which requires that thev be boiled in certain pans. 
For this reason the crystallization process must be subdivided into a series 
of processes for the crystallization of particular materials. That fact com-
plicates the Problem, but it cannot be avoided if we are to determine the boil-
ing costs of the varioua nroducts . Since this segregation is indicated , we 
must go back to the share of the expense of coer ting the intermediate tanks 
that is chargeable to the crystallization nrocess for our -pri.marv division. All 
tanks, pumps, and lines used must be seParated and their expense charged to the 
particular grade of material handlen. The expense of oper~ting the evaporators 
shouln be d;_Rtributed over the liquors processed. In this me.nner the cost of 
the product as it enters the pan may be found. To this cost is a.dded the ex-
pense ehargeA anplying to the particular,pan, to determine the total cost of 
the materials as delivered to the foll owing process . As outlined above; the 
detailed wnrk necessary to accomplish the purpose does not seem difficult, 
but a great deal of effort would be needed to segregate these expense items 
porperly. Once comnlet.erl, however, the task of operatin~ the sYstem need not 
be onerous 
It has been previously stated that the materials can be satisfactorily 
measured by means of volume measurements, obtained bv filling tanks to defin-
ite levels and completelv empyting them before refilling, with compos~te 
samples for laboratorv analysis, and temperature measureme-nts necessary to 
determine quantities from the volume. That method could be anplied to this 
station, though it is but fair to point out that more tanks would be needed 
if such a method were to be employed. The exnense involved in purchasing 
extra tanks might make metering a better methon. 
During the boiling process about four-fifths of the water content of 
the material is evaporated. There is, then, a large shrinkage in the volume, 
but since we are concerned with the pounds of sugar the volume is of little 
importance, except to emphasize the faet that the cost base in this depart-
ment is properly the sugar content e.nd not the volume of material. ~l'J-len 
boiling: has been completed t.he semi-solid "magma" is discharged into storage 
tanks below to await the following process. The volume discharged can read-
ily be measured and the temperature can be obtained ~th little difficulty. 
The problem at this location is the determination of the Densitv. Composite 
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oples are useless, unless put into heated containers, because of the difficulty of 
Per mixing of the samPle and because the semi-solid magma will quickly harden 
n unavoidable cooling takes nlece. 
One wav out of this difficulty would be to determine the average density, by 
ting a sufficient number of individual batches, and to use that value in the 
culAtions. Since there is no inventory of parjially-boiled material at the end 
the Period, another method might be to use the amount of sugar delivered to the 
, after deducting an allow~nce for the sugar carried over end recovered from the 
ace condenser end the small Percentage that escaPes recovery and is lost to the 
r in the salt water. A third method would be to determine densitv by the amount 
ater removed, as indicated by the shrinkage in volume. ~bichever method is select-
d,justments would Probably be necessary at. the end of each operating period. 
One other cost factor should be discussed before we Proceed to set up the chart 
xpense accounts. In the ~ubsequent process a seParation of the crystals and the 
er liquor is effected. The mot~er liquor, known as "Rirun", is delivered to 
ra~e tanks. A large Proportion of this sirup is returnerl to the Pans for the fur-
extraction of sugar or various grades. It is obvious, then, that the expense of 
at.ing these sirup tanks should be oro-rated over the nroducts handled. Each 
ld be weighted with its share of the expense and carry its cost forward into the 
ass to which it is delivered. Since a large amount of it returns to the Pans the 
nses of thAse tanks, chiefly a proportionate share of the labor, depreciation, 
s, maintenance, and steam, would thus be returned to the crystallization process, 
ddition to the proportionate cost of the centrifugal process that properly is 
cated to the siruP. 
Materials handled in the boiling process are as follows: 
lA Liquor, Light 
lA Liquor, Heavy 
2A Liquor, Light 
'-A Liquor, Heavy 
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Special Soft Liquor 
Vlash SiruP 
"Z" Sirups 
Sweet Water, Light 





Barrel Sir up 
Seeding Grain 
Phosphoric Acid 
The above list illustrates the number of products handled. Nor is the list 
complete, most or the sirups, with the exception of the first and last-na!ll9d, are 
obtained with varying sugar content, and may be boiled to obtain different pro-
duets. _,Subdivisions could be set up at a later date if desired. The "Seeding 
Grain" accout could be cbarged with the quantity of fine-grained sugar delivered 
for seeding purposes, and credited with the amounts used, which may then be charged 
'" . 
to the proper ~roduct boilerl, or it could be included as a miscellaneous s~pply. 
Phosphoric acid is used in very small amounts to bring about a f avorable chemical 
reaction when soft sugars are being boi.led, and could also be termed a miscellan~ 
eous supply. The sugar accounts designated as "light" represent the materials to 
be !"lre-evaporated before boil i.ng. R!'lrely will they be boiled in any quantity 
without having passed through t.he evaporators. Similarly, those marked "Heavy" 
have been pre-avaporaten and are ready to be boiled for crystallization. 
Following out the plan suggested we would set up cost accounts wit.h the 
products of the boiling operation, rather than with the process as a whole. A 
list of these accounts would be as follo•sl 
Special Medium Granulated 
Medium Granulated 
Fine Granulated 
Canner's Extra Fine Granulated 
Tablet Sugar 























Selecting for illustration the product of greatest volume, Extra Fine 
Granulated, a chart of expenses accounts would be as follows: 
Materials : 
1 A Liquor, Light 
1 A Liquor, Heavy 
2 A Liquor, Light 
?. A Liquor, Heavy 
Granulated Sirups 
Extra Fine Granulated - Magma 
Direct Labor: 
Intermediate Tanks ( a portion of this cost ) 






Interm~diate Tanks used 
Pan Room Tanks used 
Pumps and Pipe lines used 
Eva~orators used 
Pans used 
Salt Water Equipment used 
Building 
Maintenance 
Intermediate Tanks used 
Pan Room Tanks used 
Pumps and Pipe lines used 
Evaporators 
Pans used 
Salt Water Equipment used 
Building 
Taxes 
Intermediate Tanks used 
Pan Room Tanks used 
Pumps and Pine lines used 
Evaporetors used 
Pans used 









Pumping Sugar Materials 




















Having set up the chart of accounts we are then concerned vr.i.th the methods 
or chargin~ these costs and their distribution to the sugar, in this case Extra 
Fine Granulated. Fortunately, the inventory problem never embraces oartia.lly-
boiled sugar, but it will include liquor that has been pre-evaporated but not 
. . 
boiled, though even in thiR case the liauor is either evaporated or light. De-
termin:at.ion or materials will thus resolve itself into the me a surement of the 
amount of light liQlOr delivered, the amount that has passed through the evapor-
ators, and the amount or sirups deli-wred, as adjusted b:w opening and closin"' 
inventories ann withdrawals for boilin"'• 
The depreciation, taxeR, fire insurance, and nApartrnent.al exnenae aoplied 
accounts are best handlerl on the basis of elaPsed time, to be distributed over 
the amount of sugar boiled in the period. Maintenance would of course be 
chv r~ed by a job order system, to include all materials, labor and applied over-
head of the Maintenance Deoartrnent. The direct expense accounts, such as steam, 
power and water would be charged for on the basis of use. 
The Extra Fine Granulated - Magma a ccount would be the controlling account 
for this grade of Product . Each product boil ad would have its own controllinsz 
account for earrving forward the accumulated costs to the succeeding process. 
In this manner the costs would Periodically be closed into the controlling 




SEPARATION OF THE CRYSTALS FROM THE MCYrHER LIQUOR 
In the preceding process we began to apply the cost eleoents to the mater~ 
iala rather th~n to distribute entire process cost over the oroducts of the op-
erations. This was made necessarv by the fact that the cost of orocessing the 
particular products differed greatly, accurate information requiring that such 
a division be made. In the present process this P61icy will again be _ f?~lo~d, 
for the same reeson, thouu:h the detailed work involved might be less complex. 
We saw that the material was delivered from the Previous operation as a 
semi-solid mixture or sugar crystals and the mother liquor from which thev were 
crystallized. This mixture, called "magma", is dropped from the Pans into tanks 
known as "mixers .. to await the seParation of the crvstals from the mother liquor. 
In certain low-grade materials, Where the ratio of non-sugar solids to the suu:ar 
solids is high, an additional semi-nrocess may be interoosed between the boilin~ 
operation, and the separation of the swrar and sirup. This consists essentially 
of a deliberate waiting perion in horizontal cvlindrical tanks which are equipped 
- -
with slowly-revolving paddles to keep the mass in motion. This wa5ti~ period 
is intended to ~rive the sugar crvstals time to growlaru:er, through the extraction 
of as much sugar as possible from the mother liquor. This extra crystallization 
period is necessarY because the rate of ervstal ~rowth decreases with the deereas-
ing purity of the mother liquor and finallv reaches a point where further sugar 
extraction virtually ceases. Though this extraction would be completed in the 
vacuum Pan, the cost would be higher and there would be a possibili tv of burning 
the semi-solid mass. The expense of operating these crystalli~rs and the magma 
pump, which delivers the magma int.o the mixers, will, of course, be distributed 
to the remelt and soft su~ars which use them. 
The seParation of' the crvst.als from the mother liquor is accomplished in 
centrifuu:al machines essentially similar to those used in the Melt House, except 
that they are closed at the bottom with a removable Plate before the magma is 
admitted, to prevent unpur~ed m~a from falling throu~h the openin~ into the 
finished sugar, and with t.he further exception that the sugar must be Plowed 
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out with mechanical unloaders, rather than frAe to fall throu~h when the machine 
comes to rest. These machines are e.rreng:ed in sets of four or five units to 
each mixer, and ordinarily each set of machines will process the sugar from the 
pan directlv over its particular mixer. Special chutes are sometimes installed 
to nermit the Pans to dron magma into ad.iacent mixers, in order to procure greater 
flexibility. 
We are concerned merely with the ~rade of sugar to be processed, therefona 
these nan arrangements will ordinarilv cause little trouble in obtainin~ coats, 
except where chan~s in grade are made. Gentrjfugal costs should u~1ally be 
at their lowest, aside from accidents to linings, when coarse-~?.:rained granulated 
sugars are bein~ worked, thev should be slightly higher for the re~ular granu-
lated sugar, and steadily increase for soft sugars and remelt sugars as these 
products become lDwer in teat. Lining costs are unpredictable, .a machin~ may 
onerate for moths without damage to its lining, only to have several ruined in 
a short time. Nor does it always follow that low-test sugars coat more to purge 
than those of higher test, but on the average the exceptions hould not be suffi-
cientlv numerous to affect seriously the aPparent physical characteristics of 
these products. It should coat. more to nurge l.ow-test products, and an accurate 
cost analysis woulrl nrobably reveal that it does. 
The machines have momentayy idle periods between cvcles, and "dead" time be-
tween skips varies from zero up to perhaps half an hour in some instances. These 
non-ooeratin~ neriods influence the choice of methods for obtaining costs. Many 
of the expense items could othertise be anplied on an hourly operating basis, but 
this factor may exert. too great an effect upon the accuracy of that method. All 
of the cos~s, however, shouln be absorbed by the nronuct. This station usually 
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has an ivventory of crystallizer ma~s and seParated siruPs on hand at the end 
~ ~- ,. 
of every ~eriod, but never has an inventory of partiBllv-Pur~ed sugars. All costs, 
therefore, would be distributed over the finis~d products. 
The cheif cost elements wruld be labor, power, and maintenance. The labor 
cost would be c anparatively easy to determine, e&cept where men were temporatily 
transferren for brief periods to mechines ~rocessing a dif r~nt grade of sugar, 
in which case a record of their time on the other product, or of the amount of 
the product that they produced, should be kept. The power C(') st is rather com-
olex. We could dismiss it by stating that a watt-hour meter should be used for 
each machine, in order to make sure that the total currect consumPtion was ob-
tained, but that would hardly be a Practical recommendation. A meter for each 
set, though, might be feasible, but a s+.ill more inexpensive plan would be to 
have one meter for the normal Extra Fine sugar, re~ardleas of the number of sets 
employed, with seParate meters for those sets working on other grades of sugar. 
The objection to this arran~ement would be that though two or three sets of 
machines were emploved cont inusously on Extra Fine sugar, others might also 
occasionally process some Extra Fine sugar. When they did, someone would have 
to read the meters before and after such use, to remove th·at quantitv of elect-
ricity from the ~rade normally processed and transfer it to Extra Fine. That ob-
jection might be sufficient argument in favor of a meter for each set, with meter 
readings taken at the end of each skin, or of each change in product. In this way 
there would be a positive check on the current consumption. Removal of a sin~le 
unit from service would require the others to perform its work, presumably necess-
itating a longer time, but the power cost would be recorded bv the meter Whether 
the time was long or short and so c auld be aPplied to the grade of sugar purged. 
Maintenance costs would consist ehieflv of mechanical rePairs, replacement 
of linings, and electrical repairs and service to the motors. These could readily 
be char~ed to the particular units involved by a Job Order system, for investigation 
of repeated trouble in certain machines, then closed into the account for the 
entire set as one of the costs to be distributed to the various products on a 
"use" basis. Lining costs would be troublesome. Their life is so unpredictable 
that it may be unwise to term them assets and set up depreciation rates. On the 
other hand, if classed as a suPply, the replacement period may be unfairly charged. 
By a detailed study of the records of replacements a fairly accurate average might 
be obtained, upon which a depreciation rate could be based. That would be the 
safest plan, if it were deemed desire.ble to dePreciate these linin~s, but a new 
operator or the momentarv inattention of an experiencen man could completely UP-
set any rate schedule. Perhpas a selection of the method to emnloy could best 
be made be determininl! the pronortion or operating cost that was caused by re-
nlaceaent of linings. 
-
Depreciation of the centrifugals, motors, mixers, crystallizers; etc., and 
the other indirect costs, such as taxes and insurance, that depend upon the oass-
a~e or time, would be calculated for the entire period and distributed to the pro-
ducts on the basis or the eqiupment used. Depreciation rates on these assets 
would be rather low, since adequ8te maintenance will postpone their retirement 
ror many years. The factor or obsolescence should be considered, but at the 
present writing a change or method seems r ather remote. 
Other operating costs that merit discussion would consist of water, steam, 
the fiber tips used in the plows, and any materials Rdded to th~ product during~ 
processin~. The water used to wash the sugar should apparently be a charge to 
the sugar alone, but since it pas ses through the sugar into the sirup, removing 
the sirup film from the crystals, and since its addition to the sirup reduces 
the amount of water that must be added to prevent crvstallizat ion in the tanks, 
and to prenare i.t for reboilinl!, it would seem that it could be charp;ed to the 
sirun alone, without substantial loss of accuracy . The source of this water is 
the condensed steam from the steam-jet aspirators used to obtain pan vacuum. 
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These jets, then, should receive credit for the condensate, preferably upon the 
basis bf the relative heat content of the steam and of the condensate. 
This wash-water is pumped through a sand filter to insure its cleanliness be-
fore it is used for washing sugar. Pumping and filtration exPense should thus be 
added to its cost. The amount used mav be calibrated for all values of the ti~ing 
devices and sPray nozzles used. The water cost of washin~ su~ar could then be o~-
tained. ~ The remaining condensate is used in other processes and should carry for-
ward its calculat-ed costs. In purging low-grade sugars, in a special set of "High-
- .. .. ~ 
Speed" centrifugal a, hot water is used for raisin"' the temnerature of the ma~r;-' 
by circulating it through heating coils. The water is repeatedly reused, however, 
therefore it is more in the nature of a heating cost than a water cost. The 
auantity used could be meast~ed in the tanks from which it is drawn. 
Steam is used for several purposesa to aid the flow of viscous lo~~rade 
Rirups from the centrifugals, to operate the magma pump, to heat water at the 
low-grade machines, and to clean around the machines. The quantities used are 
not large and could either be obtained from estimates or measurement. Condensate 
measurements would supply the amounts used by the magma pump, and to heat the 
circulating water, the remaining usage could be estimated with sufficient accuracy. 
The fiber tips are set into the ends of the nlows, to provide a smooth sur-
face in contact with centrifugal linings while plowi.ng out the sugar, in order 
that damage to the linings may be kept to a minimum. These should be charged as 
an operating supply to the grade of sugar in which they are used. Special mat-
erials added to the su~ar mav consist of an inverted sirup prepared for use in 
soft sugar, to retard the hardenin~ action caused by further crystallization 
and loss of moisture. The amount used is small and may readily be determined 
from measurements. 
The accounts for the a.ccumulation of costs will thus be designed for the 
uroducts handled, rather than for the entire process. The sugar accounts will 
be rather numerous if the detailed cost of each ~roduct is to be determined, be-
caus" many grades of sn~Zar are handled. These products would be as follows: 
SPecial Medium Granulated 
Medium Granulated 
Tablet Sugar 






















For each sugar product listed a correspondin~ siruo is produced. Most of 
these Rirups are pumped back to the Crystallization Process for further boilinlo!. 
Their share of the process cost should accompany them. All granulated sirups, 
except those returned for decolorization, are ordinarily reboiled, to obtain 
additional sugars, chiefly Extra Fine, therefore the cost or those returned for 
reboiling can be summarized and char ~red to the particular product obtained from 
the Crystallization process. 
The sirups from the l o\\'ast grades of soft and remelt surzars are usually 
sold, after additional nrocessing, as residual sirup. The sirup from the low 
Z Remelt sugars is sold without further processing other than dilution, as Re-
finer's Blackstran. Soft Sugar and Remelt Sagar sirups are taken back for 
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reboiling into su~ars of lower grade. The reason for this is obvious whe~ it is 
realized that the crystallization process is a purification operation, Whereby __ 
the sugar extracted is ~r higher test th~n the mother liquor from which it is re-
covered. Reduction of the stgar content loWBrs the ratio of sugar to impu:it~~s, 
thus increasing the proportion that the color compounds and the inorganic mater-
ials, known as "ash", bear to the total solids in solution. It is this factor 
that accounts for the color gradations of soft sUgar and the various grades of 
remelt sugar: they are crystallized from mother liquors of varying color and 
other impurities. 
A ·ch~,rt of accounts for this station, not all of which would be anplicabl!'> 
to any one preduct, would be as follows: 














































The method vi~ized for handling these accounts is as follows: The sugar 
accounts would be charged with the quantities and cost of material delivered 
from the pans, by products. The total operating expenses would be computed ani 
charged to these accounts, as incurred. Then comes the major problem - the 
relative division or cost between the sugar and the sirup. Several methods 
could be used, but it would seem that before a final decision could be reached 
it would be advantageous to know whether this operation was relatively inexpen-
sive or costly. If the added cost were small, a few test runs would suffice 
to determine an average division into sugar and sirup, which proportion c wl d 
be used for dividing the costs. For example, the proportion of sugar recover-
ed from Special Medium would be approximately 35-40~, from Medium perhaps 
40-45%, and from Extra Fine about 45-50%. The Reme~t Sugars and the Soft 
Sugars would vary more. High Remelt, if unwashed, should exceed 50%, and 
recaovery might increase as the test of the magma decreased, because of ina-
bility to remove all of the sirup as its viscosity became higher, though 
offset by slower grain growth in lower-test materials. The soft sugars 
would be similar in their recovery characteristics, except that the percentages 
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would run higher, because no wash water is used, and because the grain of soft 
sugar is conducive to the removal of a larger percentage of sugar in the boil-
ing process. 
If that method were unsatisfactory, one of the two roducts, or both, cou~ 
be measured. This would introduce a special problem, the granulated sugar leav• 
ing the centrifugals should not be delayed in its passage to the granulators, be-
cause any cooling or evaporation is likely to crystallize the sugar in the wet 
film on each grain, and cement the grains together. Moreover, wet sugar does 
not lend itself readily, to weighing methods, because of its tendency to adhere 
to scale pans, etc. The moisture content would also introduce an error caused 
by variations in the dryness or different batches. 
It is possible to ~asure the amount of sirup from each batch, taking temper-
atures and samples for analysis. The amount of sugar present in the sirup, de-
ducted from the sugar present in the magma, should give the amount of sugar deliv-
ered. Another method, though at best but an approximation, would be to calibrate 
a centrifugal machine, determining the amount of sugar in the basket per unit or 
thickness of its depth. Considering all of these methods and their limitations, 
one is forced to conclude that cost distribution on the basis of average propor-
tions of sugar and sirup, as established by a few tests, would probably be no more 




Sirup Tanks Operators 
The problem as regards Direct Labor is mainly that of apportioning its total 
cost over the various products. Centrifugal labor consists of one or two operators 
for each set of machines. Though approximately half of the sets will ordinarily 
be engaged on Extra Fine sugar, there are periods when other sugas are handled. 
or the remaining sets or machines, one is usually employed on the tarious grades of 
granulated sugar exclusively, some portion of which is regular Extra Fine. The 
others handle soft and remelt sugars, of all grades, at various times, with per-
haps an occasional skip of Extra Fine included at intervals. The problem, then, 
is merely that of cha.rgin the man-hours properly applicable to each grade of sugar. 
These can be shown on special report forms, if desired, but can also be obtained 
from the regular report of the time spent in working-off each skip. 
The mixer attendant and the s h-up tank operator c wld be charged to the var-
ious products in proportion to the amount of each produced, but that method in-
volves unnecessary detail and is not strictly in accordance with the requirements 
of each station. Each man is stat ionad at his particular post to manipulate the 
necessary valves to "drop11 the pans or to receive and pump the sirup at the tanks. 
While their time could be charged on the basis of the pounds of each material 
produced, since those figures are to be obtained for other purposes anyway, it 
could also be charged on the basis or the number of skips or each type produced, 
i r the latter m tho d were simpler. 
A distinction must be made between the mixer attendant and the sirup opera-
tor. The former's time is properly chargeable to the process, in onier that it 
may be apportioned between the sugars and sirups, but the time of the operator 
of the sirup tanks should be charged exclusively to the sirup, lJ> that al.l cost 
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Maintenance should be charged to the particular eqiipment repa ired, be-
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cause there is no direct relation between the amount of product processed and 
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the repairs needed. Only in this manner can the repair charges be properly ab-
sorbed by the particular product, and the necessary supervision and investigation 
of repairs to be nade. On the other hand, the schedules for Depreciation, Taxes, 
and Insurance, should be calculated for all of the equipment, rather than for in-
dividual units. Though the schedules could be calculated on the basis of the 
equipment used for each sugar, the fact that some of the machines work on more 
than one grade makes that plan rather impractical. 
We have a choice between two methods of applying these indi~ct expenses, or 
all of the operating expenses for 1h at matter. They may be charged to particular 
machines, then redistributed to the various products on the basis of the percent-
age of time employed on each grade, or upon the basis of hours operating on a 
particular sugar multiplied by a calculated cost per hour. Or, the total charges 
for the period can be distributed over the proportionate amounts of each product 
processed. 
Allocation by a "percentage of operating time" would penalize the slower-
purging sugars, wince their share of distributed cost would be spread over a com-
paratively small amount of sugar. Distribution by operating hours would have the 
same effect. Apportionment to the amounts of each grade would eliminate that ob-
jection. Not one of the three methods, however, contemplates any difference in 
operating cost per hundred pounds of each grade processed. 
To overcome that objection it would be necessary to determine, by process 
th the relAtionshiP between cvcle length and direct cost, or study or o er means, _ • ~ 
between the grade of sugar and purging cost. The chief elements affecting that 
cost are: direct labor, power, stea~, and water. To illustrate, let us consider 
the two extremes, granulated sugar and a low Z remelt or a low soft sugar skip. 
f ollows: power is applied through a resistance The former has a cycle somewhat as 
make the machine run slowly, the proper quantity of magma is unit designed to 
added , the gate closed, and the machine brought up to full speed. Automatic 
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controls, previously set at the desired values, will take care of the time of 
starting and stopping the water spray, shutting~off the motor current, and apply-
ing the brake. Vfuen the machine stops, the plate over the discharge opening is 
manually lifted and hung on a hook. The sugar is then plowed out by mechanical 
unloaders, while the machine is slowly rotated by intermittently starting the 
motor, then allowing the ba:icet to rotate freely. Two men are normally engaged 
in operating five machines. The complete cycle usually takes ebout 4-5 minutes. 
The low Z remelt machine is also started, charged, and accelerated to full 
speed. Automatic controls are not employed, because water is not ordinarily 
used and also because of the wide variations in operating time. Our illustrative 
low skip turns out to be difficult to purge, perhaps thrity minutes high speed 
spinning time may be required to remove the sirup, whieh is perhaps so viscous 
that steam must be utilized to assist it to flow from the sirup gutter inside 
the housing. At the end of the thirty minutes the machine is stopped and the 
sugar plowed out, sometimes with considerable difficulty. One man operates 
five machines, 
That there is a difference in operating cost, per hundred pounds of sugar 
purged or per hour, is obvious. In the granulated sugar eech machine has can-
plated about five times as many cycles, purging approximately five times as much 
sugar, but has used much more than five times as much power, because of the great-
er use ofthe starting resistance unit, and because of the energy required to accel-
erate the machine five times to full speed. Considerable water, which the remelt 
sugar did not receive, has bean applied, but this ~y be offset by the steam used 
in the low remelt sugar• Vfuat the difference in cost may be is not at present 
known, but it is likely to be appreciable. 
The three charges of an insurance nature, Workmen's Compensation, Social 
Security, and Unemployment Insurance, though here included as en overhead expense, 
could with perhaps equal reason be charged to the Direct Labor account. Each is 
primarily a labor cost even though not paid to the operators, because it is 
based upon wages or salaries paid. They have been classed with the overhead 
expenses, however, because the actual ·cost of 1 abor is likely to be followed 
with close interest by management; because the amounts paid are determined by 
governmental, rather than by private, decisions; and because it might be ad-
visable to keep these costs in one account, rather than to charge the major 
portion of the amount to the Direct Labor account and the minor portion to 
Indirect Labor, one of the overhead accounts. 
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Of the Departmental Expense Applied accounts the first three are directly 
related to the number of operators, whereas the remainder are more closely ass-
ociated with the product. Though this method of allocation could be employed, 
if desired, it is believed that the amounts to be charged to the first three 
accounts would not be sufficiently large to be of much importan ca. The amounts 
to be distributed to these accounts, however, wruld be based upon the number or 
operators, since that is the sole ne thod ro r apportionment. Once the amount 
is determined, distribution to the products wrul d be applied either upon the 
ratio of man-hours worked on each product to pounds or each grade produced, it 
the amounts were of sufficient size to warrant such handling, or simply in pro-
portion to the amounts of each produced. Naturally, the granulated sugar would 
absorb more than its fair proportion by this method, but, since the amounts would 
probably be small, the slight inaccuracy might be tolerated in the interest or 
simplicity or calculation. The remaining departmental accounts, having little 
or nothing to do with direct labo~ would be absorbed by the product in propor-
tion to the amounts produced, unless certain products were known to receive 
more than such proportion of the expense, in which case the expense could be 
distributed by an estimated proportion. 
Linings for the machines wwld be a troublesome factor, regardless of the 
method emp~oyed for handling lining costs. If charged as a supply a future 
period may receive benefit without cost. If capitalized as an asset, subject 
..... -.~ 
to depreciation rates, accidental injury might vitiate the schedule. As previous• 
ly pointed out, one could perhaps study the performance records and calculate a 
rate which would include the accident factor, but •here is no reaen to believe 
that such a rate could be better than a mere approximation. If this is true, it 
may be that clnrging linings as a supply would be no more inaccurate; though 
futer periods may receive some free service from present linings, the present 
period probably is receiving free service from linings installed in a previous 
period. Taking all of the factors into consideration, both those set forth and 
others too technical or involved for present discussion, it would seem that to 
consider linings as a supply would be sufficiently accurate for ordinary pur-
poses. 
The fiber tips used on the plows are somewhat similar to linings in regard 
to a carry-over from one period to another. To attempt to consider them as ot bel:) 
than a supply, however, would be absurd, for two reasons. Their CP st is but trifl-
ing, and their life is much dorter, on the average, and more predictable than the 
life of linings. 
Four power accounts have been set up. The first, for the mixers, has to do 
with the cost of running the mixing paddles in the bottom of the mixers, •herein 
is stored the magma awaiting the purging operation. The ihafting is driven from 
one or more central systems, which makes the task of determining the actual pow-
er cost for each mixer during a period, not absolutely impossible, but rather im-
probable and impractical, especially in view of the fact that the low-grade mater-
ials are much moreviscous, hence require more power, than the higher-test sugars. F 
Fortunately, two factoss which exert considerable influence on power costs are 
rather satisfactory; first the operation is continuous rather than intermittent, 
and second, there is usually magma in each mixer during most of the operating per-
iod, except for brief intervals between successive skjps. It is liaely, therefore, 
that we may obtain sufficient accuracy by charging this power cost on the basis 
of mixer-hours operau on for each grade. Thus, if three mixers were continuously 
emplvred on Extra Fine for a period of one hundred hours, the charge to Extra 
Fine would be for three hundred mixer-hours, whereas if one mixer handled low 
remelt sugar for fifty hours, its fifty mixer-hours would result in a relative 
ratio of six to one, respectively. 
Similarly, the other "raw material" power cost, that for operation of the 
Crystallizers, would be apportioned on the basis of crystallizer-hours applicable 
to each grade. There would be fewer grades to share this cost, because this op• 
eration is mainly confined to medium and low remelt and Z remelt sugars, and 
low-grade soft sugars. The crystallizer drive-shaft also runs continually, though 
the scroll conveyor which delivers the magma to the pump operates only as needed. 
It may be that suffi eient accuracy could be realized by multiplying the llama-
plate current on the mixer and crystallizer motors by the operating hours. A 
check-up should be made with a portable meter, during periods of heavy, normal, 
and light l oads, to determine the variation under these conditions. Iffiuctua-
tions are marked, a meter is perhaps indicated, or at least an estinate of aver-
age load conditions should be used. For the scroll conveyor, the current con-
sumption under various loads should be obta ined for the different products, to-
gether vdth the hours of operation. If the currect requirement varied with the 
type of roduct, as appears likely, the average current used for each grade should 
be calculated for use as one factor, operating hours for each grade being the 
other factor, in determining the power cost of conveying each product. 
Centrifugal power requirements consist of the electrical load fOr these 
batteries of forty-horse power motors. As previously suggested, the best meth-
od for obtaining the power usage is by separate meters for each set of motors. 
It is possible to obtain the normal requirements per hour far the various grades 
by means of portable meters, though here, as elsewhere, judgment as to What con-
stitutes "normal" or "average" conditions may be in error. 
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The remaining power requirement is for sirup pumps, at the storage tanks on 
the floor below, that deliver the sirup to the proper locations as needed. If meters 
were considered unnecessary, the next best methods, perhaps, would be to determine 
the current consumption while pumping the contents of a tank of various types of 
sirup to the different destinations. A table could then be set up, showing the 
rates for each sirup and for each destination, to be multiplied by the number of 
tanks of sirup pumped during the period. 
Steam consumption, except for cleaning purposes, is almost exclusively charge-
able to the low-grade sugars - remelt, Z remelt, and soft sugars - therefore it 
could be apportioned to these three grades without substantial loss of accuracy. 
Apportionment should consist of more than an arbitrRry distribution by pounds •f 
each grade produced, or by operating hours expended on the various products. 
Steam is used for heating magmas, for pumping them up to the mixers, for aiding 
the flow of viscous sirup, for inverting liquor for suft sugar treatment, for 
heating sirup in the tanks, and for general cleaning purposes. Obviously, same 
of this steam cost should be charged to sirup, some to sugar, but the largest 
amounts should be pro-rated to sugar and sirup in accordance with the relative 
amounts of each extracted from the magma to which the steam had been applied. 
Because these steam costs in the aggregate would not be large, especially since 
exhaust steam is mainly used, it is likely that condensate measurements of the 
steam required for heating coils and for the magma pump under normal conditions, 
and consumption tests or estimates of the steam used for aiding sirup flow and 
for cleaning, would be satisfactory for our purposes. None of this steam cost 
should be charged to granulated sugar, though a small proportion may be properly 
abosrbed by the granulated sirup. 
Water costs, we have seen, are principally a charge to the granulated sirup. 
The computation of the amounts used was explained, but the water used to clean 
around the machines, lubricate the mixer exit gates, etc., was not mentioned. 
These latter uses are not in appreciable quantities, therefore the amount, which 
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is drawn from the regualr hot water system, could be estiMated, or metered, as 
round desirable. Most of the water passes into the sirup, hence should be dis-
tributed by estimation over the various grades of sirup. 
The miscellaneous charges, trifling in amount when compared with the other 
costs, could be allocated on the basis of the. quantities of the various grades 
produced. Any slight errors involved would be relatively insignificant. 
To summarize the chapter, we have seen that the semi-solid product deliver-
ed from the vacuum pans, is first stored in mixers or crystalli zers to await 
the centrifugal process or to permit greater grain growth. The centrifugals 
separate this semi-solid material into sugars of various grades and correspond-
ing sirups. The sugar passes on to the next process, but the sirup, with the 
exception of the low Z sirups, which are uneconomical to refine further and 
which are diluted to a definite density for shipment as blackstrap, returns to 
previous processes for additional refining or for reboiling for granulated or 
other sugars. 
The various cost factors have besn discussed andmthods suggested for their 
estimation, as well as for their distribution to the various sugars and sirups. 
Every effort has been amde to allo~te the costs in accordance with the simplest, 
most inexpensive method that would yield substantial accuracy, end insure proper 
charges to the various products. 
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CHAPTER 15 
DRYING, SCREENING, AND STORING THE FINISI-ED PRODUCT 
The sugars leaving the centrifugal machines are delivered to various des-
tinations and receive such additional processing as the nature of the s~ar 
requires. For the granul sied sugars this processing consists of drying the 
damp sugar delivered by the purging process, then screening the dried crystals 
to obtain the necessary uniformity of crystal sizes. Tablet sugar receives a 
different treatment, but this sugar will be discussed with the other special-
ties in the follov.d.ng chapter. Soft sugar is put through e. ••pinwheel", a 
housing in which is a rapidly revolving drum studded with small metal pins, 
to break up small lumps and most Of the little balls of' sugar cemented to-
gether with sirup. From the pinwheel the sugar goes to storages bins to 
await packing in barrels, bags, or cartons. Remelt sugar is delivered to 
bins, from which it is removed and dissolved, or "remelted", to be pumped 
back for further refining, either to the pans, to the clarification depart-
ment, or directly to the cbir filtration process. 
Before taking up the granulated sugars it may be well to dispose of 
these soft and remelt sugars. The bins into which these products are deliv-
ered from the scroll conveyors are located below the centrifugal machines, 
are made of wood, and frequently are used in turn by each type of sugar. 
From the bins the sug~r is delivered by scrolls,to the · soft sugar bin, in 
the case of soft sugar, or to the remelter, when that product is being handled. 
The soft sugar bin is naturally included in the Packing Department and will be 
discussed in Chapter 17, Packing the Finished Products. The remelt sugar is 
dissolved in hot water or in light sweet water from the Clarification Department, 
a material obtained by filtering water through the sirup presses, after draining 
out the sirup, to recover the sugar remaining in the filtration cake deposited 
upon the cloth-covered leaves during the filtration of various sirups. 
If all of the remelt sugar dissolved in sweet w~er were returned to the 
Clarification Department for filtration, the cost of the sweet water might be 
ignored, as wa s suggested for the return of steam condensate to the boilers. 
Since it may be pumped to one of the other processes, hov.ever, the cost of 
such sweet water should be charged to the grade of remelt sugar mel ted and 
credited to the Clarification Department - Sirup Side, or one of the particu-
lar subdivisions of the · Sirup Side, which may be set up by 1 ater refinemnt 
of the system. Its cost would consist of the cost of the hot water used, the 
power employed in pumping this water through the presses, maintenance and 
depreciation of the pump, lines, sweet water tank, and delivery lines to th a 
remelt er, plus some s m ll pro portion of d:irect l abor and perhap s of overhe ad 
cha rges as VJell, if such deta il were warranted. Me a suremmt of the que.ntity 
used could best be accomplis red by a meter in the line to the ree~el tar. The 
opera ting costs of the ree~elter station, a nd of the pumps and lines, would 
be added to the cost of the remelted sugar, including s45ars returned from 
customers, in proportion to the amount of e a ch grade pumped. These s ugars 
returned from customers consist chiefUy of suga rs spoiled by them in t heir 
processing , and which ere purcha sed by the refinery for refining, princi• 
pa lly as a "good-will" service to t he customers. Ordinarily, the qu antity 
so obtained is small. 
For these soft and remelt sugars, then the cost f actors would be as 
follows: 
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Such of tl'ese expenses as are shared by the soft and remelt sugars would be 
allocated between them on the basis of the amounts of each grade handled. The re-
maining exp enses would be chargeable to the various grades of remlt su gar pro-
cessed. The quantities of the various gr des of soft sugar would be obtained 
from the weights a s packed, or·from the percentage yield determined at the can-
trifugal st ations. Since weights are not usually obt ained on the reoelt sugar 
t he quantities of each gr ade could be determined fron the yields calculated for 
the centrifugal process, or fron mea surements and composite samples taken either 
at the ramal tars or at the pro cess to which they are delivered for repDocessing. 
Returning now to the granulated sugar, the proceafh in !!lore detail than 
wa s given in the brief opening outline, consists of the following steps. The 
damp sugar falls into scrolls, on belts, or into bins, from which it is removed 
by scrolls or belts, and is conveyed to central wet sugar elevators, which carry 
it upward and deliver it into a system of scroll conveyors. These conveyors a re 
arranged so that the various grades of granulated sugar nay be kept separate, 
when different products are being nade at the same time, or coe1bined into one 
system when but one grade is being processed, In either case the system must 
be capable of handling at least two grades of granulated sugar at one time, one 
of which will be the main product, regular Extra Fine. The damp sugar is de-
livered irrt o the granulators for drying. These granulators are inclined, ·.::·-
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rotating cylinders, about six feet in diameter and twenty feet long, the lower 
ends of which terminate in stationary housings through which heated air is supplied 
to the rotating cylinders by means of suction fans, located in the stationary hous-
ings enclosing the upper ends of the rotating cylinders. Steam drums, about two 
feet in diameter, run thewhole length of the granulators at their center and ro-
tate with the units. Strips or metal, with "V" notches about six inches deep, 
arranged like the teeth of a saw, run lengthwise of the inner surface of the 
drums, approximately two feet apart. These strips are designed to carry the 
sugar upward as the drums revolve, allowing it to trickle through the notches 
as each section passes through the upper portion of its travel. The purpose of 
the inclined position and of the metal strips is to move the sugar through the 
cylinder against the flow of heated air as drum-wide falling curtains of sugar. 
Metal hammers are attached by bing-joints to the outside of the cylinders, to 
fall against the drums and jar loose any sugar adhering to the cylinder walls. 
A granulator generally consists of two dryers, an upper and a lower, used 
in series. The damp sugar is conveyed by a variable-feed scroll into the high-
er end of the upper granulator, and is gradually moved forward by gravity until 
it emerges at the lower end in about fifteen minutes. The air entering the upper 
drum is heated to about 250¢degrees F. and is supplied in large volume. The ele-
vated temperature to which the sugar is subjected renoves the moisture content 
at a rapid nate, but does no harm so long as the sugar emerging is not complete-
ly dried. As long as 10me moisture remains, the evaporation of water from the 
sur~ace film will keep the temperature of the sugar crystals below its melting 
poin~ ·The almost-dry sugar then drops into the higher end of the lower granu-
lator and is carried forward to the delivery end against a smaller quantity of 
e.ir of much lower temperature, to emerge at the lower end as a warm stream of 
dry sugar. At the delivery end the sugar passes through a coarse screen which 
diverts the limps, or "tailings", to scrolls for delivery to other processes. 
As may be expected, the high velocity of the drying air removes a consid-
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arable quantity of the finer particles. Suitalle arrangematts must be provided 
to prevent this sugar from escaping into the outside atmosphere with the released 
air. Dust collectors are of many types, which vary with the particualr refinery, 
but every plant will use sane device to trap this sugar. The particles removed 
from the upper drum are damp, hence unsuitable for packing as a finished product. 
A large proportion of the air-borne particles from the lower granulator, may be 
recovered, for use as a raw material in the preparation of pulverized sugars or 
for sale, with or without screening, to those desiring a sugar of smaller crys .. 
tal size than Extra Fine. The remaining air-borne particles pass into the dust 
collector. 
From a cost standpoint our interest in these air-borne particles from both 
granulators, and in the "tailings" from the lower granulator, rest upon the pre-
mise that each must absorb its share of the cost, in order that their subsequent 
destination may be correctly cha rged for their lll8terial cost. Our problem, then, 
is to determine the quantities of each ~~terial. For extreme e ccuracy it would 
be necessary to distinguish between the upper and lower granulators, since it is 
obvious that the dust particles removed from the upper granulator received no 
processing in the lower drum. Thus we should get c ollected dust of slightly 
different costs, and the expense of opereting the lo er drums would be distri-
buted over a reduced quantity of sugar. It is unlikely that we l'leed to subdivide 
the costs to such ab extreme degree, particularly in view of the fact that bu a 
small percentage of the entering suger bee Cliles s ide-trac kld from the main stream 
into dust and tailings, and especially when it is realized that p::~rt of the dust 
from the lower drum is recovered for use in making pulverized sugars or for sale 
without further processing, other than possible screening and packing. VIe hav·e, 
therefore, four quantities to measure for every gr ade of sqgar dried in the gran-
ulators, the deliverd sugflr, the tailings, the coa rser air-borne particles from 
the lower drum, and the dust. All granulator expenses will be pro-rated among 
these four products, as subdivisions of each type of sugar dried. One unavoidable 
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assumption, perhpas not grossly inaccurate, must be made, unless separate gran-
ulators and dust systems are to be employed for each grade of sugar. We are 
forced to assume that the proportion to dust and tailings is independent ot trn 
size of crystals dried, or to estimate any expected variations between the grades. 
Tailings offer no problem. The quantity is small and may be weighed in 
barrels, in which they are sometimes caught, either throughout tre period or 
during a few test periods for averaging pupposes. The dust collected may be de-
termined by volume measurement, if "wet" collectors are used, or by weighing, 
where a dry system is employed. The amount may even be estimated periodically 
by observation, with perhaps sufficient accuracy. le must not lose sjght of 
the fact that, as regards the distribution of the granulator expenses, we are 
applying merely an insignificant proportion of the total to this dust, therefore 
slight errors might have but little effect. On the other hand, all of the coll-
ector expense: depreciation, maintenance, water, power; labor, plus some infin-
itesimal proportion of the indirect expenses, must be closed into the recovered 
dust. These costs may be appreciable, perhpas sufficiently so to warrant fairly 
accurate estimates of the quantities of dust recovered. It is likely that act-
ual experience, with the cost system would be required to determine the degree 
of precision needed. 
The greater part of the dried sugars are screened to separate,the various 
crystal sizes. Most of the screened sugar, of course, will be of the desired 
grist, therefore it will be elevated to the storage bins to await packing. A 
varying proportion, however, may be unsuitable for pack i.ng, hence will be di-
verted to other uses. The amount of such diverted sugar should be determined 
by weighing or by volume measurement. The s~ar suitable for packing could 
be weighed during its passage to the bins, or its volume oould be determined 
in the bins. If spillage during packing can be ascertained vdth reasonable 
accuracy, this weighing or measuring step could be dispensed with, by taking 
packing weights plus spillage weights. 
The operations conducted in this department have been presented in detail 
in order that the important factors could be discussed. As in al the other pro-
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ceases considered it is difficult, without making a considerable number of changes, 
to apply cost accouting procedure to operations not organized with that purpose 
in mind. Certain approximations have had to be included, for the reason that the 
desired results could not otherwise be obtained. It is believed that the methods 
suggested could furnish fairly accurate data. 
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Maintenance would be charged by a Job Order system to the particular equip-
ment repaired. The sum of the individual items could then be closed into • Main-
tenance Control account. These charges would, of course, be made up of the usual 
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Materials, Direct Labor, and Overhead, with the overhead of the Maintenance De-
partment being distributed as a percentage or the Direct Labor cost. 
Depreciation of the machinery would be based upon the conventional "cost 
less estimated scrap value". The life assigned to the machinery might be debat-
able - it usually is - but it should represent the best judgment of those most 
competent to estimate such life, with due allowance given to the factor of obso-
lescence. Most of the equipment will last almost indefinitely, if kept in good 
repair, therefore the depreciation rates would probably be quite low. 
Taxes could best be apportioned by using the values set upon the equipment 
by the tax assessors, if the schedule was available. Lacking such information, 
however, the taxes could best be distributed by apportioning to the department, 
or to the individual processes, that percentage of the total tax bill that the 
book value of its equipment and building space bears to the total book value or 
the plant. 
Insurance is or two kinds, that having to do with the physical plant and 
that applying to the employees. The former would be applied in the same manner 
as outlined for the taxes. The latter would be based upon the Direct Labor,cost, 
and would include the share of the f'orkmen' s Compensation Insurance premium, the 
Social Security payments, and the Unemployment Insurance charges, that apply to 
the employees of this department. 
In similar fashion, the application of the expen sea of the departments that 
are directly concerned with the personnel, such as the Timekeeping, Payroll, and 
Medical Departments, should be based upon the department's percentage of the total 
employees, reapportioned to the individual stat ions where necessary for c anplete-
ness. The expenses or the rellllining departments in the list wruld be applied dir-
ectly to the various grades of sugar produced, in proportion to the amunt of each 
grade processed. 
J.'t't 
Power application in this, as in g:, me of the other departments, is not at 
all centralized, but is used by motors on several floors. Many of'the motors 
run continually while the plant is in operation, therefore their current con• 
sumption could be measured with portable meters, or taken from name-plate rat-
ings. Those that run intermittently should be corrected for id~e periods by 
estimation, or by recording delays during a test period of normal operation. 
The various processes arehere shown in some detail, chiefly because each oper-
ation in turn removes a portion or the sugar and diverts it from the main pro-
duct. Thus there is a constantly shrinking quantity of sugar to absorb these 
costs. Furthermore, the handling of solid materials is a problem which is re-
ceiving increasing attention, resulting in the development of many types of 
equipment for this work. The use of existing metho d.s mig11t be deemed unpro-
fitable if detailed costs, chiefly power, maintenance, spillage, flnd d&lllage to 
the product, could be determined. For these reasons it might be advantageous 
to know the cost of each operation within the department. 
Steam is employed chiefly for heating the air used for drying .the sugar, 
but a small amount is required in the dust collectors for heating the water in 
which the dust is dissolved. In each case the use is practically constant, but 
depends to some exten• upon the season of the year, since cold air will necessi-
tate the use of more steam than would be required with warmer air. The amounts 
used may be calculated from the heating work performed, or by measuring the con-
densate produced. The steam used is of both grades, live and exhaust, and would 
be charged at the difference between its heat content as steam and as hot water, 
that is, the steam account would be debited with the cost of the steam and credi~­
ed with the value of the hot water delivered to a subsequent process or to the 
hot water system. The amount used by the dust collectors hae been separated 
from that used by the granulators for reaons similar to those advanced in the 
preceding paragraph, chiefly, the advisability or knowing the cost of operating 
the type of collectors used, to determine whether or· not that type is the moat 
efficient available for the purpose. 
Water costs may be found by measuring the quantity passing into the collect-
ors. Since the output must be measured to determine the amount of dust collected, 
the same measurement cculd be used to determine the water added, except that some 
proportion of the input is lost by evaporation into the vented air stream. By 
measuring the quantities in and out during a test period this evaporation loss 
could be determined and a correction applied to the value found from output meas-
urement. This loss may vary considerably, however, from time to time, therefore 
for accurate co ftts the water should be measured as it enters the collector. 
When all of the costs have been accumulated they must be distributed to the 
products pro ceased. Probaiy the best and easiest method wculd be to pro-rate 
the costs over the amunts of each gr~.de pro oessed. The wet sugar conveyors 
and the upper granulators v:Ul receive all of the granulated sugar, less any 
spillage from conveyors, that was delivered from the preceding process. In 
the upper granulator, as exple.ined, a small port ion of the par:tially-dried 
sugar passes out in the air stream to the upper dust collector. From the re-
mainder another portion is similarly removed from the lower granulator in the 
air stream, but a large part is recovered for use before it can arrive at its 
dust collector. A small quantity of "tailings" lumps further reduces the main 
stree.lll of dried su ~r. The tailings and the dust can be weighed or measured, 
as indicated, with approximate accura.cy. 
The coarser dust particles reclaimed from the air stream aay be measured 
in the bins supplying the pulverizers, when the stgar is used for that purpose. 
If it is to be screened the quantities or each grade separated by the screening 
process may be round from the weights as packed, the amounts to be added together 
to determine the total amount recoverd from the air stream. Frequently this 
sugar is packed directly from the reclamation chamber, therefore the acount may 
be directly determined during that period. 
Similarly, the main streams leaving the granulators, pass to screening 
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equipment. When screened, the sugar is elevated to storage bins to await packing. 
These bins are usually the only place in this departiiBnt where the inventory prob-
lem will be encountered, therefore it is perhaps best to determine the quantities 
screened by weighing the sugar on sitabl e conveyors as it enters the bins. 
The costs, then,can be accumulated and distributed to the products in pro• 
portion to the eroounts of each grade produced, or upon such modification of this 
method as is justified by known factors that add to or diminish the cost of par-
ticular grades, such as, for example, the use or a lower granule:tor only for dry• 
ing coarse-grained sugar. The met hod is here but outlined, to be changed as con-
ditions warrant, or as made necessary by a possible need for greater or less de-
tail. 
CHAPTER 16 
PREPARATION OF SPECIALTIES 
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We must again digress from the orderly passage of the sugar from raw material 
to finished product in order to discuss the manufacture of special ties. These will 
consist of five products, Pulverized Sugars, Commerical Sirups, Filtered Barrel 
Sirup, Blackstrap, and Lump Sugars. Each is prepared by a different method, uses 
different equipment, but ha~ - certain coat elements in common. Before proceeding 
to discuss these elements it will be best to smtch the va!doue processes ib turn. 
Taking them in the order in which they are l:isted, the mawfacturing methods are 
as follows: 
Pulverized Sugars 
The raw material for these sugars canes principally from the unsalable crys-
tals screened from the sugar iri the bolters, but these maybe supplemented by sal-
able sugar from broken or damaged packages, and by finished sugar from the storage 
bin~. These sugars are fed into pulverizing mills, together with corn starch or 
tri-calcium phosphate, and the mixture reduced to the desired grist by being re-
peatedly driven against the mill housing by the blows of rapidly revolving hammers. 
When sufficiently reduced in Size the sugar passes through the exit screen and is 
sent to the packing department. 
Commercial Sirups 
These sirups are essentially sugar dissoh·ed in water, and are prepared for 
the use of customers who formerly dissolved their purchased sugars and used them 
in sirup form. Shipment is normally by tank trucks, though occasional shipments 
may be made in drums. Many grades may be manufactured, to satisfy the wants of 
the trade, ranging from colorless, saturated solutions of pure sugar, through 
various grades of lesser purity and increa sing color, to solutions of soft or 
bro.wn sugar. Some sirups may contain more or less ''invert" sugars, chemically 
prepared from various sugar sirups. 
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Each of these sirups may be made by a different process; several may be pre-
pared in ab rut the same manner, but with individual variations in procedure; 'Where-
as others may be obtained by mixing sirups fran several processes, blending them to 
incorporate the particular qualities needed for that grade. Not only may the pro-
cesses differ, the raw materials may c ana fran totally different sources as well. 
In general, the colorless and but slightly-colored sirups are made from the gran-
ul8ted sugar lumps removed by various screens, from the sugar in broken or dam-
aged packages, from granulated sugar spillied around the · packaging machinery, 
from other sources of white remelt sugar, and from the char-filtered liquor from 
which the granulated sugar is boiled. The deeper-colored eirup11 are prepared from 
various intermediate products taken from the refining processes. "Inverted" sir-
ordinary 
ups are made by chemically changing the sugar into another type of sugar. 
The simplest process employed consists merely in pumping a suitable sirup 
to tanks segregated for commercial sirup use, adjusting its density by adding 
sufficient water, and shipping the completed sirup. Another process, similar 
in its simplicity, is to withdraw a quantity of char-filtered sugar liquor from 
the pre-evaporators to the sirup-loading tanks, add sufficient water to meet 
specifications, and run the sirup d :irect ly into the shipping containers. 
The most involved process contemplates the removal of suspended impurities 
only, or of these and substantially all of the color-compounds and traces of 
other impurities from the d~aolved, impure white sugars selected for sirup stock. 
For chemical reasons, unnecessary to discuss here, color-removal is best secured 
by the use of activPted carbons, rather than with bone-black. The carbon selected 
is added to the dissolved sugars in suitable amounts and an adsorption period is 
allowed . rnhen the reaction is completed the acidity is neutralized with milk-of-
lime and the s elution is filtered, with the aid of diatomaceous earth, through 
filters in the Clarification Department, perhaps ordinarily through a press de-
voted exclusively to this material. The resultant, practically colorless, filtrate 
is then run to t re commercial sirup tanks, where it is diluted with water to the 
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desired density, and run into tm shipping_ .containers as needed. 
Inverted sirups may be made from any of these sirups. 'l'he process of inver--
sion is a sinple one, at least for accounting purposes. !t consists merely of 
adding suitable reagents to the hot sirup, allowing sufficient time for the in-
version to take place, then neutralizing the added reagents. With certain of 
these reagents it may be necessary to filter the sirup, but in this event inver-
sion would precede rather than follow filtration. Naturally, to avoid intermingl-
ing of normal and inverted sirups, the two types must be carefully separated. 
Any equipment used in common must be thoroughly flusood out before ehtnging from 
one to the other grade of product. 
Filtered Barrel Sirup 
This by-product of the refining processes utilizes the same equipment as 
the sugar and is subject to many of the same costs. It is the product, rather 
than the process, which is different. LQw-test sirups are extracted from dark-
colored soft or remelt sugars, which have been boiled. from et):tr-filiered mater .. 
ials. Further sugar extraction from these tow-test sirups is uneconomical. 
They are then pumped back to the tanks above the char filters, wl':ere they may 
be partially inverted to prevent sUbsequent natural cystallization. If invert-
ed, the necessa ry reagents are added to the diluted sirups, their temperature 
is raised to the desired degree, and inversion permitted to proceed. When the 
process has sufficiently increased the ratio of inverted sugar to normal sugar 
to prevent this future crystalliz ation, the im·erting agents are destroyed by 
additional heat, by neutralization, or both. The sirups, whether normal or par-
tially-inverted, are then run through char tilter.s9 once, twice, or sometimes 
more, depending upon the color desired. The f lltered sirup is them pumped to 
the Vacuum Pans, where it is concentrated to a definite density, and dropped 
to tanks for cooling, before it is packed into wooden barrels. Occasionally, 
when there is a demand far such a product, Raw Barrel Sirup will be made from 
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these low-test sirups without processing, other than the adjustment of the density 
by adding water. Barrel Sirup iscastomarlly sold to blenders of molasses, for use 
in their products. 
Black strap 
This product is also a residual, low-test sirup, but differs from Barrel 
Sirup in that itis the sirup from unfiltered materials, and receives no further 
treatoont, other than the addition of sufficient water to meat the specific ations. 
It is shipped in tank cars and in drums, principally to distilleries, industrial 
alcohol plants, and manufacturere of cattle fodder. 
Lump Sugars 
These sugars, regerdless of their individual shape, are made by two main 
processes, direct molding into their final shape, and preliminary molding into 
sheets, followed by sawing into the desired shape. The former method is chief-
ly employed, therefore this method will be the one described. 
The process properly begins in the va cuum pan, for the reason tht:t these 
sugaro are prepared in a slightly different manner th en other white sugars. ~ben 
the bat ch is finis red it is dropped into a nixer r:nd purged in the centri~ug81 
machines. From these mr>.chines the sugPr is conveyed to ~ s~ciol bin, reserved 
for its use. The ru gar is then s 1ovelled into~ mixing hopper, where a small 
quantity of colorless sugar liquor is mingled with it as it _passes to the mold-
ing drum. The molded tablets or cubes are deposited by the revolving drum upon 
metal trays, which are then cerried by belts between two rows of drying ovens. 
These trays are then manually stacked in the ovens, ... nd the sugar dried by a 
current of warm, filtered air , the drying tme usually being about six hours. 
;hen dry , the trays of tablets r- re rer.~oved fro~:~ the ovens, put back on th a belts, 
and transported to the .;acking stDtion. 
ow t:,at the various specialties have been described, and their manufacturing 
processes outlined, we may proceed to take up the various cost elements that 
enter into their production. To present a clear picture it will be necessary 
to anticipate the subject of the next chapter, ''Packing the Finisrnd Products", 
insofar as these specialties are concerned. Again taking them in the order ~ 
listing, these cost factors would be as follows: 
Pulverized Sugars 
The chief problem in this product is the accounting for the sugars enteri~ 
the process. Unfortunately, they are not of equal cost, though the differences 
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may hardly be appreciable. The coarse lumps and adhering grains that are screened 
out in the bolters theoretically should be taken at their unit cost leaving the 
granulators, p:J,us their proportionate share of the expenses of operating the bolt-
er screens. For coarse lumps dumped from barrels it would seem that to the cost 
of the lumps should be added the labor and associated coats incurred. Finished 
sugar from the storage bins, the, should include its cost as it leaves the bolter 
screens, plus the expense of getting that quantity of sugar into and from these bins. 
The sugar from broken and damaged packages should, however, constitute a 
conspicuous exception to the rule of cmrging for all products at cost. The 
actual cost of this sugar would, of c curse, include its package coat, its share 
of all packaging expenses, and in addition, the labor charge for dumping the 
packages. To saddle the pulverized sugars with these costs would be grossly 
unfair, a shifting ct packaging expense to a product that is in no wise respons-
ible for these added costs. 'l'he equitable cost of this sugar to the pulverized 
product is its cost as delivered from the granulators. All other costs should 
be charged to the Packing Department e~penees, by including the cost of producing 
and dumping these packages with the regular expenses, but with an offsetting 
credit for the cost of the sugar as received from the granulators. 
The foregoing statements are correct in theory, but we are faced with the 
I 
concrete problem of determining the quantities of sugar entering the pulverized 
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sugar supply bins from each source, andthe detailed c~t of eqch quantity. Though 
it can be done at some little expense, it seams rather unnecessary when an easier 
method is at hand. We may start with the premise that all of the sugar leaving 
the granulators is disposed of in one or more of the follb.wing ways: (1) Packed 
out; (2) Pulverized sugars; (3) Commercial Sirup; or (4) Remelted. The quanti· 
ties of the first three may be determined from Production Records, leaving num-
ber (4) as the sole unknown. The problem then becomes less complex, determine 
the quantity of sugar going to Remelt and add this amount to the other three. 
We then have a base for distributing part of the c ~ts, exclusive of those per-
taining tJ> lely to a particular department or product. Simply divide the expenses 
connected with screening, conveying, and storing the sugar, in pro port ion to the 
amount of product used in each of the four ways. Would this yield satisfactory 
results! 
By no means. This method is an attempt to solve this complex problem in 
a practical manner, but it has one rather important weakness, and is compli-
cated by another factor, as yet unexplained. The weakness would be that appar-
ently we are intending to penalize the refining processes, by transferring to 
Remelt and -eugar sirups at full cost, a quantity of sugar that fer refining or 
sirup purposes, is greatly over-valued. The "Drying, Screening, and Conveying" 
operation and the various finished sugars would not be properly charged for 
their spoiled materials, if we permit them to be returned for Commercial Sirup 
or Rema lt at their total c~t. The way out of this difficulty, it would seem, 
would be to return these sugars for further refining at their coot as they leave 
the purging process as wet ~ite sugar. The difference between their total cost 
and their value as wet sugar would be distributed between the "Drying, Screening, 
and Conveying" operation and the finished sugars as packed, in proportion to the 
quantity contributed by each. Thus, such siX>iled materhtls as : Tailings, adher-
ing grains, "specky" sugar, and Dust Collector sugar, wculd be charged to the 
former, whereas spillage at the packaging machinery, damaged packages, Pulverized 
Sugars improperly ground or conditioned~ etc., wouldbe a charge against the latter. 
This distribution, of course, applies solely to the remelted and iirup portions. 
There would thus be a direct cost incentive to keep spoiled materials to a 
minimum. These costs should not escape executive notice, but should be separate-
ly set up in the cost analysis of the departments. Ir feasible, the quantities 
returned from each product, or from each package unit, should be determined, to 
insure fair distribution of this charge. 
The complicating tactor, mentioned in a previous paragraph, is that the 
coarse sugars also contribute lumps and adhering crystals to the pulverized 
sugars, commercial sirups, and remelt. Though it is unlikely t hit the propor-
tions would be the same as for Extra Fine s ~ar, f cr the sake of simplicity we 
could include these sugars in the system, particularly in view of the fact that 
Extra Fine constitutes by far the larger proportion of the combined sugars. 
The remaining coats for Pulverized Sugars are not difficult to estimgf;.e. 
They would consist of the usual depreciation, maintenance, power, and labor 
coats attributable to the particular machinery, plus the applicat jon of the 
other charges properly associated with the equipment for making the product. 
In addition, there would be the cost of the inert c ooditioner added to the sugar. 
In the Materials section, then, the sugar itself offers the cheif prob-
lem, but with the apportionment met hod suggested the difi'iculty should not be 
insurmountable. The two conditioners, corn starch and tri-calcium phosphate, 
may be accounted for from Stores Requistions as adjusted for inventory diff-
erences. All pulverized sugar made is packed without storage, therefore the 
sole inventory problem would arise when sugar remains in the supply bins. Or-
dinarily, these bins are emptied at the close of the operating period, thus 
remo-ving all inventory problems. 
or the Direct Labor accounts sane will be exclusively cmrgeable to Pul-
verized sugars, but most or these operators will be partially employed on otner 
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work as well. By time-study methods, by simple estimates, or by a time-card 
system, it should be possible to procure a reasonably accurate measure of the 
Direct Labor connected with these operations. 
Nothing new is suggested, other than the met lx> ds pre~iously outlined, f <r 
the apportiom~ent Of the Maintenance, Depreciation, Taxes, Insuren ce, and Depart-
mental Expense Applied accounts. A few comments, however, may not be amiss as 
regards particUlar items. Maintenance of the Powder Mills and Carton machines 
is a not inconsiderable expense and, for that reason, may warrant separate re-
porting fer executive information, If adequate maintenance is supplied, depre-
ciation rates would be likely to be normal for such machinery. Obsolescence, 
though, may be a greater factor than depreciation, for examplet any appreciable 
change in competiti~e products or packages would practically compel a refinery 
to obtain comparable equipment. The fire insurance c b:l. rge may well be higher 
than for sane less hazardous process occupying a similar area. This department 
is making a fine powder which, though under conditions rarely produced in actual 
operations, may be explosi~e, but which, even under normal conditions, is some-
what inflammable. 
The first two accounts in the Departmental Exptnse Applied section are in-
troduced for the first time, but they will also appear in the clll..rt of cost 
accounts for the other pecked sugars. The first one will be charged with its 
proportionate share of the expense of screening, conveying, and storing all of 
the sugar from the granulators, such share to be based on the relative amounts 
produced. The second account, "Unabsorbed Remelt Cost", will modify the pro-
portionate shares, as previously outlined, by throwing back for redistribution 
among the packed sugars all costs incurred by spoiled and unwanted sugars, re-
turned to Remelt or used for Commercial sirup, subsequent to the purging process. 
This ••penal ty cmrge'' for s "fX)iling materials should be allocated, not in propor-
tion to quantities of final product, but according to the amount of spoiled mat-
erial chargeable to each operation. 
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Package costs are determinable with a high degree of accuracy fran Stores 
Requisitions as adjusted by inventory variations. The difference between amounts 
used and finished packages produced would be caused by breakage or diversion to 
other uses, such as the use of "repacked'' barrels for remelt sugars. In oome 
cases, particulerly where repacking is done, such breakage or diversion may be 
legitimate. If so, that fact should be clearly shov~ in reports, so that manage-
ment may knov1 what proportion is caused by perhaps unavoidable repacking and the 
proportion attributable to controllable causes. 
The products or this Pulverizing process are: Confectioner's (starch-free) 
sugars, Regular Non-Caking, Special Mon-Ca king (abnormal starch content), "Phos-
phate'' Non-Caking, and Standard ~owdered (a starch-free product of non-uniform, 
coarser grist). Naturally, s:>me or the expenoos do not apply to all of these 
products . The proportionste share of ''conditioner" cost to be borne by each 
does not depend upon the relative weights of each grade produced, but upon the 
percentage used in the partiwlar products. The "Standard Powdered" mill may 
differ from th~ e used to produce the finer-grist product, therefore its share 
of the depreciation charge and its pov~r and packing costs would be dissimilar. 
Most of the carton-packing co gts which are chargeable to Pulverized Sugars would 
necessarily be borne by the regular Non-Caking, but small amount of Standard 
Powdered is also packed in cartons. Phospahte sugars ere pe.cked, at least at 
present in two-pound cans. Labor costs vary with the particular package. ~nat 
this meHns, of course, isthat we now must again subdivide our costs, not merely 
iato pulverized sugars aa ' a unit, but into Non-Caking in barrels, bags, cartons, 
etc. This is wha.t any cost system aims to do, the canputing of the cost of pro-
ducing the product in each individual package, so that the proper package differ-
entials m y be calculat ed, and to determine which packages should be sold and ·hi ch 
should be wi thdra rn, discouraged , or if fee si bl e, repriced. 
The chart of accounts, then, must be broken down in detail tor each type 
of package. These accounts would thus appear, in part, as follows: 
PULVERIZED SUGARS 
CHART OF COST ACCOUNTS 
MATERIALS 
STD. POWDE~~D COHIEC.XXXX N 0 N - C A K I N G ~S T A R C H ) PHOSPHATE N. C. 
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Building 
Work . Comp. 

















STD. POWD. CONFEC. XXXXX N 0 N - C A K I N G ( S T A R C H } g ~ iQ! PHOSPHATE N. C. 
Dept.Exp.App. Dept. Exp.App. Dept.Exp.App. Dept.Exp.App. 
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Misc. Supplies Misc .Supplies Mis c.Supplies Misc .Supplies Misc .Supplies Misc.Supplies 
(Note: s.C.&8 refers to Screening, Conveying, and Storing) 
( U. R. C. to Unabsorbed Remelt Cost ) 
COMMERCIAL SIRUPS 
The system to be used in an individual refinery would naturally depend 
socewhat upon the manufacturing methods employed, and the various grades made. At 
the Revere Sugar Refinery three grades are at present offered for sale, designated 
as Numbers 1, 2, and 4. 
Number 1 Sirup is made by decolorizing and filtering melted sugar lumps 
and other unwanted white sugars, as previously described. Number 2 Sirup may be 
ob-tained from the same material by using leas tre·e:tment, it may be made from 
char-filtered liquor from the evaporators, or be obtained by mixing these two to-
gather in suitable proportions. Number 4 Sirup is merely a suitable intermediate 
product, usually a soft sugar sirup, that meets the specifications as to color 
and the ratio of sugar to impurities. 
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To the Number 1 and 2 sirups, then, will go a certain proportion of the tail-
ings lumps from the bolter screen, other unsalable crystals obtained by screenirtg, 
sugar spilled around the packaging machinery, broken and rejected packages, and 
such other white sugars, including at times good sugar from the storage bins, as 
may be needed to make sufficient sirup. This product, though it utilizes these 
unwanted, dry, white sugars, does not require dry sugar; the wet sugar from the 
centrifugal machines would serve equally well, perhpas better. This sirup ays-
tam, then, also serves as a means of remelting and refining these non-finished 
- -
white sugars. For this reason, the cost of its raw material should ~ot . be great-
- . 
er than its cost as it leaves the centrifugal machines as undred white sugar. 
Starting with this raw material cost, we then must add the cost of ~he ho~ 
water used, which may be condensate or water from the regular hot water system. 
Them comes the pumping cost to the filtration station, the steam used for heat-
ing the sirup to the proPer temperature, the carbon and diatomaceous earth used 
for filtration, and the power cost for mixing in these materials, together with 
necessary labor for performing these operations. After a. suitable waiting per-
iod another pumping cost is incurred _in filtering the sirup to s~onage .tanks, 
from which the sirup is removed at the exPense of a final pumping cost. These 
cost elements may be summarized in the following chart of accounts: 
COMMERCIAL SIRUP 
CHART OF COST ACCOUNTS 
NUMBER l NUMBER 2 NUMBER 4 
MATERIALS: Sugar Sullar Sirup 
lA Liquor 
\'rater Water Water 
DIRECT LABOR: 
OPERATING EXPENSE: 
Melter Malter Tanka 
Filtration Filtration 
Evaporation 
Distribution Distribution Distribution 
Shipping Shipping Shipping 
Indirect Labor ~ndirect Labor Indirect Labor 
Maintenance: Maintenance: \{aintenanee: 
EQuipment Equipment Equipment. 
Building Building Building 
-
Depreciation: Deoreciat ion: De pre ciarion: 
Equipment Equipment Equipment 
Building Building Building 
Taxes: Taxes a Taxes: 
Equipment Equipment Equipment 
Building Building Building 
Insurance: Ins uranee: Insurance: 
Fire: Fire: Fire: 
Equipment Equipment Equipment 
Building Building 
Workmen's Comp. Workmen's Comp. 




Unemployment UnemPloyment Unemoloyment 
Dept. Exp. Applied: Dept. Exp.Applied: Dept. Exp. APplied: 
Timekeeping Timekeeping Timekeeping 
Payrnll Payroll Payroll 
Medical Medical Medical 
Executive Executive Executive · 
Engineering Engineering Engineering 
Laboratory Laboratory Laboratory 





















The chief difficulty with these accounts will be in aPportioning the 
totals over the three grades of sirup. Obtaining the costa of the various i-
t.ems is no more troublesome, in fact easier, than in many of the other pro-
J. O>l 
cesses. As operated at the present moment the distribution of cost between 
Number 1 and Number 2 sirups is most accurately done by allocating costs on 
the basis of the amounts of each produced, since each is essentially the same 
product. The added cos+. incurred for the Number 4 sirup is small, as is its 
proportion of the amount produced. Substantially correct costs would likely 
be obtained if we determined Material cost, and perhaps Direct Labor, separ~ 
ately, then distributed themOperating Expenses, other than the filtration 
equipment expense and supplies, in proportion to the quantities produced. 
FILTERED BARREL SIRUP 
This by-product, as previously explained, is made from low-test sir-
ups boiled from filtered material. In actual cost it may well be one of the 
most expensive products in the plant, since it has been repeatedly subjected 
to the refining processes during the various sugar-extracting cycles, filtered 
and refiltered, boiled and reboiled. Then, after no more sugar can profitably 
be extracted from it, the sirups receive one last trip through practically all 
of the highest-cost processes before being packed for sale. 
If all of the cost elements have been accumulated in its gradual re-
duction to an "exhausted" sirup, we may start with its initial cost as raw 
material. It is partially diluted and heated, then ~umued to the tanks above 
the char filters for further dilution, heating, and, in some instances, par-
tial inversion. It is then filtered through the char, perhaps several times, 
evaporated to suitable density, and dischar~ed into special tanks for cooling 











































Cooling 'l'ank s 
Building 
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It will be seen that these accounts differ from those hitherto set 
up. The chief reason for the difference is that this product is so infrequently 
produced that the most eouitable arrangement bJ which the expenses cane be dis-
tributed is by sharing spme small portion of the expenses of the various de-
partments through which it passes. 
This sirup is produced by lots, therefore all of the various charges 
can be absorbed by the par+.icular lot, The quanti tv of sirup packed is deter .. 
mined by weight and analyses of the samPles. The cost Per ~allon or Per pound 
may then be ascertained. 
BLACKSTRAP 
This material, also a residual by-product, though an unfiltered sirup, 
is included merely for completeness. Its cost elements are but trifling: the 
fixed costs applying to several tanks, a little water, a small proportion of the 
time of a few tank oPerators and of a "sirup-man", who fills the tank cars or 
drums. Like the Barrel Sirup, however, the real cost Problem is the determin-
ation of its cost as delivered from the final extraction process. Having that, 




































The process has been briefly described. We start with the Material 
cost of char-filtered liquor, and add to that the boiling, purging, conveving, 
















































The two products are Tablets and Cubes. Each may be offered in 
several different packages. PerhaPs it would be better to obtain the cost 
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of the dried Tablets ot Cubes as units, then apply the Packing costa as in-
curred by the various packages. This, of course, can be done within the 
framework of the above accounts, by separately setting uo the Packing Labor, 
and those portions of the detailed Operating Expense accounts that have to 




PACKING THE FINISHED PRODUCTS 
In the preceding chaPter it was suggested that the cost of screening, 
conveying, and storing the finished sugar, together with the difference in cost 
between wet white sugar from the Purging process and the actual cost of the 
white sugar sent to remelt or used for commercial sirup, should be added to the 
cost of the dried sugar for apportionment between the granulated and pulverized 
sugars packed. Such an arrangement is eminently fair, resting upon the premise 
that if no materials were spoiled during these operations subsequent to the 
purging process there would be no remelt, and the commercial sirup would then 
be prePared from wet, white sugar emerging from the centrifugals. 
Before taking up the subject of this chapter it mav be well to state 
that it is our intention to condense the operations discussed to the bare essen-
tials for the department, for the reason that detailed treatment of each of the 
numerous packages would extend far bevond the limits of a single chaPter. Thus, 
it should be sufficient for our purposes to take, as rePresentative of their 
group, granulated sugar packed in barrels, large bags (6loth and PaPer), small 
bags (cloth and paper), and cartons, without including in the small cloth-bag 
group, for example, separate accounts for twenty-five, tea, five, and two-
pound bags. Wherever the operations are essentially identical, except for the 
size of the bag, one size will be used to represent the group. The reader will 
recognize that the method employed for one member of the group will apply e-
qually well to others of that group. Naturally, the results will differ, since 
it is easy to understand that the package cost for twenty five-Pound bags will 
be higher than for four twenty-five-pound bags. On the other hand, the greater 
productivity of the smaller units will help to offset this cost. The statement 
made in an earlier chapter, that one refinery offers sixty-two different tvpes 
of sugar in two hundred and twentv-seven packages, illustrates Perfectly the 
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difficulty of including a complete treatment of the subject within the compass 
or a single chapter. 
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Beginning, as usual, with a description of the operations and the e-
quipment used, we start, to a large extent, with dry, screened sugar in storage 
bins. Not all of the sugar is stored in these bins, a minor portion may be packed 
directly from the screening operation, or from the dust "cyclones" between the 
lower granulators and the dust collector. Soft sugar, of course, will be packed 
from its own bins. The granulated sugars reach the packaging stations below 
through suitable pipe connections. In one section a belt conveyor system and 
individual bins are employed to bring the sugar to distant machines. For the 
larger packages, and also for the cartons, various settling devices are employed 
to enable the refinery to get as much sugar as Possible into the smallest pack-
age that can conveniently be used. 
Wooden barrels with paper liners, open at the top, are placed on 
"shakerstt beneath the filling pipes. Sugar is run slowly into the barrels while 
the shakers rock alternate sides of the barrels, lifting and dropping them 
heavily through a distance of about two inches. In this manner about twenty to 
thirty extra pounds of sugar may be added to each barrel. Vfuen filled, the liners 
are gathered in and tied with string. The heads are put in by a heading machine, 
or manually by coopers. Each barrel is then weighed, staped with its net weight, 
and stored in the warehouse or sent to the shipping floor by a barrel lower-
ator, for delivery. 
Large bags are filled from hoppers, into which one hundred pounds 
of sugar are automatically delivered, The tops are sealed by special sewing 
machines, and finished packages then fall thoough floor opemings to chutes 
leading to the shipping floor, or are piled on special equipment to await 
future demand. Large paper bags are packed on special machines, designed for 
the nurnnse, ~nrl are sealed by a sPecial filling flan. Each type is reoeat-
erily checked for accuracy of we5fl'ht by indivinual WAighing on senarate scales • 
Small cloth bags are handlen in t.he same manner a s the larger clnth begs, but, 
of course, on small~r equipment. Small be.gs, ho'Ytever, are enclosed in larger 
bags, in units of one hundred oounds, before removing for storage or shipment. 
Small p~pAr bags are of two types, those with a pasted closure, and tho~ 
sealed by special sewing. Each type is packed into larger paner bags, of six-
ty pounds net weight, before they are removed for storage or shioment. As in 
the larger bags, rePeated checks for accuracy of weight are made on seParate 
scales. 
Cartons are Packed on special carton machinery of intricate design. 
When filled e.nd sealed thAV are out into cardboard containers or into wood-
en baxe~, be¥ore removal for storage or fnr shipment. Empty cartons, as are 
the other packages, are purchased from supplying firms on competitive bids. 
These packages, of course, are made up to the refinery 9 s soecificetions and 
are nrinted in accordance with their requirements. Except in the case nf 
soft sugar, tablet su~ar, and pulver;zerl sugars, all of thA sugar that is 
packed in these small packages is of the regular Extra Fine grade, which 
constitutes about 75fo of th9 white sugars nroduced. 
Soft ~ug~r, because of its damp, sticky nature, does not lend itself 
so readily to packin~ as does the nry, white su~ar. Fnr thts reason thA 
packing machinerv rli¥fers ¥rom that used for granulated sugars. Soft sugar 
,n11 not flow into the nacka~ea, but must be pushed in, usually by a devic6 
operatin~ on tbe nrinciple of a screw. 
The chief problem associated with packing operations is not the obtain-
ing of the packing cost, tha difficulty is to distinguish between the thre~ 
activite~, oackin~, warehousing, and shippin~. The onlv way tn wntch a clear 
.1.0~ 
demarcation between them can be secured is to set up arbitrarily-defined 
limits to each OPeration. The clearest division of the three functions, 
and the simnlest, i~ to conAider that ~ackin~ ceases when the oacka~e is 
Put into its final form, and that everv ooeration between that point and 
its delivery to the Shioping De9artment truckers is warehousing. It may 
readily be seen that the Warehousing De~artments, concerned with variable, 
- - .... . 
non-RtAndardized handling ooeration,, will suffer from fluctuating costs. 
This is unfortunate, but probably inescanable. The method haR the edvan-
ta~e, though, thRt the variat.ion'S are c onf"ined to one rteoartment, rather 
than dist.ributed th rouP"h +-hree departments. By establishing such an arbi t-
rary procedure the packing and shipping coAts are made more amenable to con-
trol. 
Each o~era.tion will have, ihe usual e ost elements, in common with all 
or the nt hers. The chief differences will arise from package costs, labor, 
and nrM.uction rates. Mi.nor differences will be caused bv power consump-
tiona, maintenance, denreciation, taxes, and miscellaneous supplies, such 
as ~lue or sewing thread. In assemblin~ the co~+. elements, then the first 
two divisions, Materials, and Direct Labor, wi 11 be somewhat simile.r, as 
regards the accounts to be kent, though the Direct Labor division will very 
slightly. The amounts to be nos+.ed in the Materials account will deoend 
upon production, but the Direct Labor charges mav also varv with the tyne 
of -pe.ckaP"e. The orinci-ryal dev;a.tion will lie in the third divisi.on, Onera-
tirw: Expenses. For comoarin~ results the individual ~acka.ge is of less 
value than thA containers in which the R~ll packages are enclosed, but 
since these containers vary in weight, it is likely that the best unit to 
use for comparison is a hundren wei~ht. 

































Larg:e Cloth Ba~ts: 
Balls (Burlan, several grades. Tnweling:) 
Ltners 
Sewing Th!"ea.d 
Lar~te Paper Bags: 
Ba~SS 
Small Cotton Bags 
Ba~ts (25,10,5, and 2 pound sizes) 
Sewing Thread 
Lar~te Bags (burlan - +oweling) 
Sewing Thread 
Small PaPer Bags: 



































Small Cotton Bags: 
Weiahing HoPpers 
Sewing Machines 









































































































Of the foregoing accounts it is obvious thatseme mav be directly 
applied to individual OPerations, whereas those which are but general 
only, or which are not of sufficient importance to ~arrant such detail-
ed treatment, will be allocated by estimate, by proportion of totals 
produced, or upon some other fair basis. Some of the general charges are 
best apportioned upon a valuation basis. 
Most of these accounts are either self-explanatory or are familiar 
to the reader from his encounter with them in previous chapters. Per-
haps the only explanation needed is a description of the methods visual-
ized for handling the accounts under the two controls, "Screening, Con-
veying and Storing", and "Returned for Reprocessing". The former, in 
reality, have little or nothing to do with actual Packing operations, 
but are included with them because these processes embrace insufficient 
detail to be made the subject of a separate chapter. They are here 
attached to the Packing Department because they are more closely allied 
to it than to the preceding drying operation1 No inaccuracy is involved, 
since these costs must eventually be closed into the Packing Department 
costs. The latter, also, is not sufficiently detailed to warrant separate 
treatment, but rests upon a little firmer ground in that it is an off-shoot 
of the Packing operHtions. The primary reason for the inclusion of both 
.l'f b 
of these semi-departments in Packing is that in this manner all of the 
dried sugar, including that spoiled or unsuitable packing material, may 
be considered in one set of accounts , and in one ch apter . 
By this method we may simplify the task of obtaining the quantities 
of sugar from various sources. The dried sug r from the granulators con-
tains coarse "tailings" ltimps, ''conglomerate" or adhering crystals ( fre-
quently designated "FINE"), regular "EXTRA FINE", and finer particles 
(usually termed "FRUIT FINE") which may remain· with the Extra Fine or be 
separately packed. These materials are separated by screening, attar 
which they may be entirely or partially utilized in one or more of the 
following wavs: Packed, Pulverized, Remelted, or dissolved for making 
Sugar Sirup. Naturally, the condition of the sugar and the needs of the 
moment govern the choice of destin~tion. 
If we include in Packing all the operations subsequent to drying, 
we can dispense with a few weighing operRtions, and with duplicate a 
accounts for materials supplied to the Pulverizers, Remelt.er, and Sugar 
Sirup. le do not. need to wei>sh the products after screening, though 
to do so may revertl valuable information regarding the efficiency of 
preceding operations. It was pointed out in the orevious chapter that 
we can determine the quantities used in three of the four possible des-
tinations by production weights. If we weigh the sugar going to Remelt 
we \rill have the fourth. Having the total production from the granula-
tors and its cost, the allocation of material costs to the products be-
comes a simple matter or distributinr. these costs in ~roportion to the 
amounts of each product. 
Though it is important from an operating standpoint to pack the 
salable sugar crystals, make pulverized sugars or sugar sirup from the 
unsuitable grains , and return as little as possible for refining, from 
.I.. IV 
the standpoint of equitable cost it makes little or no difference if the pul-
verized su~ar is in part made from salable sugar, Provided returns for sugar 
sirup and refining are kept to a minimum. Each product has passed through the 
same processes, therefore .has the same unit cost, if we neglect the trifling 
amounts added by the pover and other costs connected \nth transferring the 
salable sugar to the storage bins.. As long as pulverized sugars exactly 
absorb the unsalable crystals, the production of these otherwise unwanted 
sugars can be tolerated. Some small saving is indicated by using wet sugar 
as the raw material for sugar sirups. ~ben the unsalable crystals exceed 
pulverizing demand and must be remelted, or used for sirup, the unit cost 
of the finished sugar is thereby incfeased, because of the absorption of 
the difference between actual and equitable costs. 
It is this amount that exceeds pulverizing demand that we are concern-
ed with in the latter control account, "Returned for Reprocessing". The 
control attempts to summarize the sugars that are rer:elted or used for sug-
ar sirup, and charge the department with their proportionate share of all 
costs added subsequent to the Purging process, as a measure of the cost of 
spoiling materials. The met hod of operating these accounts would be to de-
termine the quantities of each type of sugar returned for reooocessing. The 
cost of spilla~e and unsuitable sugar would be its cost es delivered from 
the preceding process, plus handling crer~es, but that or the rejected 
oacka~es would be full packing cost plus se~regation and dumpin~ labor. 
These ccounts wwld be "Credited with the "wet su~ar" cost for this quan-
tity of spoiled product , thus leaving a debit balance which would represent 
we.sted packing effort, an expense to be borne by the finis rnri sugar from 
the responsible stations or mac him a. 
If careful study is given to setting up these ace runts for the indi vid-
ual packages, 9nd to the accumulation of the necess ry data, the cost of each 
finished package should be obtainable. Packaged cost can not vet be deter-
177 
mined, however, since we ha ve not yet accumulated totel costs. We shall find 
that certain packeges habitually require more warehousing and handling than 
others, and that shipping expenses are not uniform for each package. 
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CHAPTER 18 
WAREHOUSING AND SHIPPING THE FINISHED PRODUCTS 
As originally visuali .zed, the intention was to separate the Warehousing 
and Shipping Departments. After studying the departmental operating methods, 
and discussing these operations with operating executive, hov.ever, the con-
clusion was reached that, although they could readlly be separated in theory, 
as a practical matter such separation was difficult, if not hopeless. For 
this reason we shall discuss them separately, even indicate how they should 
be divided, yet combining them into one operation for cost purposes. If is 
realized that merging the two defeats the purposes of obtaining actual costs, 
through the substitution of combined cost for individual cost, and reduces 
the results to averages, rather than the contributing high and low costs. 
It is regrettable that a better solution is not feasible, but unless exist• 
ing methods could be radically altered to eliminate warehousing on the 
shipping floor itself, and the inter-changing of warehouse and shipp~ng 
labor, the task or separating the two would necessitate the employment of 
many additional checkers, automatic counting devices, or other appreciable 
additions to the cost of warehousing. 
Warehousing occupies a position between Packing and Shipping. Its 
function is to receive the finished packages that are not required for 
immediate shipment, store them until they are needed, then deliver them 
to the Shipping De;artment. The ideal arrangement, of course, would be 
to ship all of the sugar as it is packed, but this is obviously impossible 
until, in same future refining Utopia, an unvarying demand for each pro-
duct can be established. In the absence of such ideal conditions it will 
be necessary to maintain inventories of finished sugar to meet abnormal 
demands. 
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The usual arrangement adopted is to handle the s.1gar as little as poss• 
ible, which means that freshly-packed sugar drops from the packing machines, 
through floor openings to inclined ehutes, spiral conveyors, or lowerators, 
and is delivered directly to the Shipping Department to assist in filling 
orders. Deficiencies are made up from inventories piled in various locations. 
Surplus production is stored for future needs. Packing of individual items 
is discontinued when demand for them temporarily slackens and the stocks on 
hand are deemed sufficiently large. 
Inventories normally should not be larger than the expected volume of 
business during a comparatively short future period. Unfortunately, sugar 
is susceptible to changes in humidity and frequently hardens to a solid 
lump in the package, especially during periods of dry weather follo~ng a 
few damp days. When this occurs it may be necessary to reprocess the 
sugar. sort sugar should be kept in humidified locations to retard its 
drying-out tendencies. For this reason wharehouse inventories seldom 
exceed two or three week's supply. During unusual periods outside ware• 
houses may be rented for storage space. 
Warehousing operations consist merely of conveying the sugar to de-
signated locations, piling it up until needed, then breaking down the piles 
and trucking the packages to chutes, elevators, or directly to the waiting 
freight cars or motor trucks. Where outside warehouses are utilized, ware-
housing doe• not end with the delivery of the sugar to the Shipping Depart-
ment, since shipping is her~ merely an additional handling, a conveyance of 
the sugar to a public warehouse, where it is again piled up and later broken-
down for actual shipment. 
As indicated in the previous chapter, warehousing costs are variable, 
It me:y be that this factor, which depends 1 argely upon the vagaries of demand, 
will make necessary the computation of packaged cost at the conclusion of 
packing operations. It must be realized, of course, that in actual ope rat ion 
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the forces or competition largely govern selling differentials, as they do the 
basis price. Determination of coat, ho~~r, may permit a reduction in sell-
ing price, or reveal that particular packages are unprofitable and should not 
be aggressively sold. 
In surveying warehousing operations it will be found that direct l abor 
is undoubtedly the principal cost item. other cots of a direct nature ~uld 
include power, package breakage, and conditioning. The indirect expenses 
would consist mainly of equipment and building charges. These accounts 





















































The difficulty in canputing the costs chargeable to individual items 
arises from the fact that there is nothing standardized about these costs, 
such as exists in packing operations. Warehousing of one item may be ex-
tensive in one period, non-esistent in another. Some packages customari-
ily receive considerable warehousing; certain locations may be more access• 
ible than others, or equipped with conveying equipment and elutes. It is 
likely that the most satisfactory arrangement would be to divide the charges 
into direct costs and indirect costs, the former to be charged directly to 
the individual items, Whereas the latter could be apportioned on a time 
basis. The direct costa would embrac~ the material, direct labor, power, 
and reprocessing, which would be charged as incurred. The remaining costs 
are of an indirect nature, to be charged to the individual products in 
accordance with the degree to which they utilize the warehousing services. 
The problem of charging for these indirect costs is perhaps best accomplish-
ed on a pound-day basis, that is, by calculating the average daily indirect 
coste apd apportioning it over the avere.ge daily inventory items. 
The "Return for Reprocessing" accounts would be handled in the same 
manner as in the Packing Department; for example, the warehousing cost sieet 
for the particular product in which returns occurred would be charged for its 
full cost at that point, plus dumping and conveying costs, and would be cred-
ited for the value of the sugar returned, and for the value of the salvaged 
packages returned to the Stores Department for reissue or for sale, less the 
handling charges incurred in collecting, arraning, and returning the empty 
packages. As regards the stgar credit, the em:>unt of such credit would de-
pend upon whether the sugar could be used in making pulverized products, if 
suitable for this purpose, or wes so badly damaged, or unsuitable, that it 
was necessary to remelt it. In the former case the credit would be its cost 
as granulated suagar, but in the latter the credit would be its cost as wet 
sugar from the purging process. ~~ere sugar is reporcced because it is nec-
essary to open a package to procure samples for submission to possible pur• 
chases, such returns should be charged to Selling Expense, rather than to 
Warehousing, Ei nee the latter is in no sense at fault for its reprocessing. 
The foregoing chart of accounts wwld be employed for a distinctly 
Warehousing operation. The de~rtment would receive the finismd packages 
aad supply the requirements or the Shipping Department as needed. In prac• 
tice, however, warehousing and shipping, on the delive~ floor at least, 
are almost one operation, distinguishable only by expending considerable 
effort or adding to operating cost. 
Under certain conditions a situation may exist where particular 
articles may be warehoused for definite reasons. When this is done, the 
warehousing expense for this sugar may be approximately determined by com-. 
puting the direct and indirect labor costs.expended. This value would 
probably be used merely for comparative purposes, therefore its accuracy 
~hould be sufficient for the purpose. 
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In a preceding paragraph we stated that Warehousing should end with 
the delivery of the finished packages to the truckers of the Shipping De-
partment. Actually, the problem is not quite so simple as that, sin~ as 
explained, the Shipping floor, itself, may be used for warehousing, with 
labor supplied by the Shipping Department. If we were to differentiate be-
tween~rehousing and shipping, such warehousing activities must ge segre-
gated and charged back to the Warehousing Departments. As a practical 
matter this segregation would prove rather difficult, for the reason that 
there can be little scheduling of such warehousing as a routine process. 
Customer's demands are rather variable and uncerte_in; if a need for 
certain packages is anticipated and these items are stored near at hand, 
they may not be called for at lnce, but the orders may require that dis-
tan stocks or other packages be shipped. Should this happen, the readily-
available items may be in the way and so increase the cost of bringing up 
the distant packages. Or, plans may have been made to start certain pack-
aging machinery, because or depleted inventories, but with the intention 
of filling orders from currect packing in order to reduce handling. The 
finished packages are being made ready, but orders for that item decrease. 
The surplus production must go somewhere, so it may be piled up on the 
shipping floor, while preparations are made to shut down that machine 
and start up another, on sane packe ge being required at the time. 
The shipping cost that we sb:luld like to obtain is the cost of 
loading the delivery equipment, freight cars or trucks, with packages 
supplied by the Warehousing crew. It is not to be expected that these 
men will load the hand trucks, the truckers load their own trucks when 
the chutes are being used, but when piles are being broken down on the 
floor the men assigned to help load the trucks, even though shipping men, 
are actually performing a warehousing function. 
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Shipping operations are frequently· nttended by uncontrollable interr-
uptions, caused by the moveaent o~ frei~~ by the railroad, in and out of 
the refinery yard, and back and forth on their own ace a.mt. These shunt-
ing operations impede the movement of trucks in and out of the yard or 
within the yard, and arrest the loading of cars whenever a shifting opera-
tion is in progress on the refinery's spur track. Naturally, such delays 
add to the shipping costs. 
Fluctuating demand, wet weather, and assorted shipments also increase 
shipping costs. A slackening in orders means that the force is not fully 
occupied; wet We8ther lessens efficiency by increasing the difficulties of 
loading the carriers, because of the slippery footing; and assorted ship-
ments require greater supervision, more clerical work, arr~nging of the 
load, and a general increase in loading time. A one-type shipment is 
much more easily and quickly loaded than one that calls for a few pack-
ages of many different products. 
Then, too, such assorted shipments increase the difficulty of obtain-
ing the shipping costs of the individual i tams. If trucks were standard-
ized as regards the pay-load compartments, the loading relation ship between 
the various packages could be obtained by time-study methods. The great 
variety of truck bodies, partial shipments, and additions to existing loads, 
however, complic~te the problem of determining the proportion of shipping 
cost to be allocated to each product. It may be that these factors are not 
so important in actual practice as they appear likely to be, or perh~ps per-
iod averages would more or less remove sana of the inequ.alit ies, thus per-
mitting shipping costs to be distributed in proportion to the amounts of each 
product shipped. The simplicity of this method might well outweigh any 
slight gain in accuracy obtained by attempting to measure the actual costs 
incurred by each item. 
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To describe the shipping operations performed is probably unnecessary, b~ 
it should perhaps be observed tha.t the standard loading vehicle is the ordinary t 
two-wheeled fright thruck which has the broad metal blade that can be rested 
flat on the floor for insertion under ob j ects. For noving barrels a special, 
two-wheeled barrel truck is usually employed. Bags are generally piled six 
high, across the truck, or arrenged in such fashion that most of the weignt 
is concentrated at the wheels for easy handling. Barrels ere customarily 
handled singly. Cardboard containers are loaded in whatever arrangement 
best suits the type of containers. 
As previously indicated, these hand trucks are loaded from the chutes 
a s much a s possible, since such loading is quicker and can be readily per-
formed by one man. In breaking-down piles one man usually assists the truck-
ers to load their trucks. More men, sometimes mechanical pilers , are needed 
to break-dovrn piles of barreled sugar, because each berrel weighs nearly 
four hundred pounds . As t he truckers enter the truck their loads are tallied 
by checkers, whose duties are to see that the order is filled as specified. 
Unloading the hand truck and storing the sqgar in the motor truck is done 
by the trucker, assisted by the truck driver, or his helper. The combined 
Warehousing and Shipping Departments are supervised by a head shipper and 
several foramen, and staffed with checkers and other clerical workers. 
The chief cost item in tl-ese departments is direct labor, followed by 
indirect labor. Among the special supplies used are ''dunnage" boards, 
upon which the packages are piled , paper for covering piles, sawdust for 
drying up wet floors, and wax for the delivery chutes. None of these are 
of particular importance as cost factors, but should be included as illus.-
trations of the miscellaneous supplies. Most of the indirect expenses will 
als8 be apply to these departments. The chart of cost accounts for the com-
bined departments could be set up as follows: 
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Warehousing and Shipping 
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Operating Expenses: 
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Power and Light 
Hiscellaneous 
If it were feasible, a set of -accounts could be kept for each of the 
important itens, such as : barrels, begs, and containers of the various 
products. The warehousing costs of each of these products nay be decided-
ly different, even though the shipping costs for sjmilar packages.ought to 
be alike . 
The Direct Labor ac count would be an extremely active one, becau~e 
of constant changes in the number of workers, made necessary by changing 
demand and by the relative proportions of freight and notor-truck ship-
menta. If it is ever justifiable to include with Direct Labor the spec-
ial labor charges made necessary by Wo rkmen's Compensation Insurance, 
Social Security, and Unemployment Insurance, these depa rtments, along 
with the Raw Sugar Department, are logical places for such a separation. 
Perhaps the only advantage in so doing would lie in the ability to 
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determine tota l l abor cost for a certain period within the normal a ccounting 
period. 
In the "Operating Expenses" group most of the accounts need no explana-
tion. Minor points, of a r ather trivial nature, may be r a ised concerning the 
distribution or the cost ~ dunnage boa rs, paper, and wax to the products. 
Each is used mainly for particula r purposes, not necessarily or generally 
sha red by a ll the products, therefore strict a ccura cy would compel us to 
charge the cost of these items to the particular packa ges for which they 
are used. Similarly, but of greater importance, the "Breakage 11 account 
will be chiefly concerned with paper bags. Most of the breakage takes 
place during warehousing ope r at ions, but there will be some during shipp-
ing, as well. Since this factor is readily obtained, and tre particular 
pack ages ea sily identified, there appears to be no valid re a en why this 
cost could not be applied directly to those packages, not distributed 
over the sturdier, or more fortuna te, items. 
We ha ve been a ccumulating the cost of the sugar as it passes fron sta-
tion to station. The material accounts 1 thJn, conti:pue~ t-o- be _ control ~ 
accounts for t~e absorption of the departmental costs. They will be eharg~ 
ed with the cost as dalivened by the Packing Department, and with the ex-
penses and other cost factors incurred in the Warehousing and Shipping De-
partments. All of the inventory problems will be concentrated in the Ware-
housing division, but inventories may readily be obtained by physical countt 
where activity precludes the keeping of book inventories. 
It is st this point that one of the objectionable features of combining 
the two operations may be seen. So long as the inventories remain substan-
tially the sane, the flow of expenses from Packing,through Warehousing and 
Shipping to Trucking transfers these costs approximately as they are in-
curred. But since the control accounts a re inventory accounts ae well, 
actual shipping costs a re being charged ba ck to warehouse inventories, then 
removed for transference to Trucking by crediting these inventory accounts. 
All is well, as stated, so long as the inventories do not vary widely, the 
expenses are being removed as they are incurred. Yfuen there is a large in· 
crease in inventories, however, the control accounts then contain, not only 
the increased warehousing cost, but a. portion of the actual shipping costs 
as well. Thus, the actual shipping costs during increasing inventories 
are not being transferred to Trucking, but are being absorbed in the invent-
ories. lUring declining inventories, of course, the reverse is true, truck-
ing operations are absorbing abnormal costs, caused by subnormal charges during 
preceding periods . 
Insofar as the cost system is concerned, that is one of the penalties 
of inability to divorce Warehousing and Shipping. Lack of clear demarcation 
between departments, when a combination of the two is adopted as the most 
feasible method, not only tends to produce inaccuracy in the combined de• 
partments, but also to pass on ine.ccurate material costs to the succeeding 
process, transportation of the sugar to its destination. The problem natur-
ally resolves itself into a choice between the continuation of the depart-
ments as interdependent operations, or their segregation into distinct en-
tities. The choice will be made as the result of executive opinion as to 
which procedure will insure the lower operating costs, and rightly so, be-
cause the operation of a cost system should be an aid to management, a tool 
for obtaining the lowest possible costs, not an end in itself. It would do 
management little good to know all costs in great detail and with admirable 
accuracy, only to discover that the method of obtaining these costs had so 




TRUCKING THE FINI::HED S l.GAR TO ITS DESTINATION 
Having loaded the sugar into the delivery equipment, we next are con-
cerned with the costs of getting it to the customer. This forms one or the 
most complex cost factors in the production of sugar • In order to under-
stand the various complexities, we should first briefly sketch the reasons 
for the underlying problem. 
To begin with, the refining of stgar must be done on a large scale to 
be economical. Few refineries are so situated that the adjacent areas can 
absorb their entire output. This means, then, that some of the sugar must 
be sold in other territories. There is a surplus productivity, or capacity, 
in th industry, of such dimensions that the competition for business is ex-
ceedingly keen. Invasion or competitor's territores is thus the rule, rath-
er than the exception, in the struggle for sales outlets. Ordinarily, the 
customers have no marked preference.for any particular brand, at least not 
to the extent of being willing to pay a premium to obtain it. This means 
that the price of sugar to any customer can not be higher than the price 
asked by a competitor, regardless of the cost of transporting the sugar 
to him. To sell sugar, therefore, a refinery must expect to meet the pre-
vailing price, even though that price compels them to absorb a part or 
most of the transportation charges. 
Transportation costs are not uniform, of course, nor are they even 
based upon the distance traveled; indeed the rate may depend upon the dir-
ection of travel, particularly where the destination affords little oppor-
tunity for return freight. Thus, the practice, common in re.ilrod sched-
ules, of charging a higher rate for a non-competitive short haul than for 
a longer haul along the same line, when the latter destination is also 
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served by competitors. Furthermore, rates to seaport towns may be reduced to 
meet competition by water. 
By this time, however, the rates to any city or town are fairly well 
established, so that a refinery can calculate the approximate , if not the 
exact, cost in advance of q otations from transportation companies. To ex-
plain this subject fully would take us into fields beyond the scope of this 
work, but it should be observed that certain sections can be most economi-
cally served by rail; some areas by water; others by water followed or pre-
ceded by rail, by truck, or by rail and truck; and still others by motor-
truck. This latter division, indeed, is subdivided into three classes of 
trucking: contr ct carriers, customer's own trucks, and ref1nery trucks. 
There are eight ways, omitting combination, in which the sugar is 
shipped from the refinery: 
1. Railroad shipments 
2. Water shipments 
a. Steamship 
b. Barge 
3. Motor-Truck Shipments 
a . Hired Trucks 
b • Cu st orne r' s Tru c ks 
c. Refinery Trucks 
1. Sugar trucks 
2. Bulk trucks 
3. Sirup t&nk trucks 
Naturally, these are not all of equal importance. As a general stdement, 
e~ch of these methods is used to e greater or leas extent, with large and 
far-distant shipments going by rail or water, perhaps assisted by trucks or 
by other railroads, ea previously mentioned; medium and middle-distance loads 
by rail or by hired trucks, and local shipments by refinery trucks. The gov-
erning factor in each case is usually, but not always, the respective cost; 
circumstances may occasionally compel the use of a more expensive shipping 
method. 
As regards the coat elements in each case, the factors are not identi-
cal. For every shipping method, other than by the refinery's own equipment, 
a single freight charge, on gross rather than net weights, will reph .. ce all 
of the operating expenses. Smmetimes,as indicated above, shipments will in-
elude more than one type of transportation, in which case there will perhaps 
be more than one freight charge. ~~ere sugar is shipped to distant loca-
tiona, to be stored in public warehouses until delivered, such warehousing 
expense will naturally be a branch of the warehousing or selling expense, 
depending upon the purpose or such warehousing, rather than of the trans-
portation accounts. Contracting motor carriers may be engaged by t he hour 
or by the sugar unit hauled, by agreement between the refinery and the con-
tractor. All shipments by common carriers are or course in accordance with 
prescribed regulations governing such contracts, which include resposibil-
ity for safe delivery. In the case or customer's trucks, title to the sugar 
passes when the driver signs for the sugar loaded on his truck, in his cap-
aci ty as an agent of the purchaser. 
Delivery charges for trucking are based on a system of zones. Certain 
customers call for their own sugar, because they believe it to be to their 
advantage to utilize their own trucks rather than to pay delivery charges 
on the sugar. This is understandable, particularly where the customer is 
located just inside a higher-cost zone •• All of these various delivery-
methods may be summarized for our purpo aes in the statement that to sell 
sugar to a customer the refinery must deliver the product to him at com-
petitive costs. Whether they make money or lose money in so doing does not 
interest him, he wants sugar at the lowest possible cost and ordinarily has 
no difficulty whatever in obtaining it. 
We have, then, three methods of delivering sugar, insofar as costs are 
concerned: 
1. A fixed charge on the gross weight shipped, which 
varies with the destination and with the carrier. 
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2. An hourly rental fee for hired trucks, the rate 
per sugar unit being dependent upon the quantity 
shipped. 
3. A variable rate, for sugar shipped in refinery 
trucks, which depends upon operating costs and 
the quantity of sugar carried during the account-
ing period. 
The eight shipping methods may thus be reduced to three types of accounts. 
Group 1 will embrace rail and water shipments, and motor-trucks hired on a 
weight rather than on a time basis. Group 2 will contain merely shipments 
in trucks engaged on time contracts. Group 3 will consist of deliveries in 
refinery-owned equipment. Customer's own trucks, of course, will be excluded 
from consideration, si. nee these purchasers are billed F.O.B Refinery for their 
sugar. 
To determine whether sales are profitable or unprofitable, the trans-
portation cost accounts for Gr-oup 1 shipments should be organized by destin-
ation points, ar at least by zones of identical costs. Shipments by Groups 
2 and 3 could be organized by destination points or by identical-cost zones, 
but, since time is here an important element, it is believed that more accur-
ate results cculd be secured by keeping avcounts with the individual custom-
ers. To do this satisfeetorily delivery costs must be reduced to a time bas-
is. For the Group 2 trucks that basis is indisputably correct, since they 
are hired by the hour, but not all of the operating expenses of the refinery 
trucks san be correctly reduced to a.n hourly basis. Even if actual loading 
time is identical for each customer, frequent delays are encountered while 
waiting one's turn or the necessary room at the platforms, and the running 
expenses Will naturally be higher for more distant customers. But since by 
far the larger portion of the operating expenses can be reduced to an hourly 
basis, and because the higher running expenses necessitated by longer hauls 
are also reflected in longer delivery time, the operating hour would seem to 
be a fairly accurate method of apportioning delivery costa. 
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Two other factorsa idle time, and partial shipments to several cus-
tomers during aJl individual trip, will complicate matters somewhat, but these 
are unavoidable situations which must be met. Probably few trucking fleets 
in any industry are always fully occupied, or always deliver a full load to 
each customer. Idle time is a cost fe.ctor which is naturally pro-rated over 
~11 of the deliveried during the period, it will increase the unit rate for 
hauling the sugar. Partial shipments to individual customers may be correct-
ly charged by requiring the driver to record the time of arrival and depart-
ure from each location, allocating the time spent in reaching the first cus-
tomer and the time arriving back at the refinery from the 1 ast customer, 
over each one visited in proportion to the time spent at each place. Cer-
tain small customers will undoubtedly be revealed es unprofitable accounts, 
when the delivery charges are correctly determined, but they must not be 
dropped without first considering the effect of such action upon sales vol-
ume. Every bag sold helps to reduce the refining cost of the remaining 
bags, by absorbing a part of the overhee.d charges. Wbat may be done with 
certain unprofitable accounts, however, is to include them in a zone of 
higher delivery cost, provided they are not then able to secure competitive 
sugar at the original cost. 
Group 3, refinery-owned trucks, will be the sole group having an exten-
sive chart of cost accounts. These will include the usual depreciation, main-
tenance, insurance, direct labor, operating expenses, etc. In order of group-
ing, the chart of accounts c ruld be as follows: 
Group 1 
















































































Miscel l aneous Expense 
By studying the above accounts it is obvious that most of them can be re-
duced to an hourly basis, therefore there seems to be no revson why the trucking 
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cost could not be so apportioned. There are a few uncertain accounts, such 
s Suppliss, t"nd Damaged Sugnr. The latter is of' infrequent occurrence, how-
ever, and could be spread over the operating period without significant effect. 
Frequently, trucking costs are based on the ton-mile. For long hauls t is 
basis may be ~dmirable, but for short hauls, pr-rticul~rly vmere a truck may 
~ke several stops in each trip, it seems that the ton-hour, or the hundred-
weight hour, is better suited for comparing results, and especially where most 
of the expenses can be reduced to an hourly basis, but huve no discernable con .. 
nection with the miles traveled. 
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CHAPTER 20 
INDIRECT DEPAR'l'ME TS 
A. CHARGEABLE TO PRODUCTIVE PROCESSES : 
In the preceding chapters there have been included a number if not 
most of the Indirect Depe_rtments tha t are cha rgeable to the Productive 
Processes. Chief anong these is the Mechanical Depa rtment , which may be 
divided into Mechanical and Electrical Divisions. Ea ch of these, in turn, 
may be subdivided into Construction and Maintenance groups, thou gh t here is 
no r igid distinction between them in either division. Maintenance men 
m~ work on new construction, or the Construction men may do maintenance 
work, depending upon the prograo of the moment. 
In general, however, in plants of the size of sugar refineries there 
will be various operations that re quire the services of one or more men 
skilled in particular fields. A refinery ha s many pumps, therefore there 
is usually need for one or two men to devote their time exclusively to 
pump maintenance. The various belt drives may be sufficiently numerous 
to keep a "belt" man busy repairing and installing belts. Piping work is 
going on all or the time in some part of the refinery, therefore a "steam-
fitting" crew will find work to do const antly. Carpenters, tinsmiths, 
blacksmiths, coppersmiths, welders, machinists, amd many others, all of 
these will be required to keep the machinery in operation and to install 
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new equipment . The pa cking machinery is sufficiently extensive to require 
three or four men constantly at worlt repairing, adjusting, oiling, and clean-
ing the various machines. The centrifugal rm chines need two or three mechan-
ics to ma intain them in good repair, repla cing linings, ad,justing brakes, ser-
vicing water sPrays, and all the other numberous det ails that need attention 
to insure maximum efficiency. In addition to these men, and other that could 
be listed, there are three crews of "shift" mechanics, doing emergency repairs 
and other necessary mechanical work twenty-four hours a day::1tha year round. 
Similarly, in the Electrical Division certain men will oil and service 
motors, others will do wiring work, and still others will look after elect-
rical controls. In addition there are "shift'' electricians, who take care 
of the electrical work in the plant day and night the year round. The Elect-
rical Division is much smaller than the Mechanical Division, but each has its 
regularly-scheduled maintenance work in addition to such new work as may be 
required. 
The costs of these divisions consist mainly of labor and materials. 
Power may be a considerable item in the Machine Shop, for the operation of 
la.thes, drills, planers, grinding tools, etc. The "Overhead" group will 
probably include most of the accounts common to the other departm:ln ts. Many 
of these service departments are more or 1 ass interrelated, that is, portions 
of their operating costs are chargeable to other service departments as well 
as to productive operations. Notable examples of such apportionment occur, 
for instance, in the distribution of the Timekeeping, Payroll, and Medical 
Departments to the Mechanical Department. Such allocation is necessary for 
the reason that they cannot otherwise be correctly applied to the production 
processes. 
For the Mechanical and Electrical Divisions the cost accounts could be 
somewhat as rollows, ~~th separate accounts for each. It should be observed 
that the sections have been but indicated. These controlling accounts would 
include such detailed supporting accounts as may be found desirable. 
Materials a 
Mechanical Department 
































Heat, Light, and Power 
Water 
Miscellaneous 
These departmants are service departments only. The product that i ·s to 
absorb their costs can be only the fabricated material and equipment that they 
install, or the labor applied to various jobs. To which shall the overhead 
be applied! There can be no question that the overhead should be applied with 
the direct labor, when it is realjz .ed that all of the job orders require labor, 
but many do not need appreciable quantities of material. The best method, then, 
for applying the overhead costs of the Mechanical and Electrical Division would 
seem to be on the basis of the overhead expense per man-hour of direct labo-r. 
Since hourly wage rates differ, the man-hour is probably better than to express 
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overhead as a percentage of the Dire ct Labor dollar. This method is but an 
averaging one that does not give exact cost, but the accura cy is probably 
sufficient for the purposes, especially in view of the f;;~. ct that obtaining 
exact cost is likely to require detailed analy zing whmlly unwarranted by the 
slight gain in precision. 
Most or the work of these divisions would thus have a m~terial cost and 
a labor cost, supplied by the Mechenical Department , with an applied over-
head ch arge added by the Cost Department. A few of these operating expenses, 
such as supplies, Wflter and r.~iscellaneous expense, wou l d vary soi!lewhat in 
different periods . These V?~ri ?tions 'iOuld make inprobrble the c anplete appli-
cation of total expenses but would most li kely result in over or under-appli-
c;:;.tion of the at~ounts. Such Y'f!ri tions permit slight errors to enter into 
the charges, but it is unlikely that these would be of sppre cieble magnitude. 
C~rrying these over or under-applied expenses forward into the next period 
also makes that period slightly inaccurate, but \rith ca reful estimat ion and 
supervision these errors can be reduced to a minii!!Um. 
~he Stores Department: 
This departMent purcha ses the ID8terials and supplies for the plant, 
with the exception of the Raw Sugar , as requested by approved purchase re~ 
quisitions. They also deliver the articles received, storing such quantities 
as are not immediately needed until they are withdr \m by stores requisitions. 
The departrent thus has clerical workers, storekeepers, receivers, truckers, 
and trucking foremen. ~ost of the trucking operations will consist of un-
loading and delivering diatonaceous earth, bone-black, activated carbon, 
corn starch, and the various empty packages to the proper locations, and the 
removal and disposal of all materials that are shipped for sale as scrap. 
Insofar as these trucking operations are concerned, all of the labor 
costs can and should be applied to the supplied handled. The remaining 
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expenses cannot be so apportioned. There may be no more time or effort ex-
pended in purchasing a car of bone-black, for example, than in buying a 
paper of pins for the office. Thus , there is no base for distributing the 
department's expenses to the individual articles handled, and even if there 
were an excellent base, the multitude of articles would make individual 
apportionment absurd. Nor can the apportionment be based on the number of 
requisitions handled for each department, though that method comes closer 
to being serviceable, because each may require different time or effort. 
Probably the sole feasible method is by estimation of the amount of work 
performed for each department. 
A chart of cost accounts for this department could be somewhat 
as follows: 
STORES DEPARTMENI' 
CHART OF . COST ACCOUNJ.'S 






Stationery and Supplies 
Freight, Parcel Post, and Express Charges Inw~Id 
Maintenance: 
Buildings 
F'urniture and Fixtures 
Depreciation: 
Buildings 























The Medical Department: 
This department is concerned entirely with the health of the em-
ployaes. Its personnel may consist of a part-time doctor and a full-time 
nurse, working in a clinic established in the plant. They will require sup-
plies of various medicines and suitable first-aid equipment. The total costs 
of this department should equitably be charged to the various departments 
served according to their need for the services, but they could be distrib-
uted as fixed percentages of the total, on averages established by past ex-
perience. Another method might be to distribute the costs in proportion to 
the number of parsons in ea·ch department. Probably the most accurate method 
would be to divide the total expenses incurred during the period in propor-
tion to the number of cases treated from each department, but it is -likely 
that fixed percentages, if a~eraged over sufficient past periods, would yield 
approximately correct results, and ebable the apportionment to be more 
quickly completed. Hospitalization, fees of consulting physicians, ambulance 
charges, monetary settlements for injuries, etc., should be charged to the 
department responsible for the incurring of these expenses. A chart of the 
expense accounts could be as follows: 
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MEDICAL DEPARI'MENT 






















Heat and Light 
Miscellaneous 
Fees and Other Charges: 
Hospital Expense 
X-Rays 





The Laboratory Department: 
This department makes such routine tests as may be necessary, an-
alyzes materials and supplies, makes engineering tests in the plant, engages 
in research work, performs analytical work for the customers and advises them 
on matters having to do with the use of sugar, and does other work of a tech-
nieal nature. Its chief cost element is labor, but supplies constitute a 
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fairly large item, and it also uses water, steam, and power. Distribution of 
its costs to the various departments may be done by estimate entirely, but a 
better method, perhaps, would be to analyze the routine teats performed and 
apportion the time of the testers to the various departments, in accordance 
with the •verage work done for each. Those whose work is variable could be 
allocated by a job-order system. The oaterials and other charges could be 
distributed in the same proportions without appreciable error. The total cost 
to be distributed is not sufficiently large to warrant detailed study, a fair 
estimate might be accurate enough for ordinary purposes. The cost elements 
could be included in the following schedule: 
LABORATORY DEPARTMENT 

























Power and Light 
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Miscellaneous 
'l'he Laboratory purchases a number of supplies, such as thermometers, 
hydrometers, recording gauges and charts, etc., for use in the plant. These 
could be charged to the departments to which they are furnished by suitable 
material requisitions. 
The Other Departments: 
There are a few other departments that should be charged to the pro• 
ductive or service departments in whole or in part. These would consist of part 
of the Executive Department, such portions of the Accounting Department as are 
concerned with Tinekeeping, Payrolls, Raw Sugar, and the recording and payment 
of the Accounts Payable, and the plant guards. The purpose of including as 
many of these departments as possible in the distribution to the various de-
partments is to reduce the General Overhead, which must be absorbed by the 
finished products. It is likely that the sole method by vmich they could be 
allocated is by each individual's estinate of the proportion of his time that 
is chargeable to the various departments. This is not a scientif~c method, 
but it at least is a better estimate than the cost :accounte.nt could make. 
The estimate for Timekeeping, Payrolls, and Accounts Payable clerks might 
fairly be based on the number of persons employed in, or chargee made to or 
for, the respective departments. The cost elements are essentially the same 
as for the other indirect departments, with minor exceptions. A set of ac~ 
counts should be kept for each group. 
EXECUTIVE- RELATED ACCOUNTI NG l GUARDS 
CHART OF COST ACCOUNTS 
Salaries 



















Heat and Light 
Miscellaneous 
B. CHARGEABLE TO THE FINISHED PRODUC'l'S: 
These departments have no place in the conventional ucost of Goods 
Manufactured" od "Cost of Goods Sold" sections of the Manufacturing or Profit 
and Loss Statements. Their proper position, of course, is in the "Selling" 
and "Administrative" sections. The same criticism can be made against Trans-
portetion costs, though perhaps to a lesser degree. Following the principles 
set forth in "Cost Accounting", by W. B. Lawrence (1), these departments have 
been included merely for completeness and with the intention of analyzing 
their cost elements, in order thft all costs may be obtained. A knowledge of 
these costs may furnish valuable information concerning the profit or loss 
realized from each product, thus enabling management to alter sales policies, 
transportation methods, or even the packages or products themselves. 
It was originally intended to group these together in a separate 
chapter, but after studying the operations it was realized that in a general 
(1) Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1932, Chapter 16. 
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discussion of this nature they should be included with the other Indirect 
Departments. The chief reason for this decision is that these departments 
consist merely of the Sales Department, including the Traffic Eivision, 
part of the Executive Departnent, and the portion of the Accounting Depart-
ment that is concerned with matters having to do with the refinery as a 
whole. 
Separate treatment is necessary for this group, because there is 
no determinable base upon which their costs may be distributed to the pro-
ducts. Nor can a reliable estimate be made. Probably as good a method as any 
other is to apportion their expenses to the fin'Bl products in proportion to 
the quantities of each produced. This method is open to the objection that the 
costs are not dependent upon production quantities in any way. This objection 
is true, of course, but the method at least has the virtue of allocating the 
costs in proportion to "what the traffic will bear", rather than to charge 
them entirely to the principal product, while letting the others escape scot-
free. 
It must be borne in nind, however, that there is absolutely no re-
lation, for instance, between a particular product and the collection effort 
expended in obtaining payment from delinquent customers, though there may be 
some relation between the particular product and the sales effort necessary 
to induct the customer to purchase it. To illustrate by another example, 
what is the connection between a barrel of sugar and the cost of preparing 
a balance sheett It may be, however, that the Traffic Division could establish 
a connection between certain transportation costs and particular final pro-
ducts. If so, this relationship could be taken into account when allocating 
the departmental costs. 
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Sales offices are frequently, perhaps usually, located in more ac-
cessible locations than is the refinery. It is also customary to maintain 
branch offices in mey cities, situated in territories where a large volume 
of business is transacted. In sections where sales do not warrant branch 
of'f'ices the sugar will be sold by brokers on a commission basis, or perhaps 
sold outright to jobbers, who will wholesale it to their cuator:~ers. The Sales 
Department will thus include cost accounts that are not common to the other 
departments. A chart of accounts for the Sales Department might be accoriing 
to the following plan: 
SALES DEPAR.l'MENI' 




Telephone and Telegraph 
Rent 
Entertainment Expense 









Workmen's Compensation Insurance 
Social Security 
Unemployment Insurance 






CHART OF COST ACCOUNI'S 
Salaries 

















Heat and Light 
Uncollectible Accounts 
Miscellaneous 
The divisions of Admini stre.tion and Accounting that can not be 
charged to the various departments are to be included in this latter see-
tion. These would include Management, Credits and Collection a, Accounts 
Receivable clerks, Stenographers, General Book-keepers, and other clerks 
whose work has no particular connection with the Operating or Service De-
partments. 
Like the Sales Department, the costs of these divisions of the 
Administrative and Accounting Departments are perhaps best distributed in 
accordance with the pounds of each product manufactured. The same objection 
to this distribution method can be mafe, but since no better plan can be 
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suggested, this method is as good as any other. The final products must absorb 
these costs in some manner, therefore their absorption in proportion to pro• 
duction seems eminently fair and equitable. 
ll3 
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SUMMARY AND APPENDIX 
In summing up the methods proposed in the foregoing chapters sev-
eral questions need to be considered. The most obvious one, perhaps, con• 
cerns the value or cost accounting to a sugar refinery. Assuming that we 
are able to obtain the costs of each process, is such information of prac-
tical value! Though it seems unlikely that costs can be appreciably lowered, 
accurate records might well assist in reducing them, by indicating which are 
the high-cost processes and the factors that make their costs high. Confronted 
with a high-cost process or period, management is induced to seek the reasons 
therefor. It is this search for the underlying causes that is most likely to 
be productive of reduced costs. 
The most promising field is likely to lie in the raw sugars pur-
chased for refining. The present rating of raw sugars for refinability is 
hardly better than mere opinion. We know that the sugars '~ry, chemical and 
physical tests reveal the differences quite readily, but the actual effect 
of these variations in ingredients upon refining costs cannot be known in 
detail without cost accounting. It is possible, by operating the plant with 
raw sugar from one source for an entire period, to obtain total refining 
costs with a fair degree of accuracy , but the process costs are not so 
readily determined. 
Another field in which cost accounting could lead to cost-reduction 
is in the production and sale of the complementary products and pa ckages that 
make up a so-called ••complete line·• of merchandise. At present they are pro-
duced and sold at differentials above or below basis price, which prices are 
set by managerial evaluation and the forces of competition, rather than by 
actual cost. It may be that mere knowledge of the costs will not enable an 
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individual plant to revise its differentia~s, but it certainly should result 
in more intensive effort to lower the costs of the non-profitable iteos, or 
a shifting of sales emphesis to oore profitable products. 
The third field in which cost accounting could assist in reducing 
costs is in the processes themselves, through intensive studies of operating 
methods to seek the best and lowest-cost ways of performing the necessary 
operations. Time and Job-Study :ne"Lhods might accomplish e.pprecicble savings 
in supplies, labor, and power, end elininDte the r;ources of contt:>minRtion 
and spoilage of m~terials. 
It is likely that t ese three, perhaps in the order of their listing, 
offer the most probable sources of cost reduction. It is only fair to point 
out that continuous efforts in each of these fielis are being exerted by the 
executive and technical staffs of the individual refineries. The idea that 
is here being intro~uced is that cost accounting offers a veluable tool for 
use in evaluating the results of their efforts, for it is in the Profit and 
Loss Statenent that the results nust inevitably be shown. 
In an early chapter it was observed that the eastern seaboard re-
fineries are faced with n struggle for existence. Unless unforseen changes 
take place, their markets, now threatened by an influx of tropically-refined 
sugar, domestic beet sugar, and west-coast su~ar, are likely to be greatly 
curtailed. Reduced narkets mean shorter operating weeks, end the absorption 
of overheed by a smaller voluoe of sugar. Two remedies are available , gov-
erhnental intervention through tariff action, quota systems, freight rates, 
etc., or self-help by reducing the cost of refining to the ninimum, thus 
enabling theM to reduce prices to the point where sugar-dumping from afar 
becones unprofitable and undesirable to the distant nanufacturers. 
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It has been stated that cost accounting can be utilized as a use~ 
ful tool in the fight to lower costs. Like some tools it may well be expen-
sive to purchase, perhaps even to operate, but once established its operating 
cost mey not be prohibitive. In the preceding ahapter s the need for meters, 
weighing devices, and other equipment, was mentioned. The cost of these may 
require a rather large investment, but once obtained they should render ser• 
vice for a long time. Similarly, the labor of starting a system, training 
the personnel, and revising operating methods to enable the system to func-
tion, would be a large undertaking, perhaps so formidable that the manage -
ment might be reluctant to instigate such a novel and radical departure 
from accepted procedure . 
But is it so novel and radical a departure as it at first appears 
to be! No business enterprise of any size or success operates without some 
knowledge of their costs. A refinery knows its labor costs, direct and in-
direct, its material and supply costs, its package and transportation ex-
penses , for example. They know what they pay in taxes, for Social Security, 
Unemployment Insurance, and the other hundred and one costs that go to make 
up overhead. They know the amounts of material and supplies used, and the 
quantity of finished goods that must absorb all of these charges. They know 
all of these, the regular accounting operations deal vnth these figures con-
stantly. \Vhat remains to be done is to subdivide these costs, properly dis-
tribute these charges, so that the detailed costs o! operating the processes, 
or of manufacturing the individual items, may be procured. Installation of 
adequate cost accounting , therefore, is not so much a new plan as it is an 
extension of a familiar routine. Viewed in that light the task of obtaining 
detailed costs, though not less formidable, becomes more familiar, more ca-
pable of successful operation, and less objectionable as a radical departure 
or a valueless fad. 
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A second question that might reason~bly be asked by informed per-
sons concerns the handling of products that receive repeated refining, in 
the same process or back to earlier operations for a second or third re-
processing. The task of process eccounting is frequently beset with difficulty 
when the material passes through but once, how involved will this mathod 
become if several products must be repeatedly refined! Frankly, no man 
knows. We can appreciate that the complications are enormously enhanced, 
but we can also confidently assert tha:t unless each product is completely 
accounted for, regardless of the number of processings it must have, the 
idea or detailed costs loses most if not all of its value. Little can be 
accomplished by determining the process costs of the rele.tively simple 
products, while ignoring the complex intermediate materials. Perhaps the 
only answer to the query at this early stage is to state that certain mi-
nor materials may be included in a major product, by estimation if no 
better way appears, to obviate dealing with a multitude of products in 
every sta~ of completion. Experience with a system would undoubtedly sug-
gest easier or more accurate methods of obtaining the results sought, than 
are apparent during the planning stages. 
A third question might be to the effect tha:t since the sugar is 
the most difficult factor to evaluate, why not ignore its cost, but deter-
mine all of the other charges in terms of an operating-hour, or an individ-
ual batch, with the idea that relative, if not actual, costs could thereby 
be obtained? Such an argument is difficult to refute, and it certainly ought 
not to be ignored or lightly brushed aside. It contains considerable merit, 
and probably would form the easiest method or attacking the main problem. 
Instead of proceeding directly to complete, detailed cost accounting it might 
be better to start with a relative system, whereby some knowledge could be 
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obtained and Which would lead, as experience grew, into the most feasible 
plan of procuring the complete cost, through the knowledge gained by study-
ing the results achieved with the "relative" method. 
A con side rat ion of these queries and objections leads us natur-
ally into an evaluation of the methods proposed in the foregoing chapters. 
Before management can be induced to instigate these methods they will as-
suredly inquire: are the results worth obtaining; will the outlined ~ethods 
yield the desired results; and, if the answer to each is in the affirmative, 
what will it cost to obtain these results! In other words, is the plan feas-
ible, practical, and inexpensive! The only possible answer at this time is 
a blunt "we do not know". The results should certainly bw worth obtaining. 
Will the outlined methods yield the desired results! In our opinion they 
should do so, but probably not without some or much revision, as indicated 
by experience. What will the method cost to install and operate! We could 
but reply, with Carroll's dormouse, "we haven't the slightest idea", be-
cause no steps have been taken to determine the costs of the mechanical 
equipment needed, nor the personnel required to operate such a system. It 
is still merely in the "idea" stage, no actual plans have been r.lade for its 
installation. 
The refining operations have been discussed and methods for ob-
taining process costs have been formulated. It is hoped that some interest 
in the problem may thereby be aroused, and that operating executives may be 
induced to consider the adoption of detailed cost accounting, a useful tool 
when properly and accurately applied. 
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PART ?; APPENDIX: 
A. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS AND COMPHrATION METHODS: 
1. Sugar Content of Solutions: 
A standard tank is twelve feet long, eight feet wid9, and seven feet 
deep. Each inch of depth, therefore, contains eight cubic feet of material. From 
a table of outages (in which the cubic contents of the air space above the so-
lution are automatically deducted from the contents of a full tank), a table of 
temperature factors (which correct the volume at the observed tempereture to the 
volume at the standard temperature of 68 degrees Fahrenheit, or 20 degrees Cent-
igrade), a table of density factors (giving pounds or sugar solids per cubic foot 
at standard temperature ond at observed densities in degrees Brix), and the dents-
i ty ~nd exponent (sugar per cent solids content), the pounds and yield of sugar 
may be calculated. We are here concerned merely with too solids content, therefore 
we do not require the exponent. The calculat-ion below is shown by logarithmic 
methods, because that is the usual computation practice. 




Log sirup quantity 
Log Tenperature Factor 
Log Density Factor 
Antilogarithm 
Pounds Solids Present 
2. Jate r Content _o_t Solutions: 
4 
88 F. 






By definition the degrees Brix is the per cent sugar solids by weight. 
Strictly s~eaking, this applies only to solutions of pure sucrose. but for ord-
inary purposes this restriction is ignored. 
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The water content of the ab ove sirup, then, would be: 
26,580 x 46.5/53.5 or 23,090 pounds of water 
Another net hod for calculating the water content of solutions, where 
the total solids content is not required, is as follows: Obtain the density with 
a standard Brix hydrometer, correcting the rending obtained to the corresponding 
density c.t ~0 C. From str-~ndard tables the weight of solution, or of the solids 
contained in a gallon or in a cubic foot of the material, at standard tempera-
ture c.re obtainable for any concentration. The weight of water in a gallon or 
cubic foot of the material may then be found by deducting the weight of solids 
fror:1 the weight of the solution. Or, the solution weight may be multiplied by 
100 - degree Brix 
lOQ 
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Canner 's Sugar: 
Char: 
Char-filtered liquor: 
A finely-divided carbon material, prepared for sugar 
filtration, chiefly from vegetable materials, such as 
wood pulp and lignite. 
A technical term to distinguish selective retention 
of' portions of material ingredients, rather than the 
absorption of the complete material. 
The molasses film separated from the raw sugar by a 
preliminary softening action, followed by spraying 
the sugar with water while it is revolved at high 
speed in centrifugal machines. 
The inorganic or mineral residue remaining after the 
organic material has been driven off by combustion. 
The·ash chiefly consists of ingoranic salts. 
The water containing the m terial dissolved from the 
raw augur bags during their washing cycle. 
A residual by-product from filtered material, after 
all of the sugar economically feasible has been re-
moved . 
A residual by-product from unfiltered material, 
chiefly affihation sirup, after sugar removal is 
completed. Not sold for human consumption. 
The tanks supplying the Clarification process, their 
name originating from the practice of utilizing com-
pressed air f.or agita.tion of the sugar solutions, a 
so-called "blowing-up" operation. 
The screens used for separating the various crystal 
sizes of sugar from each other. 
A decolorizing agent made by fracturing animal bones 
to the proper size, and subjecting the particles to 
destructive distillation in the absence of air. 
See "Bone-black". 
A density scale, named for its inventor, which shows 
the per cent sugar by weight in a solution. 
An Extra Fine sugar manufactured especially for use 
by Canners, practically free from Thermophilic bac-
teria, which are harmless to humans, but detrimental 
in canning. 
See "Bone-black~. 
Sugar solutions decolorized by the action of bone-black. 
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Evaporated Sweet Water: 
Extra Fine: 
Filter House: 
Cost, Insurance, and Freight. Usual selling ter~s for 
Raw Sugar, the price being for delivery upon the buyer•s 
wharf. 
The removal of suspended materials from sugar solutions. 
Sugar sirups, other than residual sirups, sold for the 
use of manufacturers. Chiefly consists of solutions of 
pure sugar in water , at saturated concentrations. 
The treatment given to pulverized sugars to prevent it 
from subsequent caking. The ingredients usually added 
to the sugar are co~n starch and tri-calcium phosphate. 
A regular commercial starch prepared from corn, used 
in sugar to prevent subsequent caking of pulverized 
sugars. 
Horizontal, cylindrical tanks equipped with slowly-
revolving paddles, into which low-grade mixtures of 
sugar crystals and mother liquor are stored for temp-
orary intervals to promote additional sugar recovery. 
Expansion chambers in the air ducts from the granu-
lators, in which the sugar particles may settle to 
the bottom and be withdrawn. Their name is derived 
from the whirling action given to the air by the 
method of locating the inlet and outlet ducts. 
The fossilized skeletons of tiny plants, called di-
atoms, mined in seacoast areas and prepared for til~ 
trat ion aids. 
A sugar term, synonymous with concentration, meaning 
the percentage of sugar dissolved in a solution by 
weight. 
The quantities of sugar solutions taken into the 
Vacuum Pans during the period of grain growth. 
Removal of the sugar from its containers for process-
ing purposes. 
A single evaporating unit in which water vapor is dis-
tilled from solutions. 
The concentrated sweet water solutions after water has 
been removed in the evaporators. 
The ordinary granulated sugar of commerce. 
The division of the main refinery in which the filtra-
















The inlet end of the bone-black filters, at which 
end most of the events are controlled. 
A granulated sugar somewhat- coarser than Extra Fine, 
about midway between the latter and Medium Granulated. 
The point at which the proper number of crJstals are 
obtained in the crystallization process, to be grown 
in the pan to the proper size, without permitting new 
crystals to be formed. 
Any sugar that has been dried in a granulator, but 
usually only the white, free-flowing crystals are so 
dried. 
A revolving, cylindrical drier for sugar use. For a 
more detailed description see page 138. 
A term used when speaking of the size of the crystals. 
The mother liquor, after extraction of the crystals, 
the color and purity of which render it unsuitable 
for granulated sugar stock, but which still contains 
recoverable sugar. 
The chemical changing of sucrose,(ordinary sugar), to 
a mixture of dextrose and levulose, by suitable re-
agents. The process is known as "inversion". 
The ordinary slaked lime of commerce, but which is re-
quired to meet refinery specifications. 
An arbitrary term generally reserved for materials not 
yet boiled, and for sirups after subsequent filtration 
which are to be reboiled. Liquors are of different con-
centrations of color, the colorless and faintly yellow 
being known as lA, those of deeper color and lower sugar 
content as 2A, and special liquors of suitable color 
and purity may beused for soft sugar production. Liquors 
are ordinarily termed "Light" as they come from the 
filters, and designated as "Heavy" after a portion of 
the water ha.s been evaporated before pan-boiling. 
The "traffic department" of the filters, where the liquors 
are routed to their proper destination for subsequent use. 
Those that are molded into special shapes, such as Tablets 
or Cubes. 
The mixture of sugar crystals and mother liquor that 
emerges from the crystallization process. 
The mixture of raw sugar crystals and affination sirup 
















A coarse-grained gre~ulated sugar, chiefly used by 
confectioners and other food manufacturers. 
The building in which preliminary purging and sub-
sequent solution of the washed sugar crystals iakes 
place. 
A suspension of slaked lime in water. 
The tanks in vmich materials are stored ~hila awaiting 
centrifuging, and which are equipped with revolving 
paddles in their restricted base section to keep the 
crystals fromm settling to the bottom and blocking the 
exit gates. 
The solution from which the crystals haYe been extracted, 
particularly reserYed for designating the material be-
fore actual separation of the crystals takes place. 
The diatomaceous earth retained in the filter-presses, 
together with the suspended impurities that have been 
filtered out. 
The diYision of the main refinery in vmich the crystal-
lizing pans and subsequent operations are located. 
Ordinary wood pulp, usually of the sulphite variety, 
that is obtained for paper me.nuh.cture. Sometimes used, 
in certain types of filtration equipment, for sugar 
filtration. 
The value obtained when the sugar is tested in a sace-
harimeter, a special polariscope for sugar use, the 
value representing the percentage of sugar present, ex-
cept as the reading may be affected by other substances, 
chiefly invert sugars, present in the solution. 
A filtration unit in the Clarification Department. The 
name probably is retained from the ancient practice or 
actually pressing out a juice from a pulpy mass. 
The tanks above the char filters, so-called because of 
the gnavity pressure the "head" of solution in them im-
presses upon the filters. 
Finely-divided powdered sugars prepared in special mills 
for confectioners and for household use. 
A sugar freed from most of its impurities by being washed 
in centrifugal machines while it is revolved at high speed. 

















The impure crystals produced in a raw suger mill, which 
form the raw material for a refinery. 
Any sugar that is redissolved for further refining. 
That which is left, in refineries the final sirups from 
which further sugar recovery is considered uneconomical. 
To restore to its for~er state, in refineries the term 
is used to denote the washing and "reburning" of the 
bone-black and diatomaceous earth to prepare it for 
reuse. 
A length of rope, made endless by splicing, used for 
hoisting and conveying materials. In refineries they 
are chieflj used for the handling or raw sugar in bags. 
The suspended impurities removed in the Clarification 
Department, usually by chemical precipitation. They 
are distinguished from "muds" by the fact that the 
latter contain diatomaceous earth. 
The mother liquor separated from the sugar crystals in 
the centrifugal process, following crystallization. 
An individual batch of "magma" from the crystallization 
process. 
A refined brown sugar of soft grain, one example of 
which is the familiar "Golden Brown" in small cartons. 
A very coarse or large-grained white granulated sugar, 
principally used by manufacturers. 
Synonymous with "skip", this term is chiefly used in 
raw sugar mills, and originated from a former practice 
of actually striking the pans with clubs to assist in 
the formation of the crystals, a sort of "shock" seeding. 
A condensor inserted between the vacuum pan and the 
vapor-condensing equipment, to recover most of the 
sugar carried over in the vapor from the pan. 
Any light-density material, specifically the washings 
from filters. 
The lumps of adhering crystals that are formed before 
the wet sugar is dried, and which are screened out in 
the equipment provided for the purpose. They are used 
in producing pulverized sugars and in making comoercial 
sirup. 
A dry, white, powdered ingredient used to prevent "caking" 






Sea "Activated Carbons" 
That property of a liquid that makes it resistant 
to flow. 
A sirup that does notflow readily, usually a low-
test sirup, is said to be "viscous". Ordinarily, 
the viscosity increases with decreasing sugar con-
tent. 
See "Affination Sirup". 
See "Affination Sirup". The name arose because it is 
so widely different from "A" liquor, the premier 
crystallizing material. 
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